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City Council
Meeting

Item #3 (21-1320)

Study Session on City Activity to
Address an Unhoused
Population: Project HomeKey
and Basic Services for the City's
Unhoused

November 9, 2021
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Overview
BACKGROUND

• The City Council held study sessions on July 13, 2021, and August 24,
2021, to discuss issues related to Santa Clara's unhoused population

• The City Council requested that staff return with an update on Project
HomeKey and further analysis and next steps for providing short-term
basic services to Santa Clara's unhoused populations

• Since we last met on August 24, the HomeKey Notice of Funding
Availability (NOFA) released September 9, 2021 and the HomeKey
Round 2 Application became available in early October 2021
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Agenda

Item #3 21-1320

1. Short Term Services for Unhoused Santa Clarans

2. HomeKey Background

3. HomeKey Project Updates

4. Developer Presentations

5. Council Input /Next Steps

6. Questions and Answers
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Short-term basic services
OVERVIEW

• On March 16, 2021, City Council endorsed the Santa Clara County
Community Plan to End Homelessness 2020-25 ("Community Plan")

• The Community Plan to End Homelessness for Santa Clara County
identified 14 strategies that fall into three focus areas:

1) Address the root causes of homelessness through system and policy change;

2) Expand homelessness prevention and housing programs; and,

3) Improve quality of life for unsheltered individuals and create healthy

neighborhoods for all.
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Short-term basic services
OVERVIEW

Item #3 21-1320

To address this immediate crisis in our community and ensure healthy
neighborhoods for all, we must increase investment in basic services to
better meet the needs of people living in unsheltered conditions.

• At the August 24, 2021 Council meeting, the City Council requested that
staff further explore short-term basic services that the city can provide
to its unhoused populations

Basic services include access to basic hygiene resources, including
mobile bathrooms, showers, and laundry

Short-term basic services
Dignity on Wheels

• Many neighboring jurisdictions, including the County Office of
Supportive Housing, San Jose, Milpitas, Mountain View, and Sunnyvale,
contract with Dignity on Wheels to provide these short-term services

• Dignity on Wheels is an initiative created by the staff of Project
WeHOPE, a 5o1(c)3 nonprofit located in East Palo Alto

• In 2015, WeHOPE launched Dignity on Wheels (DoW), a mobile hygiene
service that provides free showers and laundry services to the homeless

• Comprehensive case management support is also provided to address a
variety of challenges including job loss, illness, and food insecurity
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Short-term basic services
Dignity on Wheels

Program services and costs may vary but in general, the cost for mobile
hygiene is around $85o per session if utility hook-ups for electrical,
water, and sanitary disposal are provided. Otherwise, the cost per
session is around $l,000. Weel~ly service at one 4-hour session per
week would cost the City approximately $52,000 annually

• As a next step, staff recommends issuing an RFP for basic hygiene
resources, including mobile bathrooms, showers, and laundry services
and would request a budget amendment from a Housing Special
Revenue fund at the time an agreement is brought back to Council

Project HomeKey 2.0
TIMELINE /KEY DATES

• Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) released September 9, 2021

• HomeKey Round 2 Application became available in early October 2021

• Priority application period: October 1, 2021— January 31, 2022

• Final applications: applications received on a rolling basis until funds are
exhausted or May 2, 2022, whichever comes first

• Capital Expenditure Deadline -Eight months from the date of the award

• Capital: Up to $took per door; Operating: Up to $1,400/month per door
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Project HomeKey 2.0
STRENGTHS

• SPEED (Eight (8) months from the date of the award)

• COST EFFICIENCY

• CAPITAL SUBSIDY

• LAND USE STREAMLINING

• INTERIM HOUSING SOLUTION

• VARIETY OF ELIGIBLE USES

0

Project HomeKey 2.0
CHALLENGES

• LOCATION /PROJECT SITING

• TIMING

• COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

• NO REVENUE SOURCES

• OPERATING COSTS

• UNCLEAR LONG-TERM PLAN
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Project HomeKey 2.0
APPLICATION PROCESS

Item #3 21-1320

• Applicants must submit an authorizing resolution as part of the
application. If the City of Santa Clara is the co-applicant, the City
Council would need to approve a resolution to authorize staff to execute
all documents necessary to secure the HomeKey funds

However, the County of Santa Clara may also apply as the co-applicant,
eliminating the need for any City Council action related to application

To date, the Santa Clara City Council has not approved any authorizing
resolutions approving applications to HomeKey 2.0
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Project HomeKey 2.0
LAND USE STREAMLINING

State law exempts all HomeKey funded projects from local land-use
regulations. Accordingly, any HomeKey project will not go through a
City of Santa Clara discretionary land use approval process

Specifically, as stated by the State in CA Health &Safety Code §
50675.1.1(2020), funds appropriated in the 202o Budget Act including
any HomeKey project (a) shall be deemed consistent and in conformity
with any applicable local plan and allowed as a permitted use and shall
not be subject to a conditional use permit, discretionary permit, or to
any other discretionary reviews or approvals
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Project HomeKey 2.0
SITE SELECTION

• Staff evaluated the City's portfolio of city-owned land and determined
there weren't any city-owned sites suitable for HomeKey Round 2

• The City is aware of two potential HomeKey projects within city limits.
In these cases, the site selection process was purely developer-led

The County has decided to act as the co-applicant for the first project,
(Bella Vista on El Camino Real), but has communicated that they are
not acting as co-applicant for the second project, (LifeMoves on V~hite
Oaks Lane)
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Approved Project
Project #1 —Bella Vista, EI Camino Real

• Developer: Resources for Community Development (RCD)

• Site: Bella Vista Inn, located at 355o El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA

• RCD will serve as co-applicant with County Office of Supportive Housing

• RCD Phase ~ Proiect HomeKev Proposal: Minor renovations to
the existing hotel to create 64 units of interim transitional housing
through HomeKey. The interim housing use is expected to begin in
2022 and then will be convert to permanent affordable housing in 2024

• The City does not have a planning application for the Phase 1 rehab and
no planning permit is required. No City funds in Phase 1.

14
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Approved Project
Project #1 —Bella Vista, EI Camino Real

Item #3 21-1320

• RCD Phase 2 Project: Proposed new permanent affordable housing
development, "Clara Gardens", would add a ~-story building next to the
remodeled motel building, resulting in 12o total affordable units.

• The proposed development falls under the scope of SB :~~ (2oi7)

• RCD held a community outreach meeting on August 30, 2021

• Units available to ELI and LI individuals and families, with 25% of the
set aside for chronically homelessness and 50 % sized for families. The
proposed development will include 81 parking spaces, onsite property
management, and ~~,20o square feet of ground-floor retail
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Approved Project
Project #1 —Bella Vista, EI Camino Real

• County Actions: On October 5, 2021, the County Board of Supervisors
(Board) issued public notice of intent to purchase the Bella Vista Inn

• The County proposes to purchase the property for $14 million using
approximately $11 million Homekey funds and $3 million County funds

• On October i9, 2021, the Board adopted a resolution allowing County to
act as co-applicant and apply for Homekey 2.o funds

• On November 2, 2021, the Board approved acquisition of Bella Vista Inn

• No City Council action is required to move proiect forward
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Project Proposals
Project #2 — LifeMoves, White Oak Lane

• Developer: LifeMoves and Sares-Regis/XL Construction

• Site: 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara, CA

Item #3 21-1320

• Neither the County or City has been approved as co-applicant

• Project HomeKey Proposal: New construction to provide 6o transitional
housing units for families. Stacked modular units, 2-3 stories to
m~imize site efficiency similar to LifeMoves Mountain View project

• The site is currently a vacant lot bordered by a residential neighborhood
with a mix of apartment buildings and single-family residences, a ~/i1
store, and Lawrence Expressway (G2).
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Project Proposals
Project #2 — LifeMoves, White Oak Lane

• The LifeMoves proposal is on a different timeline that the Bella Vista Inn
site and staff is still exploring feasibility

• Unlike the Bella Vista Inn site, the 2035 White Oak Lane project would
be new construction, including site work and construction of
infrastructure and utilities, and more intensive administrative review

• Initial estimates would require a $14 million city operating contribution

• If City Council would like to continue to pursue this project, Staff will
return with an update once a feasible project is ready to move forward

• Any City funding would require City Council approval

18
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Conclusion
Developer Presentations

Item #3 21-1320

Before Council Feedback and Discussion, each of the Project HomeKey
applicants will have 5 minutes to introduce their development team and
provide a brief overview or additional comments regarding their project:

1) Resources for Community Development (RCD) {5 minutes]

• Alicia Klein, Associate Director of Real Estate, RCD

2) LifeMoves {5 minutes}

Joanne Price, Vice President Real Estate &Operations, Life Moves

19

Council Input /Next Steps
1. The City does not currently have adecision-making role related to the
Bella Vista Project HomeKey interim housing project

2. Longer term (Phase 2), RCD is expected to apply to the County for
Measure A funds and request funding from the City of Santa Clara

3. The City Council may direct staff to continue discussions with
LifeMoves regarding the proposed White Oalcs Lane site, including
community outreach, additional staff analysis of the financial feasibility
of the project, and consideration of the City's co-applicant status

q.. Direct staff to issue an RFP for basic hygiene resources, including
bathrooms, showers, and laundry services
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LifeMoves in Mt View
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A Project Homekey Supportive Interim Housing
Community

LifeMoves w,,,~,:.. .,

Serving 124 people, Intensive care management and support services
Expect clients to say approximately 90-120 days while work with case managers

LifeMoves in Mt View
•Current Mountain View Homelessness Count: 606*
•Public/Private Partnership: State of California, City of Mountain View, Santa Clara
County, LifeMoves
•100 doors (with up to 124 beds) for homeless families, seniors, disabled individuals
•Project Homekey funding - $14.35 million total
•Rapid occupancy starting in spring 2021
•Provides 2x Mountain View's cold-weather beds and 10x current year-round beds
(13 to 136)
•Will serve 350+ individuals over the course of a year (2-3x turnover of beds)
•20%impact overnight on people experiencing homelessness in Mountain View
•60% impact in first year on people experiencing homelessness in Mountain View
•< $95k/door with land vs. hotel $200k/door vs. housing unit $450-750k/door
•Low Operating Cost: $60/night vs. homeless on-streeUhotel/jail $171 *'` -
$222/night'`*
•Private rooms for every individual/family: provides dignified living space

*As of the 2019 Point In Time County study in Santa Clara County
**Santa Clara spends $62,473 per homeless person per year. Data from
Destination Home Fact Sheet (2015)
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Room for Single or Couple
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LifeMoves

LifeMoves is dedicated to helping homeless families, individuals
and veterans return to stable housing and self-sufficiency.
Exceptional provider ofwrap-around services in Silicon Valley,

Specializes in Supportive Interim Housing (90-180 days)

89% of our families engaging in our Programs return to stable housing

Extensive experience
r~ Sa~anclsw

28 sites +additional programs o~~Y~~~Y o v
Plea~o~ton

n
1,500+ beds, serving over 10,000 clients every year Snn Mat v

1/3 of shelter beds occupied by children. ~~ c~ c~
Pnl i Aho

Cf

syj San ose

LIFEMOVES ~ BREAKING THE CYCLE OF HOMELESSNESS v~:c~dcro
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White Oak Lane: Preliminary Site Design

LIFEMOVES ~ BREAKING THE CYCLE OF HOMELESSNESS

✓ 600 families unhoused in Santa Clara County.

✓ Not a singles or congregant shelter.

✓ Prefabricated high-end custom design.

✓ Families with Children Only.

✓ Support for up to 60 Families.

✓ 10-minute walk to EI Camino Real —access to rapid transit,
amenities, job opportunities.

✓ 60-70% of our families have at least one working adult.

✓ Onsite Parking Spaces.

✓ 30% onsite supportive services space -case management,
educators, children services, housing &employment
specialists, a nurse station, even a playground.

✓ Staffed 24/7/365.

✓ Costs under evaluation.

3

Supportive Services

• Case Management

• Health and Wellness Activities

• Children Services

• Crisis Intervention

• Life SI<ill Development

• Resource Linkage

• Benefits Application and Advocacy

• Employment Support

• Community Development

• Community Integration

LIFEMOVES ~ BREAKING THE CYCLE OF HOMELESSN E55
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Bella Vista Inn/Clara Gardens
3550 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA
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Development Team

Resources for Community Development (RCD)

• Alicia Klein, Associate Director of Real Estate Development

• Randi Gerson, Development Consultant

Architect: Van Meter Williams Pollack (VMWP)

• Rick Williams, Partner

• Ben Chuaqui, Associate Principal

Property Management: the John Stewart Company (JSCo)

Service Provider: Abode Services

2
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Mission and History

For 37 years, RCD
has created and
preserved
affordable housing
for those with
the fewest options,
to build community
and enrich lives.

3

Portfolio Overview
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1.

61 communities since 1984

4,933 residents

2,434 apartments

24 cities, 5 counties

100% of apartments for

low-income residents

Approx. 1/3 of residents have

special needs

50,500 sq. ft. of commercial

space

Item #3 21-1320
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RCD's Supportive Housing

19 permanent supportive housing (PSH) ~ ~~

developments: ~,~

9 are 100% PSH buildings

10 are integrated buildings (with 5-40%o PSH). ~ a~-

In integrated buildings designed for

families, PSH apartments are a vital

resource for families transitioning from

homelessness.

Increasing the number of PSH apartments

in response to the rising number of people

experiencing homelessness in the Bay
Area.

Item #3 21-1320
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Site Location
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Homekey Proposal

❖ Short-term ("interim") and long-term ("permanent")
phases to address immediate and long-term needs for
housing to address homelessness.

❖ Roles:

❖ Joint-application for Homekey funds by RCD and County

❖ Santa Clara County to purchase the site &lease it to RCD

❖ RCD to develop and operate the interim and permanent
housing

❖ Homekey and County funds will pay for acquisition,
interim rehab, and operating subsidy.

Item #3 21-1320
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Interim Use

Transitional housing for people experiencing chronic

homelessness.

•'• 64 apartments

•'• Onsite support services

•:~ Onsite property management services

•'• Onsite security■

24 hour staff

■ Security cameras

Permanent Development

• 120 Rental apartments

• 29 studios, 27 one-bedrooms, 34 two-bedrooms, 30 three-bedrooms

• 81 Parking spaces

• Secure Bike parking room

• Two buildings:

• Remodeled two-story motel

• New five story building over two story garage

• About 1200 square feet ground floor commercial space

• Community rooms

• Common outdoor spaces and a roof deck

• On-site property management and support services

Item #3 21-1320
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Permanent Development Residents

• Individuals and families with extremely low- to
low-incomes

• 30% of apartments reserved for formerly
homeless households

• Over 50% of units designed for families

11

Development Timeline

• Outreach

• Community Meeting

• Submit Planning Application (S.B. 35)

• Secure Entitlements

• Repairs Prior to Interim Use

• Begin Interim Use

• Start Construction

• Construction Complete

• 100% occupancy

Summer-Fall 2021

August 30, 2021

September 2021

December 2021

Spring 2022

December 2022

Spring 2024

Fall 2025

Early 2026

Item #3 21-1320
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Permanent Site Plan
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Thank You!

Item #3 21-1320
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Melissa Meslo
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From: Nora Pimentel

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:22 AM

To: Nora Pimentel

Cc: Melissa Meslo

Subject: November 9, 2021 Agenda Item #3 -Public Comment

Attachments: Stop white oak; Ponderosa Residents (Families and Elderly) are Terrified of White Oak

Lane Development W/O Background Checks or Security; Please vote NO on the White

Oak Lane project; White Oaks Lane Development; Please vote NO on moving forward

with Project White Oak; Vote "NO" on 2035 White Oak Ln Project; (Not a Copy) Follow

up on concern on 2035 white oaks site; Nearby residents/taxpayers/voters say NO to

the 2 planned SC HomeKey sites; Vote No on proposal for White Oak Lane project;

Objection to White Oak Lane Project; VOTING NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project;

VOTING NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project; Please Vote NO to the White Oak

Lane Project

Dear Mayor and Council,

Our office received the following correspondence regarding item 3. Study Session on the City Activity to Address an

Unhoused Population: California Department of Housing and Community Development's (HCD) Project HomeKey and

Provision of Basic Services for the City's Unhoused which we are forwarding for your review and consideration.

Please note this correspondence will form part of the public record for the November 9, 2021, Council and Authorities

Concurrent and Special Santa Clara Stadium Authority meeting

lvara~~tw~.P.y►,te,L MMC ~ Assistant City Clerk I City Clerk's Office
City of Santa Clara, California
1500 Warburton Ave. I Santa Clara, CA 95050
(0) 1.408.615.2222 I (F) 1.408.241.6771
~imentel n,santaclaraca.gov ~ ~v~-v~-v.santaclaraca.7ov

''~ ~~ ~tl ~~t~ ~1
; '' Santa Clara~~~

~~~~ ~~~~ ~ d~~ZJ ~~~~d ~~~~.~



Melissa Meslo

From: Yu Fei <justforanna@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 7:40 AM
To: Public Comment
Subject: Stop white oak

This is Anna, Santa Clara resident. I am writing to oppose the white oak project.

The site is close to where 1 live. The neighborhood has bad traffic and white noise. If city wants to properly address the

homeless people, currently selected location is bad. Homeless people if they have no cars, are dangerous working in the

neighborhood. I am strongly urge the council-members to vote NOi

Thanks
Anna



Melissa Meslo

From: Aspasia Bartell <aspasia.bartell@icloud.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 7:46 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Ponderosa Residents (Families and Elderly) are Terrified of White Oak Lane

Development W/O Background Checks or Security

> Residents of Ponderosa Park are terrified—by the lack of background checks of residents in this proposed transitional

housing. We are a community of families with young children (my son is 3 years old) and elderly people. The majority of

our neighbors are 75+and have lived here 50+years. This community is vulnerable due to many small children and

elderly people. Without background checks or security, and constant resident turnover, we are afraid that very scary

people will be roaming our streets and interacting with our children and vulnerable residents of our community. It

appears that the charter of such transitional housing states that it should be placed in industrial areas/office parks. Being

next to the expressway does not cut it, this is a residential area with deep roots and a vulnerable population. I worry

that our area will soon become just like Seattle. My parents who live in Seattle experienced drug addicts screaming

outside their townhome at all hours of the day and night, and saw needles and feces in their driveway on a regular basis.

Years before, it was a wonderful community similar to Ponderosa Park.

> Did you see the petition of over 2,000+ residents?

> Do you understand the repercussions of young families fleeing and how that will impact the incredible culture of

Ponderosa Elementary, one that took decades to build. Not to mention school district funding.

> This is a community who is terrified and also getting very angry. We will not hesitate to campaign for and fund your

opponents in the next election, if you compromise the safety of our community.

> We urge you to vote NO on HOME KEY 2 at this location.

> Best,
> Sia B
> Ponderosa



Melissa Meslo

From: Pat Calhoun <patcalhoun@me.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 8:52 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Please vote NO on the White Oak Lane project

am a member of Safe SCC, which is an assembly of over 2,000 Santa Clara residents, that outline the concerns

associated with the White Oak Lane project.

wanted to express my concerns associated with the White Oak Lane project, as I believe the site is inappropriate to

house 240 residents, given it is only 0.67 acres in a high density residential area.

Even the Santa Clara county declined using this site, with Supervisor Lee stating: "When we talk about container

housing, this is something 1 have lived in myself. (..] It is much more cost effective and fast to build. However 1
do not support every container project if the site is wrong or the site is of the wrong size. And I am going to
come right out and say that I do not support the White Oak Lane proposal for its location and size."

am hopeful that you will consider my concerns and vote NO at the meeting on 11/9/2021.

Pat Calhoun



Melissa Meslo

From: Bassam Tabbara <b_tabbara@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:11 AM
To: Public Comment; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park;

Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker
Subject: White Oaks Lane Development
Attachments: SafeSCC_WhiteOak_Comment.pdf

Hello respected Santa Clara City Council Members,

am a neighbor and live about 0.3 miles away from the While Oaks Lane site. I've reviewed the report that

SafeSCC produced (attached) and it captures my various concerns pretty well. Specifically, I am against this

project because of the lack of clarify, transparency, and a detailed neighborhood impact study. Couple of

points to highlight:

1. The already crowded neighborhood could make better use of awalking-distance commercial strip like

a grocery store, market, personal care shops and the like to serve the area residents. I am not in favor

of rezoning the site to residential, rather keep the current zoning and attract businesses to the site.

2. The proposed, rather experimental, project deserves deeper study and investigation as it is quite vague

on the details and future projected impact, for example:

a. Nature: Is this a business, a home, a rehab/treatment center, a holding facility, or what ?

b. Safety: If there is no issue as claimed by proposal why does the facility have a surrounding

metal fence and security entrances and exits ? Is the neighborhood risk from inside, outside, or

both ?
Use: The facilities for parking, food, laundry, restrooms and the like seem minimal and

inadequate for the site's proposed resident capacity. Moreover, it is not clear if these will be

made available to visitors as well. Will visitors who need help be turned away ? If not, how will

the additional influx be handled on such a small site with very limited resources ?

3. All of these questions and more need a deeper examination, analysis, and scrutiny.

Thank you for your attention and consideration.

Bassam Tabbara
704 Toyon Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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Promoting Safe
Neighborhoods

Councilmembers,

Safe Santa Clara County is a grassroots association of residents from across Santa Clara. Our

aim is to promote livable cities and neighborhoods which work for all of our residents.

Our association is strongly opposed to the novel and radically experimental White Oak Lane

development. We believe this development is wrong for Santa Clara, wrong for the White Oak

Lane location specifically and also wrong for its intended patrons. We urge the City Council to

cease consideration of this project, as the County of Santa Clara has already done.

According to the City's 2019 census, there were 264 unhoused residents. The proposed project

on White Oak Lane will add an additional capacity of 600 residents per year, which combined

with projects already approved, will create far more capacity than the city needs.

We have many concerns related to this project including environmental issues, site suitability,

neighborhood impact, fiscal implications and underlying project justifications -- all of which are

detailed in a report included in this document. Should the city believe that additional capacity is

required to assist 600 unhoused residents per year, we propose additional locations that we

believe are better suited in Appendix 1. Finally, we agree that the current site on White Oak

Lane should not remain vacant, and Safe SCC has included some proposed uses in Appendix 2

for your consideration.

We believe that these concerns -especially the environmental, neighborhood and site specific

concerns -should warrant proper consideration and mitigation by the City and LifeMoves. In

fact, should the City insist on moving forward with this project, we will demand an environmental

and social impact study. Our association is currently in the process of retaining counsel to

ensure that both the City and Developer adheres to all applicable local and state ordinances for

this project.

Best Regards,

Board Members, Safe Santa Clara County



Evaluation of the White Oak Lane

LifeMoves Project
by Safe Santa Clara

Introduction:
The following report documents the concerns of the Safe Santa Clara County association with

respect to the proposed development at 2035 White Oak Lane by LifeMoves.

Per the City, "The project applicant, LifeMoves, is proposing a project at 2035 White Oak Lane,

Santa Clara, CA 95051 that would create 60 transitional housing units for families. The site is

currently a vacant lot bordered by a residential neighborhood with a mix of apartment buildings

and single-family residences, a 7/11 convenience store, and Lawrence Expressway (G2)."

The report evaluates the proposal along six different criteria and details our specific concerns

for each:
• Section 1: Environmental Concerns

• Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns

• Section 3: Site Specific Concerns

• Section 4: Fiscal and Developer Concerns

• Section 5: Project Justifications
Section 6: Political and Process Considerations

Section 1: Environmental Concerns

1.1 Density

LifeMoves proposes to house up to 240 people at any given time in 30 shipping containers, for a

proposed total of 600 residents per year. These will be stacked 3 units high, on a 0.67 acre lot

(a significant portion of which will be reserved for parking). We are concerned about the

environmental impact of housing so many people on such a small site, in a facility built using

novel construction methods.

See Appendix 3 for the most recent layout of the proposed project.



1.2 Intersection

2035 White Oak Lane is located at the intersection of 3 roads -White Oak Lane, Poinciana

Drive and Lawrence Expressway. It is located between two major intersections: Lawrence /

Poinciana and White Oak /Poinciana, each of which includes "blind corners". Thousands of

vehicles per day pass through even the smaller White Oak /Poinciana intersection.

It is to be expected that a large portion of LifeMoves White Oak residents will navigate these

intersections on foot each day. This increased foot traffic will cause significant danger both to

pedestrians and vehicle drivers.

1.3 Traffic

It can also be expected that such a major development (240 people at any given time) will drive

a significant increase in vehicle traffic - by staff, volunteers, delivery drivers, and some

residents. Consistent with other HomeKey and Lifemoves developments, it is reasonable to

expect that some residents will own vehicles (see section 1.4 for more information). We believe

this traffic will have a significantly detrimental effect on the surrounding area's environment,

negatively impacting local residents -including noise, pollution, and congestion.

1.4 Parking

White Oak Lane, Poinciana Drive, and Klamath Ave already experience significant parking

issues as a result of the existing medium and high density housing developments on those

streets, particularly during non-working hours. This results in a dangerous situation at White

Oak /Poinciana, where vehicles often park on the turn (at the LifeMoves site) creating a "blind

corners" situation that reduces visibility for drivers.

The proposed development allows for 27 parking spaces, some of which will likely be used by

staff. The county's most recent statistics show that over 18% of unhoused residents currently

live in a vehicle (both cars and RVs). Therefore we can expect a significant number of White

Oak patrons to have a vehicle. Additionally, one would expect a significant number of patrons to

acquire vehicles as they reintegrate into housing and the job market. Taken together, we expect

this will cause significant parking overflow issues onto already congested neighborhood streets

in both Santa Clara and Sunnyvale.

The provision of shuttles to address accessibility issues for the site (see sections 3.2 and 3.3)

would further reduce available parking spaces, exacerbating this issue.

We believe our concerns here are justified. The similar, but smaller, LifeMoves development in

Mountain View shows significant vehicle overflow, including both cars RVs, onto nearby streets,

with local business owners confirming that vehicles are often parked for months.

There is also significant vehicle overflow onto the streets surrounding the Milpitas Homekey site,

including RV dwellers who park nearby in the hope of obtaining residency at the facility. The



RVs are a safety hazard to local residents as there have been reports of several RV fires on

nearby streets.

1.5 Waste Management

A site of this density, with such a large population, will be expected to generate a significant

amount of waste. It is not clear that there will be sufficient facilities or space available for

adequate waste management at this site.

1.6 Bioretention Compliance

Stormwater treatment measures (bioretention areas) are required' for all construction projects

that create and/or replace 10,000 square feet or more of impervious surface. We have not seen

a plan that sets out areas of the development in compliance with the bioretention requirement.

We have also not seen budget proposals and funding on maintenance and upkeep of

bioretention areas, which from our personal experience as homeowners can be extremely

expensive and difficult to maintain. This will likely result in increased budget requirements for

the City to maintain.

1.7 Site Zoning Considerations

This site has been zoned commercial for many years. The city has apparently refused to

consider rezoning this site to residential usage in the past, when requested to do so by property

owners and developers. Presumably the city has a rationale to maintain commercial

development at this site - or to disallow residential development. With LifeMoves, the city is now

proposing to build a radically experimental, ultra high density development at this same location.

Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns

2.1 Increased Burden and Fiscal Strain on Emergency Services

As further detailed below, we expect the White Oak project will increase the burden on police,

medical, and fire services. We expect budgets for these services will need to be increased over

time to accommodate the hazards that will be brought by this project.

These increases will be in addition to any increased resourcing needs for the recently approved

Homekey proposal at the nearby Bella Vista site.

https://www.santaclaraca.gov/our-city/departments-g-z/public-works/environmental-programs/stormwater-
pollution-prevention/stormwater-resources-for-development-construction



2.2 Crime

In order to appease concerns related to increase in crime related to this proposed site,

Livemoves claims the site will be restricted to "families in need". Project Homekey 2.0, per

"housing first' criteria2, does not allow any vetting of residents. Santa Clara's own statistics3

show that over 25% of the homeless population has spent at least one night in jail - in the past

twelve months. 42% have Psychiatric/Emotional Conditions; 35% are experiencing issues with

Drug or Alcohol use; 33% suffer from PTSD. These issues are vastly overrepresented in the

unhoused vs. the general population.

Concentrating this population -without any vetting, in a radically experimental, ultra high density

development in the middle of a residential neighborhood is likely to lead to significant issues in

the local area, including serious crime, harm to property, petty crime and drug dealing.

LifeMoves themselves have talked about "curfev~' and "building relationships with local law

enforcement". Neither of these provisions lend credence to the fact that the facility will not have

a negative impact on the area. Clearly, crime and anti-social behavior IS a concern, otherwise,

why the mitigations?

2.3 Drug and Alcohol Abuse in Local Area

LifeMoves has stated that "Clients will not be permitted to use Drugs or Alcohol on site." The

White Oak site is immediately adjacent to a 7-Eleven convenience store (open 24 hours), which

sells alcohol. It is a reasonable expectation that some LifeMoves patrons will purchase alcohol

there, and then move to the nearby (under development) Corn Palace Park to consume it.

Experience from other locations shows that clients will also use nearby parks and parking lots to

purchase and use drugs - so as to technically be in compliance with not using substances on

site.

LifeMoves has stated that "participants maybe asked to leave for substance abuse that is

disruptive to site services, residents orstafP'. Given the high incidence of substance abuse in

this population, it can be assumed that (1) patrons will regularly be asked to leave and that (2)

being unhoused, those patrons will remain in the nearby neighborhood, specifically the park at

Corn Palace or the larger Ponderosa Park, 0.6 miles away, and will continue to experience

addiction issues there, with a commensurate negative impact on that park and the locality.

These are particular concerns to the surrounding neighborhood which mostly consists of

families with small children who are looking forward to playing on the new playground.

2 https://homekey.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-09/Housing First Guidance Checklist.pdf
3 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



2.4 Site Security

I n order to mitigate potential crime, LifeMoves has stated that the White Oak project will have 24

hour security. However, other similar sites such as the Milpitas HomeKey also have 24 hour

security and experienced on-site issues within months, including violent assault, rape, and even

a murder.

Furthermore, "onsite" security cannot alleviate spill-over issues from this development to the

broader neighborhood. We are concerned that LifeMoves will attempt to dismiss real

neighborhood security issues by referencing this onsite security (see 2.5 for more details).

2.5 General Loitering, Solicitation and Other Impacts

A development of 240 people can be expected to generate significant additional human traffic in

the vicinity (friends, partners, acquaintances, business associates, etc). This LifeMoves facility

has so little space (see appendix 3) that it seems clear there will not be sufficient, if any, room

for guests and socialization within the facility. Further, it is unknown whether acquaintances who

have a criminal background would be permitted on site or not. Therefore it is reasonable to

assume we will see significant loitering in the neighborhood outside of the facility. Given the

density of the area, it is likely loitering would occur either in the 7-Eleven parking lot or at the

local park, which will be 600 meters away from the site.

Additionally, given the well documented addiction and social issues in a portion of this

population, and the fact that drug and prostitution activity was well known at other sites currently

frequented by the unhoused (such as nearby Bella Vista site), we expect to see a drastic

increase in drug dealers, gangsters, pimps, and sex workers loitering in the surrounding

neighborhoods. The surrounding neighborhoods currently consist of established suburbs largely

consisting of families with small children.

The nearest grocery store to White Oak will be Lucky's supermarket on EI Camino. Given the

lack of transport, we expect to see carts from Lucky regularly brought to the White Oak Site and

abandoned. This would be consistent with what has been observed at the Mountain View site.

2.6 Issues At Existing HomeKey Sites

2.6.1 Homekey Nfilpitas

Similar concerns (crime, loitering) were raised about a recent HomeKey development in

Milpitas, and those concerns, dismissed by officials at the time, have proven true. In the five

months since that project opened, there have been 58 police calls from on site crimes (see

crime chart from Milpitas Mayor below). The details of the crimes reported are listed below by

Mayor Rich Tran.
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White Oak, similar to Milpitas, would be an interim housing facility. Despite all of the issues that

the Milpitas project has experienced, they do vet residents. Since the proposed White Oak Lane

site is a HomeKey 2.0 project, LifeMoves will not have the same ability to restrict access to

candidate residents. It is therefore fair to assume this will result in an even worse situation than

the one in Milpitas.

2.6.2 LifeNioves IVlountain View

The LifeMoves facility at Leghorn St in Mountain View has had a significant detrimental effect on

the local neighborhood. A local business owner confirmed that there has been a significant exit

of business owners from the vicinity since the LifeMoves site opened. It can be seen that three

commercial properties directly opposite the LifeMoves site in Mountain View are now empty.

We have also been informed that there has also been significant police activity at the site (an

FOIA request from the City of Mountain View to confirm exact numbers is still pending).

A visit to the Mountain View site confirms the presence of alcohol containers on public and

neighboring properties; abandoned cars; abandoned shopping carts. Further, our representative

witnessed public urination outside of the facility on 11/5 and was accosted by an individual on

the street outside of the facility.



2.7 Post Development Operating Restrictions

We are concerned that once this development is approved, any pre-development restrictions

agreed to by LifeMoves which are not legally binding and enforceable will not be adhered to.

This includes (but is not limited to) capacity; patron selection; security arrangements; curfews;

maintenance obligations; neighborhood engagement.

Section 3: Site Specific Concerns

3.1 Air &Noise Quality:

As mentioned above, this site is located between three major roads, including an expressway,

and between two major intersections. The minor intersection is used by thousands of vehicles

per day, the major intersection by up to one quarter of a million vehicles per day. Per the

LiveMoves proposals (see appendix 3), the container units would be located just feet from these

roads.

We are concerned that air quality at this location may not be safe for human habitation and

specifically may be particularly dangerous for adults and children with chronic lung conditions

such as asthma or COPD. Effects and exposure may be exacerbated by the non-standard

construction methods proposed for the development.

We are also concerned that the noise quality at this location is above a level that is suitable for

human habitation, especially for a population likely suffering from trauma and PTSD, in units

which will likely have far less sound insulation that might be expected from conventional

dwellings.

3.2 Distance from Transport

This proposed location is located at a significant distance from public transport. The nearest

public transport option is the EI Camino bus corridor, located 0.7 miles from the site (~15min

walk for healthy adults without bags etc.). This is a significant distance if one is expected to

travel with children, shopping /groceries, etc, or for persons who may have other health issues.

It is not clear how proposed residents without their own transportation would be expected to

transport themselves to and from the site, including for work, church, school attendance,

support services etc.

3.3 Distance from Support Services

The White Oak site is located in the middle of a residential community and is surrounded by

residential neighborhoods on all sides (including on the opposite side of Lawrence Expressway).

The site is far from the expected services and facilities that the unhoused population would be



expected to rely on, including lack of easy access to locations for transportation, healthcare,

food distribution, government benefits, and support services (e.g. centers for employment,

rehabilitation, mental health, and multilingual services).

The proposed site would isolate people in need and require them to walk to public transportation

for virtually any of the above needs -- again, this would be particularly challenging for those with

health issues.

3.4 Similar Project Locations &Facilities

The LifeMoves White Oak development is a radically experimental development without any

precedent (see Appendix 3).

• This would be the first LifeMoves transitional housing "container style" development in

an exclusively residential neighborhood location.

• It would be the first multi-level container development by LifeMoves.

• It would have - by far -the largest capacity of LifeMoves container housing facilities with

a capacity of 240 people (vs. 124 people at Mountain View and 136 in Palo Alto).

• It would have the highest density of residents given It will have the smallest lot of any

LifeMoves container development.

We do not believe that the White Oak neighborhood is a suitable location for a novel housing

experiment of this magnitude. Other nearby cities have chosen not to take a similar risk.

The aforementioned LifeMoves Facility under development in Palo Alto will be located at 1237

San Antonio Road, on the edge of the Bay, in an industrial /commercial zone. The

development is removed from residential neighborhoods by over one mile (on the other side of

the 101 freeway).
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LifeMoves Palo Alto

The LifeMoves facility at 2566 Leghorn St in Mountain View is also located in the middle of a

commercial /industrial zone
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LifeMoves MountainView

I n contrast to the above facilities, LifeMoves White Oak would be immediately adjacent to large,

existing residential developments. The White Oak side is one of only two commercial properties

(together with the adjacent 7-Eleven) in an otherwise exclusively residential neighborhood. The



commercial zoning appears to be a legacy from many years prior before the neighborhood

became densely residential and is not a true commercial area.
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LifeMoves Sunnyvale

Santa Clara County Supervisor Otto Lee, one of the County's most vocal proponents of
HomeKey, has himself said that the White Oak site is unsuitable. He was on a unanimous panel
that just approved a Project HomeKey hotel conversion located in a commercial area closer to
amenities that is a mile away from the White Oak location.

Note that LifeMoves also offers interim family housing facilities at other locations. However,
those facilities are larger, lower density, permanent, traditional structures which support a much
smaller number of families:

• Menlo Park: 23 Families
• San Mateo: 39 Families
• Daly City: 15 Families
• Redwood Citv: 10 Families

In contrast, White Oak would support 60 families on a 0.67 acre lot.

This ultra high density interim housing model proposed for White Oak is unproven and
LifeMoves has no experience in operating or securing such a facility. This is effectively a radical
social experiment in a residential neighborhood.



Section 4: Fiscal &Developer Concerns

4.1 City Finance Implications & LifeMoves Financial Reliability

This is a new and experimental project and there is concern about LifeMoves' ability to deliver

without significant impact to city finances. To date, LifeMoves has successfully delivered only

one similar facility - a single story, 100 person development at Leghorn Street in Mountain view.

The White Oak project (see appendix 3) will be radically different - 3 stories high, on a lot 30%

smaller, in ahigh-density residential neighborhood, as opposed to commercial or brownfield

area.

In the best case scenario, the White Oak project will force a significant financial burden on the

City. The City itself estimates that the White Oak development will initially cost $14m from

taxpayers pockets. LifeMoves cannot be trusted as a responsible financial partner for the City. A

similar LifeMoves project sfill under development in Palo Alto has seen costs spiral' from

ifs original estimates by 48% or $8.4m, to $26m. It is therefore unclear who will burden the

additional cost if the same occurs to the Whife Oak Lane project.

4.2 Other LifeMoves Concerns

We believe LifeMoves to be unreliable in other ways, specifically with respect to their claims to

this Council.

In a July 2021 presentations to Santa Clara City Council, LifeMoves said they are good at

community engagement and that neighborhood acceptance of projects was critical. Ironically,

nearly every resident within the neighborhood was unaware of the project as LiveMoves has

never attempted to engage the community or taken even basic steps to raise awareness of the

proposed project.

At the time of this writing, November 5th 2021, despite multiple attempts, LifeMoves has failed

to respond to all outreach by White Oak neighbors, including board members of Safe Santa

Clara County. This is despite the fact that LifeMoves is already in contract to purchase the land

at 2035 White Oak Lane.

LifeMoves also said that communities welcome their developments. To date, more than 2000

residents living near the White Oak development have signed a physical petition against

the development, but LifeMoves continues to move forward, intentionally ignoring clear,

documented and vocal local community input.

LifeMoves also told Councilmembers that they will do background checks for patrons of their

facilities. We believe this to be a deliberate attempt by LiveMoves to neutralize concerns given

4 https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/10/27/costs-rise-for-palo-altos-transitional-housing-project
5 http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1565



that as noted in section 2.1, by law, participants in Homekey 2.0 cannot institute background

checks.

Section 5: Project Justification

5.1 Ongoing Need for Services in Santa Clara City

Santa Clara County recently approved a development of 64 transitional housing units at the site

of the Bella Vista Inn on EI Camino. Santa Clara City expects to be asked to make a significant

and ongoing financial contribution to this project in its second phase. This support will likely be

in the region of millions of dollars, for decades to come.

The Bella Vista facility will support 180 individuals or more, in a single year. White Oak would

support up to 600 individuals in a year. In 2019, the entire unhoused population of Santa

Clara was 264, per the Countks own statistics. Even allowing for a doubling of homelessness

during COVID-19, this project would add substantially more capacity than the city actually needs

to address it's homeless issue. It is likely that unhoused residents from other cities would end

up leveraging Santa Clara services.

It is unclear why the City of Santa Clara would consider shouldering amulti-year, multi-million

dollar commitment for a facility which goes far beyond the needs of the city population (even

allowing for an increase in homelessness during the Covid crisis), especially given it will already

be supporting another, similar facility (Bella Vista) less than one mile from this location.

At the same time, neighboring cities of Sunnyvale, Saratoga, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and

Cupertino appear to be progressing no projects under Homekey. It is clear that the taxpayers of

the City of Santa Clara are effectively being asked to make significant expenditures to support

the provision of solutions for other nearby cities.

Section 6: Political &Process Considerations

6.1 Process &Transparency

We are concerned by the lack of transparency and consultation throughout this process. At no

point has any outreach been attempted to neighbors, even those within the immediate vicinity of

this development. This is despite the fact that LiveMoves has been in contract to purchase

2035 White Oak lane for some time.

Information sharing and notification about this project has happened almost entirely through the

work of neighborhood networks.

6 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



On 10/26, a large number of concerned residents attended the Santa Clara City Council

meetin '. At that meeting, Mayor Gillmor denied any knowledge of the LifeMoves project. This

has been shown to not be the case and following that meeting, the City updated their website,

showing that discussions with LifeMoves were well advanced.

A development of this magnitude and novelty deserves a proper consultation process, one with

clear go/no-go decision points.

6.2 County Support

Santa Clara County has already declined to be a co-applicant for the White Oak Site.

During the Santa Clara County Supervisors' Meeting on November 2, 2021, Supervisor Otto

Lee, a strongproponent of ~ifeMovesB, expressly stated his opposition to the White Oak project

while approving other projects, including the Bella Vista project that is less than a mile away.

Supervisor Lee said: "When we talk abouf confainerhousing, this is something 1 have lived in

myself. ~ ..J It is much more cost effective and fast to build. However 1 do not support every

container project if the site is wrong or the site is of the wrong size. And I am going to come

right out and say that 1 do not support the White Oak Lane proposal for its location and size."

Video Link9 (start at 5hr 11 min mark for Supervisor Lee's comments)

' http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1618
a

https://sanjosespotlight.com/santa-Clara-county-could-spend-25-million-on-prefabricated-homeless-shelter
s/
9 http://sccgov.igm2.com/Citizens/SplitView.aspx?Mode=Video&MeetinglD=13235&Format=Agenda



Appendices

APPENDIX 1: Alternative Locations

There is no dearth of alternative locations in the Santa Clara area -sites with bigger plots of

land and in less dense residential locations. A quick search of https://www.loopnet.com/will

show many options.

The City also owns or has an interest in many potential sites which could be partially or entirely

repurposed for a development of this nature. These include:

• Mission College has substantial parking lots, portions of which could be reallocated to an

interim housing project. It has the advantage of being close to churches, shops,

education and transportation.

Levi's Stadium Blue Lot is a very substantial site close to churches, shops, education

and transportation. Largely unused, a portion of this land could easily be converted to

interim housing.
• Levi's Stadium Yellow Lot is a smaller site (though still substantially larger than White

Oak), close to churches, shops, education and directly adjacent to transportation.

APPENDIX 2: Alternative White Oak Uses

Option 1: Retail

This site is zoned Commercial and we believe that commercial use remains the best use for this

specific site. We have been informed that the City has refused to consider zoning changes for

this site in the past.

With the destruction of the previous commercial premises at this site, the Halford Ave

neighborhood lost an important commercial hub -the only commercial hub in an otherwise

exclusively residential area. Commercial properties in a neighborhood offer great convenience

to local residents, while also cutting down on car journeys, thus benefiting the environment. As

previously noted, 2035 White Oak Lane is in the middle of a densely populated neighborhood,

and would have a large customer market within a very short walking radius.

Potential retail development at this site could include services such as restaurants and

laundromat, which were previously located here. The site could also be very suitable for

developments such as low-end grocery (e.g. "BargainMarket" or similar) given the mix of low

and middle income families in the neighborhood.



Option 2: Branch Library

The east side of Santa Clara is chronically underserved by the City's library system. The

nearest Library to White Oak is the Central Park library, over 2.5 miles away, a journey which

involves crossing a major expressway and without proper public transportation. The Halford

Ave neighborhood is densely populated with low and middle income families who would greatly

benefit from increased access to library services.

Option 3: Standard Residential Development

We do not believe that residential development is the right model for this site and this is

recognized in the City's current commercial zoning for the site.

However, if the City feels that iYs current zoning is incorrect and wishes to change that zoning,

there are alternatives which would have a much clearer benefit for our neighborhood, while

minimizing the risks and downsides associated with the LifeMoves proposal.

The seller has already drafted plans10 fora 61 unit residential development on this site (see

below diagrams). Unlike the LifeMoves proposal, the development would be a traditional

type-construction, utilizing the entire space of the site and would include 103 parking spaces - 4

times what LifeMoves are proposing.

A standard residential development could be deployed in a number of ways:

• Subsidized housing for Teachers: This site is within easy walk/bike distance of at

least three local schools. Housing affordability for teachers is a major problem in our

community. Other teacher housing projects in Santa Clara have long wait lists.

Other options could include:
• Subsidized housing for First Responders.

Full time permanent housing for seniors.

Full time permanent housing for families.

10 https://images1.cityfeet.com/d2/SR7tGns5og826T_ CmeuBdD6Z60k0_zjRf6Sr 8G6_g/document.pdf
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APPENDIX 3: Proposed Project

The following figures lay out the experimental 3 story "storage container" project currently being

considered for White Oak Lane. This proposed project includes capacity for 240 unhoused

residents at any given time, for a total of 600 residents per year. It also includes 27 parking

spots.
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Melissa Meslo

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Attachments:

(Submitting for Public Comment)

Rob Sgro <rsgro@me.com>

Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:12 AM

Public Comment

Please vote NO on moving forward with Project White Oak

SafeSCC_WhiteOak.pdf

I've seen this report that Safe SCC produced and it captures my own concerns pretty well. I suggest that you read it.

Section 2 specifically outlines all the concerns we have for our area very well.

Additionally section 3.4 reveals how experimental this would be given that all other LifeMoves projects are a decent

distance away from residential areas where as this is literally across the street from apartments and 1 door down from

single family homes, with only the 7-eleven between it.

This quote from Otto Lee is also striking:

During the Santa Clara County Supervisors' Meeting on November 2, 2021, Supervisor Otto Lee, a strong proponent of

LifeMovesB, expressly stated his opposition to the White Oak project while approving other projects, including the Bella

Vista project that is less than a mile away.

Supervisor Lee said: "When we talk about container housing, this is something 1 have lived in myself. ~...] It is much

more cost effective and fast to build. However 1 do not support every container project if the site is wrong or the site is

of the wrong size. And 1 am going to come right out and say that I do not support the White Oak Lane proposal for its

location and size."

Video Link (start at 5hr 11 min mark for Supervisor Lee's comments)

beg you ...beg you not to put our community through this experiment which will ultimately result in the loss of quality

of life we've come to know and love from our neighborhood.

I've worked 15 years with my wife to finally be able to move to a decent area ...please don't take that away from us.

Sincerely,

Rob Sgro, a resident adjacent to the proposed White Oal< Site



' i

Promoting Safe
Neighborhoods

Councilmembers,

Safe Santa Ciara County is a grassroots association of residents from across Santa Clara. Our

aim is to promote livable cities and neighborhoods which work for all of our residents.

Our association is strongly opposed to the novel and radically experimental White Oak Lane

development. We believe this development is wrong for Santa Clara, wrong for the White Oak

Lane location specifically and also wrong for its intended patrons. We urge the City Council to

cease consideration of this project, as the County of Santa Clara has already done.

According to the City's 2019 census, there were 264 unhoused residents. The proposed project

on White Oak Lane will add an additional capacity of 600 residents per year, which combined

with projects already approved, will create far more capacity than the city needs.

We have many concerns related to this project including environmental issues, site suitability,

neighborhood impact, fiscal implications and underlying project justifications -- all of which are

detailed in a report included in this document. Should the city believe that additional capacity is

required to assist 600 unhoused residents per year, we propose additional locations that we

believe are better suited in Appendix 1. Finally, we agree that the current site on White Oak

Lane should not remain vacant, and Safe SCC has included some proposed uses in Appendix 2

for your consideration.

We believe that these concerns -especially the environmental, neighborhood and site specific

concerns -should warrant proper consideration and mitigation by the City and LifeMoves. In

fact, should the City insist on moving forward with this project, we will demand an environmental

and social impact study. Our association is currently in the process of retaining counsel to

ensure that both the City and Developer adheres to all applicable local and state ordinances for

this project.

Best Regards,

Board Members, Safe Santa Clara County



Evaluation of the White Oak Lane

LifeMoves Project
by Safe Santa Clara

Introduction:
The following report documents the concerns of the Safe Santa Clara County association with

respect to the proposed development at 2035 White Oak Lane by LifeMoves.

Per the City, "The project applicant, LifeMoves, is proposing a project at 2035 White Oak Lane,

Santa Clara, CA 95051 that would create 60 transitional housing units for families. The site is

currently a vacant lot bordered by a residential neighborhood with a mix of apartment buildings

and single-family residences, a 7/11 convenience store, and Lawrence Expressway (G2)."

The report evaluates the proposal along six different criteria and details our specific concerns

for each:
• Section 1: Environmental Concerns

• Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns

• Section 3: Site Specific Concerns

• Section 4: Fiscal and Developer Concerns

Section 5: Project Justifications

• Section 6: Political and Process Considerations

Section 1: Environmental Concerns

1.1 Density

LifeMoves proposes to house up to 240 people at any given time in 30 shipping containers, for a

proposed total of 600 residents per year. These will be stacked 3 units high, on a 0.67 acre lot

(a significant portion of which will be reserved for parking). We are concerned about the

environmental impact of housing so many people on such a small site, in a facility built using

novel construction methods.

See Appendix 3 for the most recent layout of the proposed project.



1.2 Intersection

2035 White Oak Lane is located at the intersection of 3 roads -White Oak Lane, Poinciana

Drive and Lawrence Expressway. It is located between two major intersections: Lawrence /

Poinciana and White Oak /Poinciana, each of which includes "blind corners". Thousands of

vehicles per day pass through even the smaller White Oak /Poinciana intersection.

It is to be expected that a large portion of LifeMoves White Oak residents will navigate these

intersections on foot each day. This increased foot tragic will cause significant danger both to

pedestrians and vehicle drivers.

1.3 Traffic

It can also be expected that such a major development (240 people at any given time) will drive

a significant increase in vehicle traffic - by staff, volunteers, delivery drivers, and some

residents. Consistent with other HomeKey and Lifemoves developments, it is reasonable to

expect that some residents will own vehicles (see section 1.4 for more information). We believe

this traffic will have a significantly detrimental effect on the surrounding area's environment,

negatively impacting local residents -including noise, pollution, and congestion.

1.4 Parking

White Oak Lane, Poinciana Drive, and Klamath Ave already experience significant parking

issues as a result of the existing medium and high density housing developments on those

streets, particularly during non-working hours. This results in a dangerous situation at White

Oak /Poinciana, where vehicles often park on the turn (at the LifeMoves site) creating a "blind

corners" situation that reduces visibility for drivers.

The proposed development allows for 27 parking spaces, some of which will likely be used by

staff. The county's most recent statistics show that over 18% of unhoused residents currently

live in a vehicle (both cars and RVs). Therefore we can expect a significant number of White

Oak patrons to have a vehicle. Additionally, one would expect a significant number of patrons to

acquire vehicles as they reintegrate into housing and the job market. Taken together, we expect

this will cause significant parking overflow issues onto already congested neighborhood streets

in both Santa Clara and Sunnyvale.

The provision of shuttles to address accessibility issues for the site (see sections 3.2 and 3.3)

would further reduce available parking spaces, exacerbating this issue.

We believe our concerns here are justified. The similar, but smaller, LifeMoves development in

Mountain View shows significant vehicle overflow, including both cars RVs, onto nearby streets,

with local business owners confirming that vehicles are often parked for months.

There is also significant vehicle overflow onto the streets surrounding the Milpitas Homekey site,

including RV dwellers who park nearby in the hope of obtaining residency at the facility. The



RVs are a safety hazard to local residents as there have been reports of several RV fires on

nearby streets.

1.5 Waste Management

A site of this density, with such a large population, will be expected to generate a significant

amount of waste. It is not clear that there will be sufficient facilities or space available for

adequate waste management at this site.

1.6 Bioretention Compliance

Stormwater treatment measures (bioretention areas) are required' for all construction projects

that create and/or replace 10,000 square feet or more of impervious surface. We have not seen

a plan that sets out areas of the development in compliance with the bioretention requirement.

We have also not seen budget proposals and funding on maintenance and upkeep of

bioretention areas, which from our personal experience as homeowners can be extremely

expensive and difficult to maintain. This will likely result in increased budget requirements for

the City to maintain.

1.7 Site Zoning Considerations

This site has been zoned commercial for many years. The city has apparently refused to

consider rezoning this site to residential usage in the past, when requested to do so by property

owners and developers. Presumably the city has a rationale to maintain commercial

development at this site - or to disallow residential development. With LifeMoves, the city is now

proposing to build a radically experimental, ultra high density development at this same location.

Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns

2.1 Increased Burden and Fiscal Strain on Emergency Services

As further detailed below, we expect the White Oak project will increase the burden on police,

medical, and fire services. We expect budgets for these services will need to be increased over

time to accommodate the hazards that will be brought by this project.

These increases will be in addition to any increased resourcing needs for the recently approved

Homekey proposal at the nearby Bella Vista site.

https://www.santaclaraca.gov/our-city/departments-g-z/public-works/environmental-programs/stormwater-
pollution-prevention/stormwater-resources-for-development-construction



2.2 Crime

I n order to appease concerns related to increase in crime related to this proposed site,

Livemoves claims the site will be restricted to "families in need". Project Homekey 2.0, per

"housingfirst" criteria2, does not allow any vetting of residents. Santa Clara's own statistics3

show that over 25°/o of the homeless population has spent at least one night in jail - in the past

twelve months. 42% have Psychiatric/Emotional Conditions; 35% are experiencing issues with

Drug or Alcohol use; 33% suffer from PTSD. These issues are vastly overrepresented in the

unhoused vs. the general population.

Concentrating this population -without any vetting, in a radically experimental, ultra high density

development in the middle of a residential neighborhood is likely to lead to significant issues in

the local area, including serious crime, harm to property, petty crime and drug dealing.

LifeMoves themselves have talked about "curfev~' and "building relationships with local law

enforcement'. Neither of these provisions lend credence to the fact that the facility will not have

a negative impact on the area. Clearly, crime and anti-social behavior IS a concern, otherwise,

why the mitigations?

2.3 Drug and Alcohol Abuse in Local Area

LifeMoves has stated that "Clients will not be permitted to use Drugs or Alcohol on site." The

White Oak site is immediately adjacent to a 7-Eleven convenience store (open 24 hours), which

sells alcohol. It is a reasonable expectation that some LifeMoves patrons will purchase alcohol

there, and then move to the nearby (under development) Corn Palace Park to consume it.

Experience from other locations shows that clients will also use nearby parks and parking lots to

purchase and use drugs - so as to technically be in compliance with not using substances on

site.

LifeMoves has stated that "participants maybe asked to leave for substance abuse that is

disruptive to site services, residents orstafP'. Given the high incidence of substance abuse in

this population, it can be assumed that (1) patrons will regularly be asked to leave and that (2)

being unhoused, those patrons will remain in the nearby neighborhood, specifically the park at

Corn Palace or the larger Ponderosa Park, 0.6 miles away, and will continue to experience

addiction issues there, with a commensurate negative impact on that park and the locality.

These are particular concerns to the surrounding neighborhood which mostly consists of

families with small children who are looking forward to playing on the new playground.

2 https://homekey.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-09/Housing First Guidance Checklist.pdf

3 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



2.4 Site Security

In order to mitigate potential crime, LifeMoves has stated that the White Oak project will have 24

hour security. However, other similar sites such as the Milpitas HomeKey also have 24 hour

security and experienced on-site issues within months, including violent assault, rape, and even

a murder.

Furthermore, "onsite" security cannot alleviate spill-over issues from this development to the

broader neighborhood. We are concerned that LifeMoves will attempt to dismiss real

neighborhood security issues by referencing this onsite security (see 2.5 for more details).

2.5 General Loitering, Solicitation and Other Impacts

A development of 240 people can be expected to generate significant additional human traffic in

the vicinity (friends, partners, acquaintances, business associates, etc). This LifeMoves facility

has so little space (see appendix 3) that it seems clear there will not be sufficient, if any, room

for guests and socialization within the facility. Further, it is unknown whether acquaintances who

have a criminal background would be permitted on site or not. Therefore it is reasonable to

assume we will see significant loitering in the neighborhood outside of the facility. Given the

density of the area, it is likely loitering would occur either in the 7-Eleven parking lot or at the

local park, which will be 600 meters away from the site.

Additionally, given the well documented addiction and social issues in a portion of this

population, and the fact that drug and prostitution activity was well known at other sites currently

frequented by the unhoused (such as nearby Bella Vista site), we expect to see a drastic

increase in drug dealers, gangsters, pimps, and sex workers loitering in the surrounding

neighborhoods. The surrounding neighborhoods currently consist of established suburbs largely

consisting of families with small children.

The nearest grocery store to White Oak will be Lucky's supermarket on EI Camino. Given the

lack of transport, we expect to see carts from Lucky regularly brought to the White Oak Site and

abandoned. This would be consistent with what has been observed at the Mountain View site.

2.6 Issues At Existing HomeKey Sites

2.6.'I Homekey Milpitas

Similar concerns (crime, loitering) were raised about a recent HomeKey development in

Milpitas, and those concerns, dismissed by officials at the time, have proven true. In the five

months since that project opened, there have been 58 police calls from on site crimes (see

crime chart from Milpitas Mayor below). The details of the crimes reported are listed below by

Mayor Rich Tran.



~ Mayor Rich Tran

Project HomeKey: We are constantly tracking the
crime statistics at this County owned housing
property. We are also working in good faith with the
County to ensure public safety, no one wants to see
the crimes listed below. Leading a prayer circle there
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White Oak, similar to Milpitas, would be an interim housing facility. Despite all of the issues that

the Milpitas project has experienced, they do vet residents. Since the proposed White Oak Lane

site is a HomeKey 2.0 project, LifeMoves will not have the same ability to restrict access to

candidate residents. It is therefore fair to assume this will result in an even worse situation than

the one in Milpitas.

2.6.2 LifeMoves Mountain View

The LifeMoves facility at Leghorn St in Mountain View has had a significant detrimental effect on

the local neighborhood. A local business owner confirmed that there has been a significant exit

of business owners from the vicinity since the LifeMoves site opened. It can be seen that three

commercial properties directly opposite the LifeMoves site in Mountain View are now empty.

We have also been informed that there has also been significant police activity at the site (an

FOIA request from the City of Mountain View to confirm exact numbers is still pending).

A visit to the Mountain View site confirms the presence of alcohol containers on public and

neighboring properties; abandoned cars; abandoned shopping carts. Further, our representative

witnessed public urination outside of the facility on 11/5 and was accosted by an individual on

the street outside of the facility.



2.7 Post Development Operating Restrictions

We are concerned that once this development is approved, any pre-development restrictions

agreed to by LifeMoves which are not legally binding and enforceable will not be adhered to.

This includes (but is not limited to) capacity; patron selection; security arrangements; curfews;

maintenance obligations; neighborhood engagement.

Section 3: Site Specific Concerns

3.1 Air &Noise Quality:

As mentioned above, this site is located between three major roads, including an expressway,

and between two major intersections. The minor intersection is used by thousands of vehicles

per day, the major intersection by up to one quarter of a million vehicles per day. Per the

LiveMoves proposals (see appendix 3), the container units would be located just feet from these

roads.

We are concerned that air quality at this location may not be safe for human habitation and

specifically may be particularly dangerous for adults and children with chronic lung conditions

such as asthma or COPD. Effects and exposure may be exacerbated by the non-standard

construction methods proposed for the development.

We are also concerned that the noise quality at this location is above a level that is suitable for

human habitation, especially for a population likely suffering from trauma and PTSD, in units

which will likely have far less sound insulation that might be expected from conventional

dwellings.

3.2 Distance from Transport

This proposed location is located at a significant distance from public transport. The nearest

public transport option is the EI Camino bus corridor, located 0.7 miles from the site (~15min

walk for healthy adults without bags etc.). This is a significant distance if one is expected to

travel with children, shopping /groceries, etc, or for persons who may have other health issues.

It is not clear how proposed residents without their own transportation would be expected to

transport themselves to and from the site, including for work, church, school attendance,

support services etc.

3.3 Distance from Support Services

The White Oak site is located in the middle of a residential community and is surrounded by

residential neighborhoods on all sides (including on the opposite side of Lawrence Expressway).

The site is far from the expected services and facilities that the unhoused population would be



expected to rely on, including lack of easy access to locations for transportation, healthcare,

food distribution, government benefits, and support services (e.g. centers for employment,

rehabilitation, mental health, and multilingual services).

The proposed site would isolate people in need and require them to walk to public transportation

for virtually any of the above needs -- again, this would be particularly challenging for those with

health issues.

3.4 Similar Project Locations &Facilities

The LifeMoves White Oak development is a radically experimental development without any

precedent (see Appendix 3).

• This would be the first LifeMoves transitional housing "container style" development in

an exclusively residential neighborhood location.

It would be the first multi-level container development by LifeMoves.

• It would have - by far -the largest capacity of LifeMoves container housing facilities with

a capacity of 240 people (vs. 124 people at Mountain View and 136 in Palo Alto).

• It would have the highest density of residents given It will have the smallest lot of any

LifeMoves container development.

We do not believe that the White Oak neighborhood is a suitable location for a novel housing

experiment of this magnitude. Other nearby cities have chosen not to take a similar risk.

The aforementioned LifeMoves Facility under development in Palo Alto will be located at 1237

San Antonio Road, on the edge of the Bay, in an industrial /commercial zone. The

development is removed from residential neighborhoods by over one mile (on the other side of

the 101 freeway).
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LifeMoves Palo Aito

The LifeMoves facility at 2566 Leghorn St in Mountain View is also located in the middle of a

commercial /industrial zone
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LifeMoves MountainView

I n contrast to the above facilities, LifeMoves White Oak would be immediately adjacent to large,

existing residential developments. The White Oak side is one of only two commercial properties

(together with the adjacent 7-Eleven) in an otherwise exclusively residential neighborhood. The



commercial zoning appears to be a legacy from many years prior before the neighborhood

became densely residential and is not a true commercial area.
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LifeMoves Sunnyvale

Santa Clara County Supervisor Otto Lee, one of the County's most vocal proponents of

HomeKey, has himself said that the White Oak site is unsuitable. He was on a unanimous panel

that just approved a Project HomeKey hotel conversion located in a commercial area closer to

amenities that is a mile away from the White Oak location.

Note that LifeMoves also offers interim family housing facilities at other locations. However,

those facilities are larger, lower density, permanent, traditional structures which support a much

smaller number of families:

• Menlo Park: 23 Families

• San Mateo: 39 Families

• Daly Citv: 15 Families

• Redwood City: 10 Families

In contrast, White Oak would support 60 families on a 0.67 acre lot.

This ultra high density interim housing model proposed for White Oak is unproven and

LifeMoves has no experience in operating or securing such a facility. This is effectively a radical

social experiment in a residential neighborhood.



Section 4: Fiscal &Developer Concerns

4.1 City Finance Implications & LifeMoves Financial Reliability

This is a new and experimental project and there is concern about LifeMoves' ability to deliver

without significant impact to city finances. To date, LifeMoves has successfully delivered only

one similar facility - a single story, 100 person development at Leghorn Street in Mountain view.

The White Oak project (see appendix 3) will be radically different - 3 stories high, on a lot 30%

smaller, in ahigh-density residential neighborhood, as opposed to commercial or brownfield

area.

In the best case scenario, the White Oak project will force a significant financial burden on the

City. The City itself estimates that the White Oak development will initially cost $14m from

taxpayers pockets. LifeMoves cannot be trusted as a responsible financial partner for the City. A

similar LifeMoves project still under development in Palo Alfo has seen cosfs spiral' from

its original estimates by 48% or $8.4m, to $26m. It is therefore unclear who will burden the

additional cost if the same occurs to the White Oak Lane project.

4.2 Other LifeMoves Concerns

We believe LifeMoves to be unreliable in other ways, specifically with respect to their claims to

this Council.

In a July 2021 presentations to Santa Clara City Council, LifeMoves said they are good at

community engagement and that neighborhood acceptance of projects was critical. Ironically,

nearly every resident within the neighborhood was unaware of the project as LiveMoves has

never attempted to engage the community or taken even basic steps to raise awareness of the

proposed project.

At the time of this writing, November 5th 2021, despite multiple attempts, LifeMoves has failed

to respond to all outreach by White Oak neighbors, including board members of Safe Santa

Clara County. This is despite the fact that LifeMoves is already in contract to purchase the land

at 2035 White Oak Lane.

LifeMoves also said that communities welcome their developments. To date, more than 2000

residents living near the White Oak development have signed a physical petition against

the development, but LifeMoves continues to move forward, intentionally ignoring clear,

documented and vocal local community input.

LifeMoves also told Councilmembers that they will do background checks for patrons of their

facilities. We believe this to be a deliberate attempt by LiveMoves to neutralize concerns given

4 https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/10/27/costs-rise-for-palo-altos-transitional-housing-project
5 http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1565



that as noted in section 2.1, by law, participants in Homekey 2.0 cannot institute background

checks.

Section 5: Project Justification

5.1 Ongoing Need for Services in Santa Clara City

Santa Clara County recently approved a development of 64 transitional housing units at the site

of the Bella Vista Inn on EI Camino. Santa Clara City expects to be asked to make a significant

and ongoing financial contribution to this project in its second phase. This support will likely be

in the region of millions of dollars, for decades to come.

The Bella Vista facility will support 180 individuals or more, in a single year. Whife Oak would

support up to 600 individuals in a year. In 2019, the entire unhoused population of Santa

Clara was 264, per the County's own statistics6. Even allowing for a doubling of homelessness

during COVID-19, this project would add substantially more capacity than the city actually needs

to address it's homeless issue. It is likely that unhoused residents from other cities would end

up leveraging Santa Clara services.

It is unclear why the City of Santa Clara would consider shouldering amulti-year, multi-million

dollar commitment for a facility which goes far beyond the needs of the city population (even

allowing for an increase in homelessness during the Covid crisis), especially given it will already

be supporting another, similar facility (Bella Vista) less than one mile from this location.

At the same time, neighboring cities of Sunnyvale, Saratoga, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and

Cupertino appear to be progressing no projects under Homekey. It is clear that the taxpayers of

the City of Santa Clara are effectively being asked to make significant expenditures to support

the provision of solutions for other nearby cities.

Section 6: Political &Process Considerations

6.1 Process &Transparency

We are concerned by the lack of transparency and consultation throughout this process. At no

point has any outreach been attempted to neighbors, even those within the immediate vicinity of

this development. This is despite the fact that LiveMoves has been in contract to purchase

2035 White Oak lane for some time.

Information sharing and notification about this project has happened almost entirely through the

work of neighborhood networks.

6 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



On 10/26, a large number of concerned residents attended the Santa Clara City Council

meeting'. At that meeting, Mayor Gillmor denied any knowledge of the LifeMoves project. This

has been shown to not be the case and following that meeting, the City updated their website,

showing that discussions with LifeMoves were well advanced.

A development of this magnitude and novelty deserves a proper consultation process, one with

clear go/no-go decision points.

6.2 County Support

Santa Clara County has already declined to be a co-applicant for the White Oak Site.

During the Santa Clara County Supervisors' Meeting on November 2, 2021, Supervisor Otto

Lee, a strongproponent of LifeMovesB, expressly stated his opposition to the White Oak project

while approving other projects, including the Bella Vista project that is less than a mile away.

Supervisor Lee said: "When we talk about container housing, this is something 1 have lived in

myself. ~..] It is much more cost effective and fast to build. However 1 do not support every

container project if the site is wrong or the site is of the wrong size. And 1 am going to come

right out and say that I do not support the White Oak Lane proposal for its location and size."

Video Link9 (start at 5hr 11 min mark for Supervisor Lee's comments)

http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1618
s

https://sanjosespotlight.com/santa-Clara-county-could-spend-25-million-on-prefabricated-homeless-shelter
sl
g http://sccgov.igm2.com/Citizens/SplitView.aspx?Mode=Video&MeetinglD=13235&Format=Agenda



Appendices

APPENDIX 1: Alternative Locations

There is no dearth of alternative locations in the Santa Clara area -sites with bigger plots of

land and in less dense residential locations. A quick search of htt~s://www.loopnet.com/will

show many options.

The City also owns or has an interest in many potential sites which could be partially or entirely

repurposed for a development of this nature. These include:

• Mission College has substantial parking lots, portions of which could be reallocated to an

interim housing project. It has the advantage of being close to churches, shops,

education and transportation.

• Levi's Stadium Blue Lot is a very substantial site close to churches, shops, education

and transportation. Largely unused, a portion of this land could easily be converted to

interim housing.
• Levi's Stadium Yellow Lot is a smaller site (though still substantially larger than White

Oak), close to churches, shops, education and directly adjacent to transportation.

APPENDIX 2: Alternative White Oak Uses

Option 1: Retail

This site is zoned Commercial and we believe that commercial use remains the best use for this

specific site. We have been informed that the City has refused to consider zoning changes for

this site in the past.

With the destruction of the previous commercial premises at this site, the Halford Ave

neighborhood lost an important commercial hub -the only commercial hub in an otherwise

exclusively residential area. Commercial properties in a neighborhood offer great convenience

to local residents, while also cutting down on car journeys, thus benefiting the environment. As

previously noted, 2035 White Oak Lane is in the middle of a densely populated neighborhood,

and would have a large customer market within a very short walking radius.

Potential retail development at this site could include services such as restaurants and

laundromat, which were previously located here. The site could also be very suitable for

developments such as low-end grocery (e.g. "BargainMarket" or similar) given the mix of low

and middle income families in the neighborhood.



Option 2: Branch Library

The east side of Santa Clara is chronically underserved by the City's library system. The

nearest Library to White Oak is the Central Park library, over 2.5 miles away, a journey which

involves crossing a major expressway and without proper public transportation. The Halford

Ave neighborhood is densely populated with low and middle income families who would greatly

benefit from increased access to library services.

Option 3: Standard Residential Development

We do not believe that residential development is the right model for this site and this is

recognized in the City's current commercial zoning for the site.

However, if the City feels that it's current zoning is incorrect and wishes to change that zoning,

there are alternatives which would have a much clearer benefit for our neighborhood, while

minimizing the risks and downsides associated with the LifeMoves proposal.

The seller has already drafted plans10 fora 61 unit residential development on this site (see

below diagrams). Unlike the LifeMoves proposal, the development would be a traditional

type-construction, utilizing the entire space of the site and would include 103 parking spaces - 4

times what LifeMoves are proposing.

A standard residential development could be deployed in a number of ways:

• Subsidized housing for Teachers: This site is within easy walk/bike distance of at

least three local schools. Housing affordability for teachers is a major problem in our

community. Other teacher housing projects in Santa Clara have long wait lists.

Other options could include:

• Subsidized housing for First Responders.

• Full time permanent housing for seniors.

Full time permanent housing for families.

i0 https://images1.cityfeet.com/d2/SR7tGns5og826T_-CmeuBdD6Z60k0_zjRf6Sr_8GB_g/document.pdf
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APPENDIX 3: Proposed Project

The following figures lay out the experimental 3 story "storage container" project currently being

considered for White Oak Lane. This proposed project includes capacity for 240 unhoused

residents at any given time, for a total of 600 residents per year. It also includes 27 parking

spots.
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Melissa Meslo

From: Gan Chai <laprovence27@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 928 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Vote "NO" on 2035 White Oak Ln Project

Dear Santa Clara City Mayor, Council Members,

My name is Michael, a resident of Santa Clara. I live close to 2035 White Oak Ln. I'm writing this email to strongly

oppose the selection of 2035 White Oak Ln as one of the homekey projects based on our living experience. I support the

incentive of homekey projects to help homeless people. However, this location at 2035 White Oak Ln seems to be a very

bad choice for the following reasons:

1. In 2015, this location was burned down to the ground due to a traffic

accident(https•//www nbcbayarea com/news/local/hit-and-run-driver-blamed-for-fire-that-destroyed-5-Santa-clara-

businesses/1991424/). This is such a dangerous place surrounded by Lawrence Express with high-speed vehicles passing

through which is not suitable for residential development. However, it's selected to provide housing for homeless

people. What are we doing? Why do we provide this place we think is not suitable for residence to homeless people?

Who is going to be responsible for their lives if such an accident happens one more time?

2. This location has a very small lot(0.67 acre). Squeezing 240 people into Shipping Containers stacked at this location, is

this really helping our homeless friends? Living in such a crowded space, have we thought about what effect it will have

on their mental health? I, myself, can't imagine living in a shipping container like that. They deserve to be treated

equally, not in this way. Why can't we find a cheaper, larger location with comfortable living conditions for our homeless

friends.

3. This location is at a busy traffic intersection, there are no bus stops nearby. How do people living here commute to

work without a car? Walking around this location exposes them to higher risk of getting hit by a high-speed car from

Lawrence Expression.

4. This location is very close to parks, schools, daycares, playgrounds. Why is this location in a highly populated area

chosen? I'm really concerned about the effect on child safety in this area as young children are really vulnerable. I can't

imagine people seeing their loved little hurt. (Murder in Milpitas Homekey Sites https://milpitasbeat.com/new-details-

emer~e-in-transgender-womans-murder-at-project-homekey-site/)

Based on these reasons above, the selection of 2035 White Oak Ln as a homekey project is really bad for both the

homeless people and the neighborhood.

Thanks,
Michael



Melissa Meslo

From: Zewei Jiang <jzw464250777@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:39 AM

To: Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park; Sudhanshu Jain;

Anthony Becker; Public Comment

Subject: (Not a Copy) Follow up on concern on 2035 white oaks site

Attachments: SafeSCC_WhiteOak_Comment.pdf

Hi Mam/Sir,

As a follow up of my previous email, I just learned from a member of safe Santa Clara county about a report of 2035

white oaks site. I think it captures my own concerns accurately. I highly suggest that you all read it and think about it. As

a resident near within 1 mile of white oaks site as well as Bela Vista Inn site, I think white oaks site is totally different and

should not happen. After reading the report, I'm not concerned with my 2 year old son. I can imagine how this will

impact other families as well. I won't repeat my concerns here as you can check the report.

Please seriously consider abandoning this project soon and let us, both You, residents, as well as lifemoves, have a good

holiday.

Best regards

Zewei Jiang



, ,

Promoting Safe
Neighborhoods

Councilmembers,

Safe Santa Clara County is a grassroots association of residents from across Santa Clara. Our

aim is to promote livable cities and neighborhoods which work for all of our residents.

Our association is strongly opposed to the novel and radically experimental White Oak Lane

development. We believe this development is wrong for Santa Clara, wrong for the White Oak

Lane location specifically and also wrong for its intended patrons. We urge the City Council to

cease consideration of this project, as the County of Santa Clara has already done.

According to the City's 2019 census, there were 264 unhoused residents. The proposed project

on White Oak Lane will add an additional capacity of 600 residents per year, which combined

with projects already approved, will create far more capacity than the city needs.

We have many concerns related to this project including environmental issues, site suitability,

neighborhood impact, fiscal implications and underlying project justifications -- ail of which are

detailed in a report included in this document. Should the city believe that additional capacity is

required to assist 600 unhoused residents per year, we propose additional locations that we

believe are better suited in Appendix 1. Finally, we agree that the current site on White Oak

Lane should not remain vacant, and Safe SCC has included some proposed uses in Appendix 2

for your consideration.

We believe that these concerns -especially the environmental, neighborhood and site specific

concerns -should warrant proper consideration and mitigation by the City and LifeMoves. In

fact, should the City insist on moving forward with this project, we will demand an environmental

and social impact study. Our association is currently in the process of retaining counsel to

ensure that both the City and Developer adheres to all applicable local and state ordinances for

this project.

Best Regards,

Board Members, Safe Santa Clara County



Evaluation ofi the White Oak Lane

LifeMoves Project
by Safe Santa Clara

Introduction:
The following report documents the concerns of the Safe Santa Clara County association with

respect to the proposed development at 2035 White Oak Lane by LifeMoves.

Per the City, "The project applicant, LifeMoves, is proposing a project at 2035 White Oak Lane,

Santa Clara, CA 95051 that would create 60 transitional housing units for families. The site is

currently a vacant lot bordered by a residential neighborhood with a mix of apartment buildings

and single-family residences, a 7/11 convenience store, and Lawrence Expressway (G2)."

The report evaluates the proposal along six different criteria and details our specific concerns

for each:
• Section 1: Environmental Concerns

• Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns
• Section 3: Site Specific Concerns
• Section 4: Fiscal and Developer Concerns

Section 5: Project Justifications
Section 6: Political and Process Considerations

Section 1: Environmental Concerns

1.1 Density

LifeMoves proposes to house up to 240 people at any given time in 30 shipping containers, for a

proposed total of 600 residents per year. These will be stacked 3 units high, on a 0.67 acre lot

(a significant portion of which will be reserved for parking). We are concerned about the

environmental impact of housing so many people on such a small site, in a facility built using

novel construction methods.

See Appendix 3 for the most recent layout of the proposed project.



1.2 Intersection

2035 White Oak Lane is located at the intersection of 3 roads -White Oak Lane, Poinciana

Drive and Lawrence Expressway. It is located between two major intersections: Lawrence /

Poinciana and White Oak /Poinciana, each of which includes "blind corners". Thousands of

vehicles per day pass through even the smaller White Oak /Poinciana intersection.

It is to be expected that a large portion of LifeMoves White Oak residents will navigate these

intersections on foot each day. This increased foot traffic will cause significant danger both to

pedestrians and vehicle drivers.

1.3 Traffic

It can also be expected that such a major development (240 people at any given time) will drive

a significant increase in vehicle traffic - by staff, volunteers, delivery drivers, and some

residents. Consistent with other HomeKey and Lifemoves developments, it is reasonable to

expect that some residents will own vehicles (see section 1.4 for more information). We believe

this traffic will have a significantly detrimental effect on the surrounding area's environment,

negatively impacting local residents -including noise, pollution, and congestion.

1.4 Parking

White Oak Lane, Poinciana Drive, and Klamath Ave already experience significant parking

issues as a result of the existing medium and high density housing developments on those

streets, particularly during non-working hours. This results in a dangerous situation at White

Oak /Poinciana, where vehicles often park on the turn (at the LifeMoves site) creating a "blind

corners" situation that reduces visibility for drivers.

The proposed development allows for 27 parking spaces, some of which will likely be used by

staff. The county's most recent statistics show that over 18°/o of unhoused residents currently

live in a vehicle (both cars and RVs). Therefore we can expect a significant number of White

Oak patrons to have a vehicle. Additionally, one would expect a significant number of patrons to

acquire vehicles as they reintegrate into housing and the job market. Taken together, we expect

this will cause significant parking overflow issues onto already congested neighborhood streets

in both Santa Ciara and Sunnyvale.

The provision of shuttles to address accessibility issues for the site (see sections 3.2 and 3.3)

would further reduce available parking spaces, exacerbating this issue.

We believe our concerns here are justified. The similar, but smaller, LifeMoves development in

Mountain View shows significant vehicle overflow, including both cars RVs, onto nearby streets,

with local business owners confirming that vehicles are often parked for months.

There is also significant vehicle overflow onto the streets surrounding the Milpitas Homekey site,

including RV dwellers who park nearby in the hope of obtaining residency at the facility. The



RVs are a safety hazard to local residents as there have been reports of several RV fires on

nearby streets.

1.5 Waste Management

A site of this density, with such a large population, will be expected to generate a significant

amount of waste. It is not clear that there will be sufficient facilities or space available for

adequate waste management at this site.

1.6 Bioretention Compliance

Stormwater treatment measures (bioretention areas) are required' for ali construction projects

that create and/or replace 10,000 square feet or more of impervious surface. We have not seen

a plan that sets out areas of the development in compliance with the bioretention requirement.

We have also not seen budget proposals and funding on maintenance and upkeep of

bioretention areas,- which from our personal experience as homeowners can be extremely

expensive and difficult to maintain. This will likely result in increased budget requirements for

the City to maintain.

1.7 Site Zoning Considerations

This site has been zoned commercial for many years. The city has apparently refused to

consider rezoning this site to residential usage in the past, when requested to do so by property

owners and developers. Presumably the city has a rationale to maintain commercial

development at this site - or to disallow residential development. With LifeMoves, the city is now

proposing to build a radically experimental, ultra high density development at this same location.

Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns

2.1 Increased Burden and Fiscal Strain on Emergency Services

As further detailed below, we expect the White Oak project will increase the burden on police,

medical, and fire services. We expect budgets for these services will need to be increased over

time to accommodate the hazards that will be brought by this project.

These increases will be in addition to any increased resourcing needs for the recently approved

Homekey proposal at the nearby Bella Vista site.

hops://www.santaclaraca.gov/our-city/departments-g-z/public-works/environmental-programs/stormwater-
pollution-preventionJstormwater-resources-for-development-construction



2.2 Crime

I n order to appease concerns related to increase in crime related to this proposed site,

Livemoves claims the site will be restricted to "families in need". Project Homekey 2.0, per

"housing first' criteria2, does not allow any vetting of residents. Santa Clara's own statistics3

show that over 25% of the homeless population has spent at least one night in jail - in the past

twelve months. 42°/o have Psychiatric/Emotional Conditions; 35% are experiencing issues with

Drug or Alcohol use; 33% suffer from PTSD. These issues are vastly overrepresented in the

unhoused vs. the general population.

Concentrating this population -without any vetting, in a radically experimental, ultra high density

development in the middle of a residential neighborhood is likely to lead to significant issues in

the local area, including serious crime, harm to property, petty crime and drug dealing.

LifeMoves themselves have talked about "curfevtl' and "building relationships with local law

enforcement". Neither of these provisions lend credence to the fact that the facility will not have

a negative impact on the area. Clearly, crime and anti-social behavior IS a concern, otherwise,

why the mitigations?

2.3 Drug and Alcohol Abuse in Local Area

LifeMoves has stated that "Clients will not be permitted to use Drugs or Alcohol on site." The

White Oak site is immediately adjacent to a 7-Eleven convenience store (open 24 hours), which

sells alcohol. It is a reasonable expectation that some LifeMoves patrons will purchase alcohol

there, and then move to the nearby (under development) Corn Palace Park to consume it.

Experience from other locations shows that clients will also use nearby parks and parking lots to

purchase and use drugs - so as to technically be in compliance with not using substances on

site.

LifeMoves has stated that "participants maybe asked to leave for substance abuse that is

disruptive to site services, residents or state'. Given the high incidence of substance abuse in

this population, it can be assumed that (1) patrons will regularly be asked to leave and that (2)

being unhoused, those patrons will remain in the nearby neighborhood, specifically the park at

Corn Palace or the larger Ponderosa Park, 0.6 miles away, and will continue to experience

addiction issues there, with a commensurate negative impact on that park and the locality.

These are particular concerns to the surrounding neighborhood which mostly consists of

families with small children who are looking forward to playing on the new playground.

2 https://homekey.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-09/Housing First Guidance Checklist.pdf

3 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



2.4 Site Security

I n order to mitigate potential crime, LifeMoves has stated that the White Oak project will have 24

hour security. However, other similar sites such as the Milpitas HomeKey also have 24 hour

security and experienced on-site issues within months, including violent assault, rape, and even

a murder.

Furthermore, "onsite" security cannot alleviate spill-over issues from this development to the

broader neighborhood. We are concerned that LifeMoves will attempt to dismiss real

neighborhood security issues by referencing this onsite security (see 2.5 for more details).

2.5 General Loitering, Solicitation and Other Impacts

A development of 240 people can be expected to generate significant additional human traffic in

the vicinity (friends, partners, acquaintances, business associates, etc). This LifeMoves facility

has so little space (see appendix 3) that it seems clear there will not be sufficient, if any, room

for guests and socialization within the facility. Further, it is unknown whether acquaintances who

have a criminal background would be permitted on site or not. Therefore it is reasonable to

assume we will see significant loitering in the neighborhood outside of the facility. Given the

density of the area, it is likely loitering would occur either in the 7-Eleven parking lot or at the

local park, which will be 600 meters away from the site.

Additionally, given the well documented addiction and social issues in a portion of this

population, and the fact that drug and prostitution activity was well known at other sites currently

frequented by the unhoused (such as nearby Bella Vista site), we expect to see a drastic

increase in drug dealers, gangsters, pimps, and sex workers loitering in the surrounding

neighborhoods. The surrounding neighborhoods currently consist of established suburbs largely

consisting of families with small children.

The nearest grocery store to White Oak will be Lucky's supermarket on EI Camino. Given the

lack of transport, we expect to see carts from Lucky regularly brought to the White Oak Site and

abandoned. This would be consistent with what has been observed at the Mountain View site.

2.6 Issues At Existing HomeKey Sites

2.6.1 Homekey IVlilpitas

Similar concerns (crime, loitering) were raised about a recent HomeKey development in

Milpitas, and those concerns, dismissed by officials at the time, have proven true. In the five

months since that project opened, there have been 58 police calls from on site crimes (see

crime chart from Milpitas Mayor below). The details of the crimes reported are listed below by

Mayor Rich Tran.
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White Oak, similar to Milpitas, would be an interim housing facility. Despite all of the issues that

the Milpitas project has experienced, they do vet residents. Since the proposed White Oak Lane

site is a HomeKey 2.0 project, LifeMoves will not have the same ability to restrict access to

candidate residents. It is therefore fair to assume this will result in an even worse situation than

the one in Milpitas.

2.6.2 ~ifelVloves IVlountain View

The LifeMoves facility at Leghorn St in Mountain View has had a significant detrimental effect on

the local neighborhood. A local business owner confirmed that there has been a significant exit

of business owners from the vicinity since the LifeMoves site opened. It can be seen that three

commercial properties directly opposite the LifeMoves site in Mountain View are now empty.

We have also been informed that there has also been significant police activity at the site (an

FOIA request from the City of Mountain View to confirm exact numbers is still pending).

A visit to the Mountain View site confirms the presence of alcohol containers on public and

neighboring properties; abandoned cars; abandoned shopping carts. Further, our representative

witnessed public urination outside of the facility on 11/5 and was accosted by an individual on

the street outside of the facility.



2.7 Post Development Operating Restrictions

We are concerned that once this development is approved, any pre-development restrictions

agreed to by LifeMoves which are not legally binding and enforceable will not be adhered to.

This includes (but is not limited to) capacity; patron selection; security arrangements; curfews;

maintenance obligations; neighborhood engagement.

Section 3: Site Specific Concerns

3.1 Air &Noise Quality:

As mentioned above, this site is located between three major roads, including an expressway,

and between two major intersections. The minor intersection is used by thousands of vehicles

per day, the major intersection by up to one quarter of a million vehicles per day. Per the

LiveMoves proposals (see appendix 3), the container units would be located just feet from these

roads.

We are concerned that air quality at this location may not be safe for human habitation and

specifically may be particularly dangerous for adults and children with chronic lung conditions

such as asthma or COPD. Effects and exposure may be exacerbated by the non-standard

construction methods proposed for the development.

We are also concerned that the noise quality at this location is above a level that is suitable for

human habitation, especially for a population likely suffering from trauma and PTSD, in units

which will likely have far less sound insulation that might be expected from conventional

dwellings.

3.2 Distance from Transport

This proposed location is located at a significant distance from public transport. The nearest

public transport option is the EI Camino bus corridor, located 0.7 miles from the site (~15min

walk for healthy adults without bags etc.). This is a significant distance if one is expected to

travel with children, shopping /groceries, etc, or for persons who may have other health issues.

It is not clear how proposed residents without their own transportation would be expected to

transport themselves to and from the site, including for work, church, school attendance,

support services etc.

3.3 Distance from Support Services

The White Oak site is located in the middle of a residential community and is surrounded by

residential neighborhoods on all sides (including on the opposite side of Lawrence Expressway).

The site is far from the expected services and facilities that the unhoused population would be



expected to rely on, including lack of easy access to locations for transportation, healthcare,

food distribution, government benefits, and support services (e.g. centers for employment,

rehabilitation, mental health, and multilingual services).

The proposed site would isolate people in need and require them to walk to public transportation

for virtually any of the above needs -- again, this would be particularly challenging for those with

health issues.

3.4 Similar Project Locations &Facilities

The LifeMoves White Oak development is a radically experimental development without any

precedent (see Appendix 3).

• This would be the first LifeMoves transitional housing "container style" development in

an exclusively residential neighborhood location.

• It would be the first multi-level container development by LifeMoves.

• It would have - by far -the largest capacity of LifeMoves container housing facilities with

a capacity of 240 people (vs. 124 people at Mountain View and 136 in Palo Alto).

• It would have the highest density of residents given It will have the smallest lot of any

~ifeMoves container development.

We do not believe that the White Oak neighborhood is a suitable location for a novel housing

experiment of this magnitude. Other nearby cities have chosen not to take a similar risk.

The aforementioned LifeMoves Facility under development in Palo Alto will be located at 1237

San Antonio Road, on the edge of the Bay, in an industrial /commercial zone. The

development is removed from residential neighborhoods by over one mile (on the other side of

the 101 freeway).
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LifeMoves Palo Alto

The LifeMoves facility at 2566 Leghorn St in Mountain View is also located in the middle of a

commercial /industrial zone
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LifeMoves MountainView

In contrast to the above facilities, LifeMoves White Oak would be immediately adjacent to large,

existing residential developments. The White Oak side is one of only two commercial properties

(together with the adjacent 7-Eleven) in an otherwise exclusively residential neighborhood. The



commercial zoning appears to be a legacy from many years prior before the neighborhood

became densely residential and is not a true commercial area.
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Life Moves Sunnyvale

Santa Clara County Supervisor Otto Lee, one of the County's most vocal proponents of

HomeKey, has himself said that the White Oak site is unsuitable. He was on a unanimous panel

that just approved a Project HomeKey hotel conversion located in a commercial area closer to

amenities that is a mile away from the White Oak location.

Note that LifeMoves also offers interim family housing facilities at other locations. However,

those facilities are larger, lower density, permanent, traditional structures which support a much

smaller number of families:

• Menlo Park: 23 Families

San Mateo: 39 Families

• Daly City: 15 Families

• Redwood Citv: 10 Families

In contrast, White Oak would support 60 families on a 0.67 acre lot.

This ultra high density interim housing model proposed for White Oak is unproven and

LifeMoves has no experience in operating or securing such a facility. This is effectively a radical

social experiment in a residential neighborhood.



Section 4: Fiscal &Developer Concerns

4.1 City Finance Implications & LifeMoves Financial Reliability

This is a new and experimental project and there is concern about LifeMoves' ability to deliver

without significant impact to city finances. To date, LifeMoves has successfully delivered only

one similar facility - a single story, 100 person development at Leghorn Street in Mountain view.

The White Oak project (see appendix 3) will be radically different - 3 stories high, on a lot 30%

smaller, in ahigh-density residential neighborhood, as opposed to commercial or brownfield

area.

In the best case scenario, the White Oak project will force a significant financial burden on the

City. The City itself estimates that the White Oak development will initially cost $14m from

taxpayers pockets. LifeMoves cannot be trusted as a responsible financial partner for the City. A

similar LifeMoves project still under development in Palo Alto has seen costs s~iral~ from

its original estimates by 48% or $8.4m, to $26m. It is therefore unclear who will burden fhe

additional cost if the same occurs to the White Oak Lane project.

4.2 Other LifeMoves Concerns

We believe LifeMoves to be unreliable in other ways, specifically with respect to their claims to

this Council.

In a July 2021 presentations to Santa Clara City Council, LifeMoves said they are good at

community engagement and that neighborhood acceptance of projects was critical. Ironically,

nearly every resident within the neighborhood was unaware of the project as LiveMoves has

never attempted to engage the community or taken even basic steps to raise awareness of the

proposed project.

At the time of this writing, November 5th 2021, despite multiple attempts, LifeMoves has failed

to respond to all outreach by White Oak neighbors, including board members of Safe Santa

Clara County. This is despite the fact that LifeMoves is already in contract to purchase the land

at 2035 White Oak Lane.

LifeMoves also said that communities welcome their developments. To date, more than 2000

residents living near the White Oak development have signed a physical petition against

the development, but LifeMoves continues to move forward, intentionally ignoring clear,

documented and vocal local community input.

LifeMoves also told Councilmembers that they will do background checks for patrons of their

facilities. We believe this to be a deliberate attempt by LiveMoves to neutralize concerns given

' https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/10/27/costs-rise-for-palo-altos-transitional-housing-project
5 http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1565



Melissa Meslo

From: malkielcardoso@yahoo.com

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 12:45 PM

To: Public Comment; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park;

Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker

Subject: Please Vote NO to the White Oak Lane Project

Dear Council Members,

If I may, I would like to share my concerns with you on the White Oak Lane Project and ask you to

vote No the project.

live in this area for many years, and now I am getting older and older. If you come to our
neighborhood to take a look, you will find that this area is over populated with busy traffic. Every time

when I walk out, I am always nervous with traffic and worried about my personal safety for the lack of

no empty space. I still remember the fire and the collapse of the building which happened a few years

ago on the same site. After the fire, we lost the laundromat and a few other convenience shops. With

such a large population nearby, the loss of the laundromat and convenience shops has made my life

very difficult. I am often frustrated with the inconvenience and risk. We don't need more people to

move in, but we need more convenience shops.

Please vote No to the White Oak Lane project. Thank you in advance!

Best regards,

Malkiel



that as noted in section 2.1, by law, participants in Homekey 2.0 cannot institute background

checks.

Section 5: Project Justification

5.1 Ongoing Need for Services in Santa Clara City

Santa Clara County recently approved a development of 64 transitional housing units at the site

of the Bella Vista Inn on EI Camino. Santa Clara City expects to be asked to make a significant

and ongoing financial contribution to this project in its second phase. This support will likely be

in the region of millions of dollars, for decades to come.

The Bella Vista facility will support 180 individuals or more, in a single year. White Oak would

support u~ to 600 individuals in a year. In 2019, the entire unhoused population of Santa

Clara was 264, per the County's own statistics6. Even allowing for a doubling of homelessness

during COVID-19, this project would add substantially more capacity than the city actually needs

to address it's homeless issue. It is likely that unhoused residents from other cities would end

up leveraging Santa Clara services.

It is unclear why the City of Santa Clara would consider shouldering amulti-year, multi-million

dollar commitment for a facility which goes far beyond the needs of the city population (even

allowing for an increase in homelessness during the Covid crisis), especially given it will already

be supporting another, similar facility (Bella Vista) less than one mile from this location.

At the same time, neighboring cities of Sunnyvale, Saratoga, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and

Cupertino appear to be progressing no projects under Homekey. It is clear that the taxpayers of

the City of Santa Clara are effectively being asked to make significant expenditures to support

the provision of solutions for other nearby cities.

Section 6: Political &Process Considerations

6.1 Process &Transparency

We are concerned by the lack of transparency and consultation throughout this process. At no

point has any outreach been attempted to neighbors, even those within the immediate vicinity of

this development. This is despite the fact that LiveMoves has been in contract to purchase

2035 White Oak lane for some time.

Information sharing and notification about this project has happened almost entirely through the

work of neighborhood networks.

6 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



On 10/26, a large number of concerned residents attended the Santa Clara City Council

meetin '. At that meeting, Mayor Gillmor denied any knowledge of the LifeMoves project. This

has been shown to not be the case and following that meeting, the City updated their website,

showing that discussions with LifeMoves were well advanced.

A development of this magnitude and novelty deserves a proper consultation process, one with

clear go/no-go decision points.

6.2 County Support

Santa Clara County has already declined to be a co-applicant for the White Oak Site.

During the Santa Clara County Supervisors' Meeting on November 2, 2021, Supervisor Otto

Lee, a strongproponent of LifeMovesB, expressly stated his opposition to the White Oak project

while approving other projects, including the Bella Vista project that is less than a mile away.

Supervisor Lee said: "When we talk about container housing, this is something 1 have lived in

myself. ~ ..] It is much more cost effective and fast to build. However 1 do not support every

container project if the site is wrong or the site is of the wrong size. And 1 am going to come

right out and say that 1 do not support the White Oak Lane proposal for its location and size."

Video Link9 (start at 5hr 11 min mark for Supervisor Lee's comments)

http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1618
a

https://sanjosespotlight.com/santa-Clara-county-could-spend-25-million-on-prefabricated-homeless-shelter
s/
9 http://sccgov.igm2.com/Citizens/SplitView.aspx?Mode=Video&MeetinglD=13235&Format=Agenda
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APPENDIX 1: Alternative Locations

There is no dearth of alternative locations in the Santa Clara area -sites with bigger plots of

land and in less dense residential locations. A quick search of https://www.loopnet.com/will

show many options.

The City also owns or has an interest in many potential sites which could be partially or entirely

repurposed for a development of this nature. These include:

Mission College has substantial parking lots, portions of which could be reallocated to an

interim housing project. It has the advantage of being close to churches, shops,

education and transportation.

• Levi's Stadium Blue Lot is a very substantial site close to churches, shops, education

and transportation. Largely unused, a portion of this land could easily be converted to

interim housing.

• Levi's Stadium Yellow Lot is a smaller site (though still substantially larger than White

Oak), close to churches, shops, education and directly adjacent to transportation.

APPENDIX 2: Alternative White Oak Uses

Option 1: Retail

This site is zoned Commercial and we believe that commercial use remains the best use for this

specific site. We have been informed that the City has refused to consider zoning changes for

this site in the past.

With the destruction of the previous commercial premises at this site, the Halford Ave

neighborhood lost an important commercial hub -the only commercial hub in an otherwise

exclusively residential area. Commercial properties in a neighborhood offer great convenience

to local residents, while also cutting down on car journeys, thus benefiting the environment. As

previously noted, 2035 White Oak Lane is in the middle of a densely populated neighborhood,

and would have a large customer market within a very short walking radius.

Potential retail development at this site could include services such as restaurants and

Laundromat, which were previously located here. The site could also be very suitable for

developments such as low-end grocery (e.g. "BargainMarket" or similar) given the mix of low

and middle income families in the neighborhood.



Option 2: Branch Library

The east side of Santa Clara is chronically underserved by the City's library system. The

nearest Library to White Oak is the Central Park library, over 2.5 miles away, a journey which

involves crossing a major expressway and without proper public transportation. The Halford

Ave neighborhood is densely populated with low and middle income families who would greatly

benefit from increased access to library services.

Option 3: Standard Residential Development

We do not believe that residential development is the right model for this site and this is

recognized in the City's current commercial zoning for the site.

However, if the City feels that iYs current zoning is incorrect and wishes to change that zoning,

there are alternatives which would have a much clearer benefit for our neighborhood, while

minimizing the risks and downsides associated with the LifeMoves proposal.

The seller has already drafted plans10 fora 61 unit residential development on this site (see

below diagrams). Unlike the LifeMoves proposal, the development would be a traditional

type-construction, utilizing the entire space of the site and would include 103 parking spaces - 4

times what LifeMoves are proposing.

A standard residential development could be deployed in a number of ways:

• Subsidized housing for Teachers: This site is within easy walk/bike distance of at

least three local schools. Housing affordability for teachers is a major problem in our

community. Other teacher housing projects in Santa Clara have long wait lists.

Other options could include:

• Subsidized housing for First Responders.

Full time permanent housing for seniors.

Full time permanent housing for families.

10 https://images1.cityfeet.com/d2/SR7tGns5og826T_ CmeuBdD6Z60k0_zjRf6Sr 8GB_g/document.pdf
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APPENDIX 3: Proposed Project

The following figures lay out the experimental 3 story "storage container" project currently being

considered for White Oak Lane. This proposed project includes capacity for 240 unhoused

residents at any given time, for a total of 600 residents per year. It also includes 27 parking

spots.
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Melissa Meslo

From: Fei Han <hanfeiid@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:44 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Nearby residents/taxpayers/voters say NO to the 2 planned SC HomeKey sites

Dear Mayor and council members:

My name is Fei, the homeowner of 1941 Briarwood Dr. I am writing to express my strongest opposition to the HomeKey

plan aiming to create "deeply affordable" and/or "interim" housing at the locations: Bella Vista Inn - 3550 EI Camino

Real, Santa Clara, CA 95051 and 2035 White Oal< Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95051

As a nearby resident (5mins walk away from the planned site), I haven't received any correspondence from the city

regarding the projects. We are concerned about the impact on our community as this location is in proximity to parks,

schools, playgrounds. We learned that the HomeKey site in Milpitas has way more 911 calls. Why an area with less

population density can't be chosen. Such a lack of information and transparency is scary and jeopardizes public trust.

strongly oppose the above 2 locations.

Regards,

Fei



Melissa Meslo

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Dear council members,

Tong Zheng <tongzhengtz@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 7, 2021 11:07 AM

Public Comment

Vote No on proposal for White Oak Lane project

My name is Tong. I'm a long time resident of Santa Clara city. I am deeply concerned that 2035 White Oak Ln

Homekey projects is not shared with the public transparently and it needs more time for the public to learn and

comment before making a decision.
Please vote No on this proposal. We need more public hearings to be held before any decision being made to

allow the public more time to understand this project and voice their opinions.

Regards,
Tong



Melissa Meslo

From: avner1968@yahoo.com

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 12:22 PM

To: Public Comment; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park;

Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker

Subject: Objection to White Oak Lane Project

Council Members and City Leaders,

live in the neighborhood close to White Oak Lane and also work in Santa Clara. I am a volunteer for

the Green Peace. I just learnt of your project at White Oak Lane. It is my belief and also my

colleagues' belief that the selection of the location is so wrong that it would contribute to the air

pollution in our city. From the standing of the environment protection, we are strongly opposed to

development of any new development of housing facilities along the Lawrence, since it is a busy

expressway and generates many tons of carbons every day. Instead, we should plant trees in every

empty space to reduce carbon.

COP26 has just taken place in Glasgow. President Biden has made a promise on Carbon Peak and

Carbon Net Zero. Every community and every resident should work together to fight global climate

change for us and for our children. Along any busy traffic street, the city leaders should lead to plant

green trees instead of building more houses. Any new houses should be built in less populated areas

with trees.

Lawrence is a busy street and generates tons of carbons every day and we need to decarbonize

along Lawrence. Please help and support President Biden's goal and effort in reducing carbon in the

United States. Please discontinue your project in White Oak Lane!

Thank you for your attention!

A Green Peace Lover



Melissa Meslo

From: Sushma Dutta <sushma.dutta@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2027 12:40 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: VOTING NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project

Hi There,

My husband and I are Sunnyvale residents, living in the Toll Brother's community on Timberpine Ave two turns from the White Oaks
site. We are longtime residents of Sunnyvale. We are sending this email to "VOTE NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project' due to
the reasons listed below. We also urge the Council members to "VOTE NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project' for the reasons
below.

Child Safety: The proposed site is problematic because it is within 600 feet of a planned new children's playground. In 2015, California
struck down the law that prevented sex offenders from living within 2000 ft of a park or school. It is also located right in the middle of a
residential neighborhood of small children in Santa Clara and Sunnyvale (it's right on the border of the two cities).

General Safety: Project HomeKey locations have questionable safety records. Within a few months of the Milpitas location opening, a
murder occurred of someone living there. At another project, a mother said that her children were forced to live next to a man that was
last arrested for raping his own toddler. There are other reports of daily crime, mental instability issues, active shootings, drugs, etc.
(see news sources below)

Site Suitability: This site is in the middle of a long established residential neighborhood. Project HomeKey was designed to convert
existing hotels in commercial areas and commercial buildings into transitional housing, which keeps some safe distance between
vulnerable children and people who have mental and other issues. However, the White Oak Lane location is not an existing hotel. This
location goes directly against the original intent of Project HomeKey. Again, it is an area that is right in the middle of a dense residential
neighborhood with many small children.

Neighborhood Character: The 2035 White Oak Lane site is small. A development of 75 units on this site would not be approved for
any other residential project and is far outside of the established character of the neighborhood.

Location Safety: The site would also be dangerous for homeless people who would live there. The intersection at this location is at a
blind corner, beside a major expressway, lacks a stop sign and where people regularly make illegal fast turns to avoid Lawrence traffic
and the signal light there. As a result, this corner often has car accidents. This is not a safe area for a major residential development

Lack of Consultation: There has been zero outreach from Santa Clara County, City of Sunnyvale or City of Santa Clara on this issue.
Developments which could alter neighborhoods in such a fundamental way should have proper outreach and notification to the people
most directly affected. Regular residential developments require this.

Project HomeKey Issues
httbs://www.triglicate.com/news/police-working-with-the-leaacv-to-stem-crime/article 3d1fb506-c977-11eb-b7c3-9fecc0532cc6.html
https://milpitasbeat.com/new-details-emerge-in-transgender-womans-murder-at-project-homekev-site/
https~//sanfrancisco cbslocal com/2020/11/20/project-home-bay-area-communities-grapple-with-lack-of-local-control-under-project-
homekey/
https://hoodline.com/2021 /09/another-city-purchase-to-house-homeless-people-draws-sharp-opposition-this-time-in-soma/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/11 /12/sf-shelter-in-place-hotels-increase-911-calls-crime/

Thanks,
Sushma



Melissa Meslo

From: Swaroop Dutta <swaroop.dutta@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 12:42 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: VOTING NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project

Hi There,

My wife and I are Sunnyvale residents, living in the Toll Brother's community on Timberpine Ave two turns from the White Oaks site. We

are longtime residents of Sunnyvale. We are sending this email to "VOTE NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project' due to the

reasons listed below. We also urge the Council members to "VOTE NO on White Oak Lane HomeKey Project" for the reasons below.

Child Safety: The proposed site is problematic because it is within 600 feet of a planned new children's playground. In 2015, California

struck down the law that prevented sex offenders from living within 2000 ft of a park or school. It is also located right in the middle of a

residential neighborhood of small children in Santa Clara and Sunnyvale (it's right on the border of the two cities).

General Safety: Project HomeKey locations have questionable safety records. Within a few months of the Milpitas location opening, a

murder occurred of someone living there. At another project, a mother said that her children were forced to live next to a man that was

last arrested for raping his own toddler. There are other reports of daily crime, mental instability issues, active shootings, drugs, etc.

(see news sources below)

Site Suitability: This site is in the middle of a long established residential neighborhood. Project HomeKey was designed to convert

existing hotels in commercial areas and commercial buildings into transitional housing, which keeps some safe distance between

vulnerable children and people who have mental and other issues. However, the White Oak Lane location is not an existing hotel. This

location goes directly against the original intent of Project HomeKey. Again, it is an area that is right in the middle of a dense residential

neighborhood with many small children.

Neighborhood Character: The 2035 White Oak Lane site is small. A development of 75 units on this site would not be approved for

any other residential project and is far outside of the established character of the neighborhood.

Location Safety: The site would also be dangerous for homeless people who would live there. The intersection at this location is at a

blind corner, beside a major expressway, lacks a stop sign and where people regularly make illegal fast turns to avoid Lawrence traffic

and the signal light there. As a result, this corner often has car accidents. This is not a safe area for a major residential development

Lack of Consultation: There has been zero outreach from Santa Clara County, City of Sunnyvale or City of Santa Clara on this issue.

Developments which could alter neighborhoods in such a fundamental way should have proper outreach and notification to the people

most directly affected. Regular residential developments require this.

Project HomeKey Issues
https~//www triplicate com/news/police-workinq-with-the-legacy-to-stem-crime/article 3d1fb506-c977-11eb-b7c3-9fecc0532cc6.html

https~//milpitasbeat com/new-details-emerge-in-transgender-womans-murder-at-protect-homekey-site/

https~//sanfrancisco cbslocal com/2020/11/20/project-home-bay-area-communities-grapple-with-lack-of-local-control-under-proiect-

homekeY/
https~//hoodline com/2021/09/another-city-purchase-to-house-homeless-people-draws-sharp-opposition-this-time-in-soma!

https~//sanfrancisco cbslocal com/2020/11/12/sf-shelter-in-place-hotels-increase-911-calls-crime/

Thanks,
Sushma



Melissa Meslo

From: malkielcardoso@yahoo.com

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 12:45 PM

To: Public Comment; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park;

Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker

Subject: Please Vote NO to the White Oak Lane Project

Dear Council Members,

If I may, I would like to share my concerns with you on the White Oak Lane Project and ask you to
vote No the project.

live in this area for many years, and now I am getting older and older. If you come to our
neighborhood to take a look, you will find that this area is over populated with busy traffic. Every time
when I walk out, I am always nervous with traffic and worried about my personal safety for the lack of
no empty space. I still remember the fire and the collapse of the building which happened a few years
ago on the same site. After the fire, we lost the Laundromat and a few other convenience shops. With
such a large population nearby, the loss of the Laundromat and convenience shops has made my life
very difficult. I am often frustrated with the inconvenience and risk. We don't need more people to
move in, but we need more convenience shops.

Please vote No to the White Oak Lane project. Thank you in advance!

Best regards,

Malkiel



~~-oa~z~
Melissa Meslo

I~~ M ~~

From: Nora Pimentel

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:26 AM

To: Nora Pimentel

Cc: Melissa Meslo

Subject: November 9, 2021 Agenda #3 Public Comment

Attachments: Please Vote NO to the White Oak Lane Project; proposed homeless units at white oak

lane; I OPPOSE the LifeMoves proposal for White Oak Lane ; I strongly oppose the

WhiteOaks Interim Housing Project; VOTING "NO" to Proposed Homeless Units at

White Oak Lane; Residential Concern regarding the White Oak Lane Lifemove Project;

White Oak Lane Homekey Project; NO to the 2 planned Santa Clara HomeKey sites; Vote

"NO" on 2035 White Oak Ln Project; White Oaks Lane; stop White Oak homekey project;

White Oaks Lane Project; Statement to oppose homekey project proposal at white oak

lane; Vote NO on White Oak Lane homeless project; Oppose Project HomeKey at 2035

White Oak Lane, Santa Clara; Please Vote NO on 2035 Whiteoaks Project; Opposition to

shelter at White Oak project; Opposition to shelter at White Oak project; Say NO to

Project HomeKey at 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara; Please vote NO to Homekey

project sites on White Oak Lane and 3550 EI Camino Real; No on White Oak Lane

LifeMoves shelter

Dear Mayor and Council,

Our office received the following correspondence regarding item 3. Study Session on the City Activity to Address an

Unhoused Population: California Department of Housing and Community Development's (HCD) Project HomeKey and

Provision of Basic Services for the City's Unhoused which we are forwarding for your review and consideration.

Please note this correspondence will form part of the public record for the November 9, 2021, Council and Authorities

Concurrent and Special Santa Clara Stadium Authority meeting

Nora.~~m,P,vLteL, MMC ~ Assistant City Clerk I City Clerk's Office

City of Santa Clara, California

1500 Warburton Ave. I Santa Clara, CA 95050

(0) 1.408.615.2222 I (F) 1.408.241.6771

npimentel n.santaclai•aca.eov I www.santaclaraca.Qov

~~~j::~,~~ ~~, City of
~̀;' ' ~ Santa Clara~~



Melissa Meslo

From: Vijayalakshmi Prakash <viji_prakash@hotmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 1:02 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: proposed homeless units at white oak lane

am a member of Safe SCC. I oppose the decision to the project Proposed homeless units at White Oak Lane.

Kindly vote No to the proposal.

Thanks.

Viji Prakash



Melissa Meslo

From: Susan Calhoun <s.calhoun4@yahoo.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 1:25 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: I OPPOSE the LifeMoves proposal for White Oak Lane

Dear Council members,

am writing to inform you that I strongly oppose the LifeMoves proposal for interim homeless housing at White Oaks

Lane in Sunnyvale. I urge you to please vote NO on this current proposal. I live very close to the development site and

have very serious concerns on what this will have for our neighborhood such as crime, traffic, parking, loitering, general

safety for families and especially women and children in the area. As a mother of a young child who frequently walks this

area I do not think I will feel comfortable taking my toddler out for walks or letting her play in the nearby park when

am myself if this development happens. The fact that there are going to be no screening or background checks given to

people is extremely unsettling and the well being of the families and children in this area need to betaken into account.

This site is NOT appropriate for this type of development.

Again, I urge you to please listen to your constituents and vote NO on this project.

Thank you,

Susan Calhoun

(Sweetbay dr)



Melissa Meslo

From: lerene Yang <yangzhe@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 1:32 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: I strongly oppose the WhiteOaks Interim Housing Project

Attachments: SafeSCC-WhiteOak-Comment.pdf

Hi Santa Clara City Council,

I'm a neighbor that lives within walking distance of the proposed WhiteOaks Interim Housing Project. While I believe

that we should be building more housing for our unhoused neighbors, I think the density, location, budget and

developer for this proposal are extremely misguided.

To fit almost 200 people in container based lodging on that piece of land in addition to lots of parking means that the

density is going to be extremely high. During summers, these containers are like ovens that make it unbearable to live in.

We should not be subjecting anyone to such horrible living conditions.

Interim housing should also be situated at areas where public transit and commerce are within walking distance, none of

which applies to this small plot of land situated in a deeply residential neighborhood.

This project's cost (14Million) is astonishingly high for containers being dumped on top of each other. It does not even

include the cost of maintenance after 2 years and the city will be burdened with running this facility. We have witnessed

the huge negative social impact from the poorly run HomeKey project in Milpitas. Given the bids for the land so far

(LifeMoves bid 4M for a plot of land that is only worth 3-3.5M according to the other bids), we can see that LifeMoves is

misappropriating funds and cannot be trusted with taxpayers' money.

If we truly wanted to help our unhoused neighbors, let's build family-based low income housing on that plot of land

instead. That location is close to kids' parks, elementary schools and is surrounded by young families. I would love for

our kids to play together and learn from each other.

have attached a document with more information for your perusal.

Thanks,

Jenny Yang



Melissa Meslo

From: Purna Mohanty <mohanty.california@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 2:22 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: VOTING "NO" to Proposed Homeless Units at White Oak Lane

Hello,

am a long time resident in the area, and I vehemently opposed the proposed project for Homeless shelter.

My reasons are - it will increase the public safety, increase crime rate/accidents, increase the traffic in the area (which

you know the cross sections of Lily and White Oak, White Oak and Poinciana is SEVERELY ACCIDENT PRONE). This will

decrease the property value and not be suitable to attract high quality residents over a period of time.

Please do not do this to the residents in the area

Regards
Purna Mohanty



Melissa Meslo

From: Edward Wang <edward78.wang@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 2:51 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Residential Concern regarding the White Oak Lane Lifemove Project

Attachments: SafeSCC_WhiteOak_Comment.pdf

Hi Santa Clara Councilmembers,

My name is Edward and I live in the Ponderosa area. From social media, I learned that Santa Clara city is planning, with

Lifemoves, for a homeless shelter at 2035 White Oak Lane, Sunnyvale, CA, where my house is within 1000ft of the

proposed site.

strongly oppose the proposal at this location!

I've seen a report (attached in this email) that Safe SCC produced and it captures my own concerns pretty well. Below

are my main concerns:

1. The proposed site resides in a very busy intersection of 3 roads -White Oak Lane, Poinciana Drive, and

Lawrence Expressway. It is located between two major intersections: Lawrence /Poinciana and White Oak /

Poinciana, each of which includes "blind corners". Thousands of vehicles per day pass through even the smaller

White Oak /Poinciana intersection. I personally found it needs extreme cautious when I try to make a left turn

from White Oak Lane to Poinciana Drive and ultimately to Lawrence Expressway. I just can't imagine how bad

the traffic will be when you guys put extra 240 people on that tiny land.

2. Drug and Alcohol abuse in the Ponderosa area. Due to the "no background check" from Homekey 2.0 fund

requirement, I'm expecting that a lot of drug and alcohol abuse will happen with those unhoused residents.

Even worse, Lifemoves claims "Clients will not be permitted to use Drugs or Alcohol on site.", which can't stop

those activities at all and only push those abuse activities to nearby residential areas and upcoming parks.

Lifemove washed their hands and left all issues to existing residents. We have teenagers at home and are very

concerned about easy access to drugs in nearby areas.

3. Past shelter programs are all in commercial areas. Even the white oak lane site is zoned as commercial, but

please take a look at the surrounding areas, only this site and the 7-11 supermarket are commercial builds, the

rest are all residential houses and apartments. You are putting the shelter in high-density residential areas!

4. The proposed site is a very expensive area. The site is in the heart of Santa Clara County and is expensive in all

aspects: land price, living cos, etc. With the same money at another location, it can purchase much bigger land,

host more people needed and lower living costs for the unhoused people.

agree we shouldn't leave the white oak lane site vacant. The SafeSCC report makes quite a few good proposals to fully

use the land. And I also agree we need to help those unhoused people back on track of their life. We need to pick the

right location and use the money wisely.

strongly urge all council members to vote NO to this proposal and look for other proper locations.

Regards,

Edward Wang

1 (408) 887-9886



Promoting Safe
Neighborhoods

Councilmembers,

Safe Santa Clara County is a grassroots association of residents from across Santa Clara. Our

aim is to promote livable cities and neighborhoods which work for all of our residents.

Our association is strongly opposed to the novel and radically experimental White Oak Lane

development. We believe this development is wrong for Santa Clara, wrong for the White Oak

Lane location specifically and also wrong for its intended patrons. We urge the City Council to

cease consideration of this project, as the County of Santa Clara has already done.

According to the City's 2019 census, there were 264 unhoused residents. The proposed project

on White Oak Lane will add an additional capacity of 600 residents per year, which combined

with projects already approved, will create far more capacity than the city needs.

We have many concerns related to this project including environmental issues, site suitability,

neighborhood impact, fiscal implications and underlying project justifications -- all of which are

detailed in a report included in this document. Should the city believe that additional capacity is

required to assist 600 unhoused residents per year, we propose additional locations that we

believe are better suited in Appendix 1. Finally, we agree that the current site on White Oak

Lane should not remain vacant, and Safe SCC has included some proposed uses in Appendix 2

for your consideration.

We believe that these concerns - especially the environmental, neighborhood and site specific

concerns -should warrant proper consideration and mitigation by the City and LifeMoves. In

fact, should the City insist on moving forward with this project, we will demand an environmental

and social impact study. Our association is currently in the process of retaining counsel to

ensure that both the City and Developer adheres to all applicable local and state ordinances for

this project.

Best Regards,

Board Members, Safe Santa Clara County



Evaluation of the White Oak Lane

LifeMoves Project
by Safe Santa Clara

Introduction:
The following report documents the concerns of the Safe Santa Clara County association with

respect to the proposed development at 2035 White Oak Lane by LifeMoves.

Per the City, "The project applicant, LifeMoves, is proposing a project at 2035 White Oak Lane,

Santa Clara, CA 95051 that would create 60 transitional housing units for families. The site is

currently a vacant lot bordered by a residential neighborhood with a mix of apartment buildings

and single-family residences, a 7/11 convenience store, and Lawrence Expressway (G2)."

The report evaluates the proposal along six different criteria and details our specific concerns

for each:
• Section 1: Environmental Concerns

• Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns

• Section 3: Site Specific Concerns

• Section 4: Fiscal and Developer Concerns

• Section 5: Project Justifications
• Section 6: Political and Process Considerations

Section 1: Environmental Concerns

1.1 Density

LifeMoves proposes to house up to 240 people at any given time in 30 shipping containers, for a

proposed total of 600 residents per year. These will be stacked 3 units high, on a 0.67 acre lot

(a significant portion of which will be reserved for parking). We are concerned about the

environmental impact of housing so many people on such a small site, in a facility built using

novel construction methods.

See Appendix 3 for the most recent layout of the proposed project.



1.2 Intersection

2035 White Oak Lane is located at the intersection of 3 roads -White Oak Lane, Poinciana

Drive and Lawrence Expressway. It is located between two major intersections: Lawrence /

Poinciana and White Oak /Poinciana, each of which includes "blind corners". Thousands of

vehicles per day pass through even the smaller White Oak /Poinciana intersection.

It is to be expected that a large portion of LifeMoves White Oak residents will navigate these

intersections on foot each day. This increased foot traffic will cause significant danger both to

pedestrians and vehicle drivers.

1.3 Traffic

It can also be expected that such a major development (240 people at any given time) will drive

a significant increase in vehicle traffic - by staff, volunteers, delivery drivers, and some

residents. Consistent with other HomeKey and Lifemoves developments, it is reasonable to

expect that some residents will own vehicles (see section 1.4 for more information). We believe

this traffic will have a significantly detrimental effect on the surrounding area's environment,

negatively impacting local residents -including noise, pollution, and congestion.

•

White Oak Lane, Poinciana Drive, and Klamath Ave already experience significant parking

issues as a result of the existing medium and high density housing developments on those

streets, particularly during non-working hours. This results in a dangerous situation at White

Oak /Poinciana, where vehicles often park on the turn (at the LifeMoves site) creating a "blind

corners" situation that reduces visibility for drivers.

The proposed development allows for 27 parking spaces, some of which will likely be used by

staff. The county's most recent statistics show that over 18°/o of unhoused residents currently

live in a vehicle (both cars and RVs). Therefore we can expect a significant number of White

Oak patrons to have a vehicle. Additionally, one would expect a significant number of patrons to

acquire vehicles as they reintegrate into housing and the job market. Taken together, we expect

this will cause significant parking overflow issues onto already congested neighborhood streets

in both Santa Clara and Sunnyvale.

The provision of shuttles to address accessibility issues for the site (see sections 3.2 and 3.3)

would further reduce available parking spaces, exacerbating this issue.

We believe our concerns here are justified. The similar, but smaller, LifeMoves development in

Mountain View shows significant vehicle overFlow, including both cars RVs, onto nearby streets,

with local business owners confirming that vehicles are often parked for months.

There is also significant vehicle overflow onto the streets surrounding the Milpitas Homekey site,

including RV dwellers who park nearby in the hope of obtaining residency at the facility. The



RVs are a safety hazard to local residents as there have been reports of several RV fires on

nearby streets.

1.5 Waste Management

A site of this density, with such a large population, will be expected to generate a significant

amount of waste. It is not clear that there will be sufficient facilities or space available for

adequate waste management at this site.

1.6 Bioretention Compliance

Stormwater treatment measures (bioretention areas) are required' for all construction projects

that create and/or replace 10,000 square feet or more of impervious surface, We have not seen

a plan that sets out areas of the development in compliance with the bioretention requirement.

We have also not seen budget proposals and funding on maintenance and upkeep of

bioretention areas, which from our personal experience as homeowners can be extremely

expensive and difficult to maintain. This will likely result in increased budget requirements for

the City to maintain.

1.7 Site Zoning Considerations

This site has been zoned commercial for many years. The city has apparently refused to

consider rezoning this site to residential usage in the past, when requested to do so by property

owners and developers. Presumably the city has a rationale to maintain commercial

development at this site - or to disallow residential development. With LifeMoves, the city is now

proposing to build a radically experimental, ultra high density development at this same location.

Section 2: Neighborhood Concerns

2.1 Increased Burden and Fiscal Strain on Emergency Services

As further detailed below, we expect the White Oak project will increase the burden on police,

medical, and fire services. We expect budgets for these services will need to be increased over

time to accommodate the hazards that will be brought by this project.

These increases will be in addition to any increased resourcing needs for the recently approved

Homekey proposal at the nearby Bella Vista site.

https://www.santaclaraca.gov/our-city/departments-g-z/public-works/environmental-programs/stormwater-
pollution-prevention/stormwater-resources-for-development-construction



2.2 Crime

I n order to appease concerns related to increase in crime related to this proposed site,

Livemoves claims the site will be restricted to "families in need". Project Homekey 2.0, per

"housing first' criteria2, does not allow any vetting of residents. Santa Clara's own statistics3

show that over 25°/o of the homeless population has spent at least one night in jail - in the past

twelve months. 42% have Psychiatric/Emotional Conditions; 35°/o are experiencing issues with

Drug or Alcohol use; 33°/o suffer from PTSD. These issues are vastly overrepresented in the

unhoused vs. the general population.

Concentrating this population -without any vetting, in a radically experimental, ultra high density

development in the middle of a residential neighborhood is likely to lead to significant issues in

the local area, including serious crime, harm to property, petty crime and drug dealing.

LifeMoves themselves have talked about "curfeinl' and "building relationships with local law

enforcement". Neither of these provisions lend credence to the fact that the facility will not have

a negative impact on the area. Clearly, crime and anti-social behavior IS a concern, otherwise,

why the mitigations?

2.3 Drug and Alcohol Abuse in Local Area

LifeMoves has stated that "Clients will not be permitted to use Drugs or Alcohol on site." The

White Oak site is immediately adjacent to a 7-Eleven convenience store (open 24 hours), which

sells alcohol. It is a reasonable expectation that some LifeMoves patrons will purchase alcohol

there, and then move to the nearby (under development) Corn Palace Park to consume it.

Experience from other locations shows that clients will also use nearby parks and parking lots to

purchase and use drugs - so as to technically be in compliance with not using substances on

site.

LifeMoves has stated that "participants maybe asked to leave for substance abuse that is

disruptive to site services, residents orstatP'. Given the high incidence of substance abuse in

this population, it can be assumed that (1) patrons will regularly be asked to leave and that (2)

being unhoused, those patrons will remain in the nearby neighborhood, specifically the park at

Corn Palace or the larger Ponderosa Park, 0.6 miles away, and will continue to experience

addiction issues there, with a commensurate negative impact on that park and the locality.

These are particular concerns to the surrounding neighborhood which mostly consists of

families with small children who are looking forward to playing on the new playground.

Z https://homekey.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-09/Housing First Guidance Checklist.pdf
3 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



2.4 Site Security

I n order to mitigate potential crime, LifeMoves has stated that the White Oak project will have 24

hour security. However, other similar sites such as the Milpitas HomeKey also have 24 hour

security and experienced on-site issues within months, including violent assault, rape, and even

a murder.

Furthermore, "onsite" security cannot alleviate spill-over issues from this development to the

broader neighborhood. We are concerned that LifeMoves will attempt to dismiss real

neighborhood security issues by referencing this onsite security (see 2.5 for more details).

2.5 General Loitering, Solicitation and Other Impacts

A development of 240 people can be expected to generate significant additional human traffic in

the vicinity (friends, partners, acquaintances, business associates, etc). This LifeMoves facility

has so little space (see appendix 3) that it seems clear there will not be sufficient, if any, room

for guests and socialization within the facility. Further, it is unknown whether acquaintances who

have a criminal background would be permitted on site or not. Therefore it is reasonable to

assume we will see significant loitering in the neighborhood outside of the facility. Given the

density of the area, it is likely loitering would occur either in the 7-Eleven parking lot or at the

local park, which will be 600 meters away from the site.

Additionally, given the well documented addiction and social issues in a portion of this

population, and the fact that drug and prostitution activity was well known at other sites currently

frequented by the unhoused (such as nearby Bella Vista site), we expect to see a drastic

increase in drug dealers, gangsters, pimps, and sex workers loitering in the surrounding

neighborhoods. The surrounding neighborhoods currently consist of established suburbs largely

consisting of families with small children.

The nearest grocery store to White Oak will be Lucky's supermarket on EI Camino. Given the

lack of transport, we expect to see carts from Lucky regularly brought to the White Oak Site and

abandoned. This would be consistent with what has been observed at the Mountain View site.

2.6 Issues At Existing HomeKey Sites

2.6.1 Homekey Milpitas

Similar concerns (crime, loitering) were raised about a recent HomeKey development in

Milpitas, and those concerns, dismissed by officials at the time, have proven true. In the five

months since that project opened, there have been 58 police calls from on site crimes (see

crime chart from Milpitas Mayor below). The details of the crimes reported are listed below by

Mayor Rich Tran.



~ ~ ~ Mayor Rich Tran

Project HomeKey: We are constantly tracking the

crime statistics at this County owned housing

property. We are also working in good faith with the

County to ensure public safety, no ane wants to see

the crimes listed below. Leading a prayer circle there
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White Oak, similar to Milpitas, would be an interim housing facility. Despite all of the issues that
the Milpitas project has experienced, they do vet residents. Since the proposed White Oak Lane
site is a HomeKey 2.0 project, LifeMoves will not have the same ability to restrict access to
candidate residents. It is therefore fair to assume this will result in an even worse situation than
the one in Milpitas.

2.6.2 LifeMoves IUlountain View

The LifeMoves facility at Leghorn St in Mountain View has had a significant detrimental effect on
the local neighborhood. A local business owner confirmed that there has been a significant exit
of business owners from the vicinity since the LifeMoves site opened. It can be seen that three
commercial properties directly opposite the LifeMoves site in Mountain View are now empty.

We have also been informed that there has also been significant police activity at the site (an
FOIA request from the City of Mountain View to confirm exact numbers is still pending).

A visit to the Mountain View site confirms the presence of alcohol containers on public and
neighboring properties; abandoned cars; abandoned shopping carts. Further, our representative
witnessed public urination outside of the facility on 11/5 and was accosted by an individual on
the street outside of the facility.



2.7 Post Development Operating Restrictions

We are concerned that once this development is approved, any pre-development restrictions

agreed to by LifeMoves which are not legally binding and enforceable will not be adhered to.

This includes (but is not limited to) capacity; patron selection; security arrangements; curfews;

maintenance obligations; neighborhood engagement.

Section 3: Site Specific Concerns

3.1 Air &Noise Quality:

As mentioned above, this site is located between three major roads, including an expressway,

and between iwo major intersections. The minor intersection is used by thousands of vehicles

per day, the major intersection by up to one quarter of a million vehicles per day. Per the

LiveMoves proposals (see appendix 3), the container units would be located just feet from these

roads.

We are concerned that air quality at this location may not be safe for human habitation and

specifically may be particularly dangerous for adults and children with chronic lung conditions

such as asthma or COPD. Effects and exposure may be exacerbated by the non-standard

construction methods proposed for the development.

We are also concerned that the noise quality at this location is above a level that is suitable for

human habitation, especially for a population likely suffering from trauma and PTSD, in units

which will likely have far less sound insulation that might be expected from conventional

dwellings.

3.2 Distance from Transport

This proposed location is located at a significant distance from public transport. The nearest

public transport option is the EI Camino bus corridor, located 0.7 miles from the site (~15min

walk for healthy adults without bags etc.). This is a significant distance if one is expected to

travel with children, shopping /groceries, etc, or for persons who may have other health issues.

It is not clear how proposed residents without their own transportation would be expected to

transport themselves to and from the site, including for work, church, school attendance,

support services etc.

3.3 Distance from Support Services

The White Oak site is located in the middle of a residential community and is surrounded by

residential neighborhoods on all sides (including on the opposite side of Lawrence Expressway).

The site is far from the expected services and facilities that the unhoused population would be



expected to rely on, including lack of easy access to locations for transportation, healthcare,

food distribution, government benefits, and support services (e.g. centers for employment,

rehabilitation, mental health, and multilingual services).

The proposed site would isolate people in need and require them to walk to public transportation

for virtually any of the above needs -- again, this would be particularly challenging for those with

health issues.

3.4 Similar Project Locations &Facilities

The LifeMoves White Oak development is a radically experimental development without any

precedent (see Appendix 3).

• This would be the first LifeMoves transitional housing "container style" development in

an exclusively residential neighborhood location.

o It would be the first multi-level container development by LifeMoves.

It would have - by far -the largest capacity of LifeMoves container housing facilities with

a capacity of 240 people (vs. 124 people at Mountain View and 136 in Palo Alto).

• It would have the highest density of residents given It will have the smallest lot of any

LifeMoves container development.

We do not believe that the White Oak neighborhood is a suitable location for a novel housing

experiment of this magnitude. Other nearby cities have chosen not to take a similar risk.

The aforementioned LifeMoves Facility under development in Palo Alto will be located at 1237

San Antonio Road, on the edge of the Bay, in an industrial /commercial zone. The

development is removed from residential neighborhoods by over one mile (on the other side of

the 101 freeway).
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LifeMoves Palo Alto

The LifeMoves facility at 2566 Leghorn St in Mountain View is also located in the middle of a

commercial /industrial zone
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LifeMoves MountainView

I n contrast to the above facilities, LifeMoves White Oak would be immediately adjacent to large,

existing residential developments. The White Oak side is one of only two commercial properties

(together with the adjacent 7-Eleven) in an otherwise exclusively residential neighborhood. The



commercial zoning appears to be a legacy from many years prior before the neighborhood

became densely residential and is not a true commercial area.
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LifeMoves Sunnyvale

Santa Clara County Supervisor Otto Lee, one of the County's most vocal proponents of
HomeKey, has himself said that the White Oak site is unsuitable. He was on a unanimous panel
that just approved a Project HomeKey hotel conversion located in a commercial area closer to
amenities that is a mile away from the White Oak location.

Note that LifeMoves also offers interim family housing facilities at other locations. However,
those facilities are larger, lower density, permanent, traditional structures which support a much
smaller number of families:

• Menlo Park: 23 Families
• San Mateo: 39 Families
• Daly c~tX: 15 Families
• Redwood Citv: 10 Families

In contrast, White Oak would support 60 families on a 0.67 acre lot.

This ultra high density interim housing model proposed for White Oak is unproven and
LifeMoves has no experience in operating or securing such a facility. This is effectively a radical
social experiment in a residential neighborhood.



Section 4: Fiscal &Developer Concerns

4.1 City Finance Implications & LifeMoves Financial Reliability

This is a new and experimental project and there is concern about LifeMoves' ability to deliver

without significant impact to city finances. To date, LifeMoves has successfully delivered only

one similar facility - a single story, 100 person development at Leghorn Street in Mountain view.

The White Oak project (see appendix 3) will be radically different - 3 stories high, on a lot 30%

smaller, in ahigh-density residential neighborhood, as opposed to commercial or brownfield

area.

In the best case scenario, the White Oak project will force a significant financial burden on the

City. The City itself estimates that the White Oak development will initially cost $14m from

taxpayers pockets. LifeMoves cannot be trusted as a responsible financial partner for the City. A

similar LifeMoves project still under development in Palo Alto has seen costs spiraN from

its original estimates by 48% or $8.4m, to $26m. It is therefore unclear who will burden the

additional cost if the same occurs to the White Oak Lane project.

4.2 Other LifeMoves Concerns

We believe LifeMoves to be unreliable in other ways, specifically with respect to their claims to

this Council.

In a July 2021 ~resentation5 to Santa Clara City Council, LifeMoves said they are good at

community engagement and that neighborhood acceptance of projects was critical. Ironically,

nearly every resident within the neighborhood was unaware of the project as LiveMoves has

never attempted to engage the community or taken even basic steps to raise awareness of the

proposed project.

At the time of this writing, November 5th 2021, despite multiple attempts, LifeMoves has failed

to respond to all outreach by White Oak neighbors, including board members of Safe Santa

Clara County. This is despite the fact that LifeMoves is already in contract to purchase the land

at 2035 White Oak Lane.

LifeMoves also said that communities welcome their developments. To date, more than 2000

residents living near the White Oak development have signed a physical petition against

the development, but LifeMoves continues to move forward, intentionally ignoring clear,

documented and vocal local community input.

LifeMoves also told Councilmembers that they will do background checks for patrons of their

facilities. We believe this to be a deliberate attempt by LiveMoves to neutralize concerns given

4 https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/10127/costs-rise-for-palo-altos-transitional-housing-project
5 http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1565



that as noted in section 2.1, by law, participants in Homekey 2.0 cannot institute background

checks.

Section 5: Project Justification

5.1 Ongoing Need for Services in Santa Clara City

Santa Clara County recently approved a development of 64 transitional housing units at the site

of the Bella Vista Inn on EI Camino. Santa Clara City expects to be asked to make a significant

and ongoing financial contribution to this project in its second phase. This support will likely be

in the region of millions of dollars, for decades to come.

The Bella Vista facility will support 180 individuals or more, in a single year. White Oak would

sup~orf u~ to 600 individuals in a year. In 2019, the entire unhoused population of Santa

Clara was 264, per the Counts own statistics6. Even allowing for a doubling of homelessness

during COVID-19, this project would add substantially more capacity than the city actually needs

to address it's homeless issue. It is likely that unhoused residents from other cities would end

up leveraging Santa Clara services.

It is unclear why the City of Santa Clara would consider shouldering amulti-year, multi-million

dollar commitment for a facility which goes far beyond the needs of the city population (even

allowing for an increase in homelessness during the Covid crisis), especially given it will already

be supporting another, similar facility (Bella Vista) less than one mile from this location.

At the same time, neighboring cities of Sunnyvale, Saratoga, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and

Cupertino appear to be progressing no projects under Homekey. It is clear that the taxpayers of

the City of Santa Clara are effectively being asked to make significant expenditures to support

the provision of solutions for other nearby cities.

Section 6: Political &Process Considerations

6.1 Process &Transparency

We are concerned by the lack of transparency and consultation throughout this process. At no

point has any outreach been attempted to neighbors, even those within the immediate vicinity of

this development. This is despite the fact that LiveMoves has been in contract to purchase

2035 White Oak lane for some time.

Information sharing and notification about this project has happened almost entirely through the

work of neighborhood networks.

6 https://osh.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb671/files/2019 SCC Homeless Census and Survey Report.pdf



On 10/26, a large number of concerned residents attended the Santa Clara City Council

meeting'. At that meeting, Mayor Gilimor denied any knowledge of the LifeMoves project. This

has been shown to not be the case and following that meeting, the City updated their website,

showing that discussions with LifeMoves were well advanced.

A development of this magnitude and novelty deserves a proper consultation process, one with

clear go/no-go decision points.

6.2 County Support

Santa Clara County has already declined to be a co-applicant for the White Oak Site.

During the Santa Clara County Supervisors' Meeting on November 2, 2021, Supervisor Otto

Lee, a strong proponent of LifeMovesB, expressly stated his opposition to the White Oak project

while approving other projects, including the Bella Vista project that is less than a mile away.

Supervisor Lee said: "When we talk about container housing, this is something 1 have lived in

myself. (:..] It is much more cost effective and fast to build. However I do not support every

container project if the site is wrong or the site is of the wrong size. And 1 am going to come

right out and say that 1 do not support the White Oak Lane proposal for its location and size."

Video Link9 (start at 5hr 11 min mark for Supervisor Lee's comments)

http://santaclara.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=1&clip_id=1618
e

https://sanjosespotlight.com/santa-Clara-county-could-spend-25-million-on-prefabricated-homeless-shelter
s/
9 http://sccgov.igm2.com/Citizens/SplitView.aspx?Mode=Video&MeetinglD=13235&Format=Agenda



Appendices

APPENDIX 1: Alternative Locations

There is no dearth of alternative locations in the Santa Clara area -sites with bigger plots of

land and in less dense residential locations. A quick search of https://www.loo~net.com/will

show many options.

The City also owns or has an interest in many potential sites which could be partially or entirely

repurposed for a development of this nature. These include:

Mission College has substantial parking lots, portions of which could be reallocated to an

interim housing project. It has the advantage of being close to churches, shops,

education and transportation.

• Levi's Stadium Blue Lot is a very substantial site close to churches, shops, education

and transportation. Largely unused, a portion of this land could easily be converted to

interim housing.
• Levi's Stadium Yellow Lot is a smaller site (though still substantially larger than White

Oak), close to churches, shops, education and directly adjacent to transportation.

APPENDIX 2: Alternative White Oak Uses

Option 1: Retail

This site is zoned Commercial and we believe that commercial use remains the best use for this

specific site. We have been informed that the City has refused to consider zoning changes for

this site in the past.

With the destruction of the previous commercial premises at this site, the Halford Ave

neighborhood lost an important commercial hub -the only commercial hub in an otherwise

exclusively residential area. Commercial properties in a neighborhood offer great convenience

to local residents, while also cutting down on car journeys, thus benefiting the environment. As

previously noted, 2035 White Oak Lane is in the middle of a densely populated neighborhood,

and would have a large customer market within a very short walking radius.

Potential retail development at this site could include services such as restaurants and

Laundromat, which were previously located here. The site could also be very suitable for

developments such as low-end grocery (e.g. "BargainMarket" or similar) given the mix of low

and middle income families in the neighborhood.



Option 2: Branch Library

The east side of Santa Clara is chronically underserved by the City's library system. The

nearest Library to White Oak is the Central Park library, over 2.5 miles away, a journey which

involves crossing a major expressway and without proper public transportation. The Halford

Ave neighborhood is densely populated with low and middle income families who would greatly

benefit from increased access to library services.

Option 3: Standard Residential Development

We do not believe that residential development is the right model for this site and this is

recognized in the City's current commercial zoning for the site.

However, if the City feels that it's current zoning is incorrect and wishes to change that zoning,

there are alternatives which would have a much clearer benefit for our neighborhood, while

minimizing the risks and downsides associated with the LifeMoves proposal.

The seller has already drafted plans10 fora 61 unit residential development on this site (see

below diagrams). Unlike the LifeMoves proposal, the development would be a traditional

type-construction, utilizing the entire space of the site and would include 103 parking spaces - 4

times what LifeMoves are proposing.

A standard residential development could be deployed in a number of ways:

• Subsidized housing for Teachers: This site is within easy walk/bike distance of at

least three local schools. Housing affordability for teachers is a major problem in our

community. Other teacher housing projects in Santa Clara have long wait lists.

Other options could include:
• Subsidized housing for First Responders.

• Full time permanent housing for seniors.

Full time permanent housing for families.

10 https://images1.cityfeet.com/d2/SR7tGns5og826T_ CmeuBdD6Z60k0_zjRf6Sr_8GB_g/document.pdf
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APPENDIX 3: Proposed Project

The following figures lay out the experimental 3 story "storage container" project currently being

considered for White Oak Lane. This proposed project includes capacity for 240 unhoused

residents at any given time, for a total of 600 residents per year. It also includes 27 parking

spots.
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Melissa Meslo

From: Rose-Marie Twu <dragonmom2@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 2:59 PM
To: Public Comment
Subject: White Oak Lane Homekey Project

The White Oak Lane Homekey is not yet built, and more thought is mandatory. It impacts both Santa Clara and
Sunnyvale even if it's on the edge of Santa Clara, this is Sunnyvale's Ponderosa Park area where I live.
There're no bus routes or grocery stores, quite a walk to the nearest ones. How will the parents feed the kids
when they have to walk at least half-hour each way with groceries and kids in tow - if we don't do it then others
won't. How do people get to work? How do we get them employed and keep them employed to be able to live
here? Accessible social services and supervision need to be on-site, not somewhere people can't get to. This
site is right next to the dange2•ous high-speed Lawrence Expressway, and yet can be hidden from Lawrence
Expressway. All Homekey sites should be in plain public view to ensure continued maintenance and
supervision, as they can easily be forgotten and left to rot once people are moved in and job considered
done. These are legitimate concerns for the neighbors and need to be addz•essed, all problems must be
previewed and solutions on the table. We want to avoid the future scenario to return and complain of the site
and the neighborhood's deterioration to no avail. I'd like all of us to thrive, and we need your help! Thank you
for your time, respectfully, Rose-Marie Twu



Melissa Meslo

From: xue yang <edyxueyx@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 3:12 PM

To: Public Comment

Cc: Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy; Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker

Subject: NO to the 2 planned Santa Clara HomeKey sites

Dear council members:

My name is Xue, the homeowner of 1941 Briarwood Dr. I am writing to express my strongest opposition to the HomeKey

plan aiming to create "interim" housing at the locations: Bella Vista Inn - 3550 EI Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95051 and

2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95051

The proposed HomeKey Santa Clara locations are not suitable. These locations are too close to parks, schools,

playgrounds, and HomeKey 2.0 sites are not allowed to screen residents. We all know that such HomeKey locations like

Milpitas already have huge crimes in a spike in surrounding neighborhoods.

The HomeKey sites are too expensive for the city of Santa Clara, at least an extra $14 million by the city's own estimate.

Why not build more HomeKey sites in less expensive and less-density areas? Why all HomeKey sites are developed by

LifeMoves? Are there any competitions?

Such a lack of consideration and transparency is scary and jeopardizes public trust. As a long-term resident and taxpayer,

strongly oppose the above 2 locations.

Regards,
Xue



Melissa Meslo

From: Yan Ma <lavender661188@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 326 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Vote "NO" on 2035 White Oak Ln Project

My name is Monica, a resident of Santa Clara. I live close to 2035 White Oak Ln. I'm writing this email to strongly oppose

the selection of 2035 White Oak Ln as one of the homekey projects based on our living experience. I very much support

the incentive of homekey projects to help homeless people. However, this location at 2035 White Oak Ln seems to be a

very bad choice for the following reasons:

1. In 2015, this location was burned down to the ground due to a traffic

accident(https•//www nbcbayarea com/news/local/hit-and-run-driver-blamed-for-fire-that-destroyed-5-santa-clara-

businesses/1991424/). This is such a dangerous place surrounded by Lawrence Express with high-speed vehicles passing

through which is not suitable for residential development. However, it's selected to provide housing for homeless

people. What are we doing? Why do we provide this place we think is not suitable for residence to homeless friends?

Who is going to be responsible for their lives if such an accident happens one more time?

2. This location has a very small lot(0.67 acre). Squeezing 240 people into Shipping Containers built by Lifemoves stacked

at this location, is this really helping our homeless friends? Living in such a crowded space, have we thought about what

effect it will have on their mental health? I, myself, can't imagine living in a shipping container like that. They deserve to

be treated equally, not in this way. Why can't we find a cheaper, larger location with comfortable living conditions for

our homeless friends? Having homeless people live in a such crowded place is not helping them, but hurting them!

3. This location is at a busy traffic intersection, there are no bus stops nearby. How do homeless people living

here commute to work without a car? Walking around this location exposes them to higher risk of getting hit by a high-

speed car from Lawrence Expression.

Based on these reasons above, the selection of 2035 White Oak Ln as a homekey project is really bad in terms of helping

homeless people.



Melissa Meslo

From: Dolly Hamad <thedadadody@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 3:40 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: White Oaks Lane

Hello Councilmen and Councilwomen,

live very close (less than half a mile away) to this location and am against the proposed project. I urge you to vote N0.

The location is at a corner and I feel strongly that the intersection is very dangerous. I often see accidents there on my

way to Lucky supermarket or going on to Lawrence to get to EI Camino. It will be very unsafe to have a residential

structure there.

Thank You.

Dolly Hamad.



Melissa Meslo

From: lingyao Zhang <jingya0000@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 3:52 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: stop White Oak homekey project

To Whom It May Concern,

I'm a resident at Sunnyvale. Please stop white oak homekey project. It's close to community, school, park, etc. please

choose other locations for the project.

Thanks,
Jingyao



Melissa M eslo

From: H.J. Tabbara <hjtabbara@hotmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 3:53 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: White Oaks Lane Project

Hello Council Members,

am senior that lives very close to this project -- a couple of minutes walk. I ask you to vote NO to the proposed project.

am against it because I am concerned about my own and my nephew's safety during early morning or evening walks.

worry it will attract unsavory characters to this neighborhood. I suggest a library or community activity center is more

beneficial to area residents especially for seniors.

Thanks.
Aida Tabbara



Melissa Meslo

From: Karson Wang <karson.wang@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 4:09 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Statement to oppose homekey project proposal at white oak lane

To Council member:

would like to express my strongest oppose the homel<ey project proposal at white oak lane Sunnyvale.

am a Sunnyvale resident who lives close by the the proposed homekey site. I am concerned around the possible safety

issue that brought by this project in our neighborhood.

From the proposal it lacks details around how they'd manage to operate on this project.

urge the council members to vote on No to this proposal.

Thanks

Karson. Wang



Melissa Meslo

From: Sophia Su <sophiasu103@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 525 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Vote NO on White Oak Lane homeless project

Hi,

I have lived in the Ponderosa neighborhood for 14 years. My kids go to Ponderosa Elementary School and

Wilcox High School. My l Oth grader in high school often walks with her friends to the 7-Eleven convenience

store on White Oak Lane. My 5th graders in elementary school enjoy piaydates with her friends who live in

Halford Garden Apartment, which is right next to White Oak Lane. There are many children living around the

area both in houses and apartments. The lot next to 7-Eleven is just minutes away from Ponderosa Elementary

School. Every morning, you can see kids and parents walking and biking to school passing by White Oak Lane.

I understand it is important to find solutions for the homeless, but White Oak Lane is NOT a right location.

Please Vote NO on White Oak Lane homeless project!! The parents and school children have enough to worry

about during the Covid-19 pandemic. This is not the time to add more burden on them!

Sophia
@Torreya Ave.



Melissa Meslo

From: Yu Meng Lim <y110@yahoo.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 527 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Oppose Project HomeKey at 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara

Santa Clara Councilmembers,

As a longtime resident living less than 0.5 miles from 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara and parent of a young child, I am

writing to urge you to say and vote NO to the Project HomeKey interim housing units under study at 2035 White Oak

Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

am not opposed to providing shelter to vulnerable persons in our community but am opposed to the choice of location to

build the interim housing units. The location at 2035 White Oak Lane is totally unsuitable for interim housing units or a

homeless shelter. It is within 600 feet of a soon to be constructed children's playground and neighborhood park. The area

around 2035 White Oak Lane is a medium density family oriented neighborhood with many young children. The transitory

nature of the planned interim housing units with no background screening of occupants guarantees that the soon to be

constructed nearby playground by Trumark Homes will become the de facto loitering ground for the transitory shelter

occupants. In addition, interim shelters such as this one accepts people with drug and/or alcohol addictions OR a criminal

record. Slide 4 City of Santa Clara Homeless Statistics from Santa Clara's August 24, 2021 Study Session on Homeless

Encampments and Vehicle Dwelling shows that homeless survey respondents reported having these health conditions:

- a psychiatric or emotional condition (42%)
- drug or alcohol abuse (35%)
- PTSD (33%)

Placing such people right in the middle of a neighborhood with many young children is really asking for trouble, not to

mention increase in neighborhood crime, vandalism, traffic, and parking.

No other city has built or is proposing to build HomeKey shelters in exclusively residential neighborhoods. Mountain View

housed their recent Project HomeKey development in a commercial area, well away from families with children. Palo Alto

plans to build their shelter near the bay in an office and industrial area, also well away from families with children. Santa

Clara must strive to do as well as its neighboring cities or better in considering the needs of both its homeless population

AND existing residents in the city's neighborhoods.

In light of the above, I urge you to say and vote NO to the interim housing units at 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara.

Yu Meng Lim
Member Safe SCC (www.safescc.com)



Melissa Meslo

From: Siyang Dong <dongsiyang104@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 6:51 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Please Vote NO on 2035 Whiteoaks Project

Attachments: SafeSCC_WhiteOak_Comment.pdf

Dear Councilmembers,

How are you! As a resident within 1 mile of white oaks site as well as the Bela Vista Inn site, I think the white oaks site

should definitely not be considered as an interim housing location.

just learned from a member of SafeSCC county about a report of 2035 white oaks site which captures my own

concerns. I highly suggest that you read it and reconsider the project proposed by Lifemoves, which is way over budget

and would cause major chaos to the local neighborhood.

Please seriously consider abandoning this project soon and let us, both You, residents, Lifemoves, have a good holiday.

Best regards,

Serena Dong



Melissa Meslo

From: Jeff Chiang <jeffchiang33@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 7:19 PM

To: Public Comment

Cc: Jeff Chiang

Subject: Opposition to shelter at White Oak project

Hello,

My name is Wei Tang Chiang and I am writing to you about the proposed shelter at 2035 White Oak Lane

in Santa Clara.

I care about the unhoused and appreciate the truly great, compassionate work that the county does.

However, I am strongly opposed to this development for the following reasons:

(1)

There has been a complete lack of transparency. As of today, there has been zero outreach to residents

by LifeMoves or the City or County of Santa Clara. However, it seems that the project is due to be

approved in a matter of weeks. Residents deserve to have a say in their communities. It is clear that a

site right on the edge of the city boundaries was selected so as to dilute any potential opposition.

~2)

For homeless advocates, the proposed site is problematic because the intersection this building would b
e

next to lacks a stop sign at a blind corner and people regularly make illegal fast turns to avoid Lawrence

traffic and the signal light there. As a result, this corner often has car accidents. This is not a safe area

to be located and seems cruel to put people who are struggling in such a dangerous location. For anyone

wondering where I would suggest putting transitional housing, I suggest converted commercial buildings

as Project HomeKey was designed for (more below).

(3)

For children's safety advocates, the proposed site is problematic because it is within 600 feet of a

planned new children's playground (in 2015, Calif ornia struck down the law that prevented sex offenders

from living within 2000 ft of a park or school). It is also located right in the middle of a residential

neighborhood of small children in Santa Clara and Sunnyvale (it's right on the border of the two cities).

While advocates claim studies show there is no rise in crime for Project HomeKey projects and there is

24/7 high security and background vetting of residents, I did some research and found the opposite to

be true. A Project HomeKey location was built in Milpitas and despite officials' claims that it would not

increase crime, within a few months of its opening, a murder occurred of someone living there that

wasn't even supposed to be living there and no one noticed. At another pro ject, a mother said that her

children were forced to live next to a man that was last arrested for raping his own toddler. There are

other reports of daily crime, mental instability issues, active shootings, drugs, etc. (see news sources

below)

(4)

i



Sacramento's increase in homeless population led to an increase in crime, rape, and needles and trash on

the sidewalk (see news below). My house is only 3 mins walk from the Homekey project site in White Oak

Lane. I already have issues with people dumping trash on my lawn from purchases made from the 7/11.

One person even walked up to my home and threw a lighted cigarette in my trash bin. I have also seen

people raiding the neighborhood's trash bins at night and the numerous reports of car break-ins around

the neighborhood. All these issues could be exacerbated if this new project were to be built.

Project HomeKey was designed to convert existing hotels in commercial areas and commercial buildings

into transitional housing, which keeps some safe distance between vulnerable children and people who

have mental and other issues. However, the White Oak Lane location is not an existing hotel, it is an area

that is right in the middle of a dense residential neighborhood of small children.

Additionally, it's estimated that an additional 14 million dollars will be required on top of the existing

state funding to transform this site into a homeless center.

The neighborhood does not accept the White Oak Lane project, with active opposition in i'he thousands.

On Oct 26, concerned neighbors made hours of public comments in opposition to this project at both

Sunnyvale and Santa Clara City Council Meetings which you can watch here (ht~s://bit.ly/3BhXbjr) and

here (https://bit.ly/3BeRCCo ). There have been thousands of flyers distributed to neighbors and

outrage continues to grow as more and more neighbors learn about this proposal. Our door to door drive

shows that at least 95% of neighbors are vehemently and vocally opposed.

We ask Santa Clara County to cancel this project and to find a more suitable location.

Regards

Wei Tang Chiang

735 Toyon Ave

Sunnyvale, CA 9406

z



Melissa Meslo

From: Sue Wang <suzannehjwang@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 721 PM

To: Public Comment

Cc: Sue Wang

Subject: Opposition to shelter at White Oak project

Hello,

My name is Hui Jen 5 Wang and I am writing to you about the proposed shelter at 2035 White Oak Lane

in Santa Clara.

I care about the unhoused and appreciate the truly great, compassionate work that the county does.

However, I am strongly opposed to this development for the following reasons:

(1)
There has been a complete lack of transparency. As of today, there has been zero outreach to residents

by LifeMoves or the City or County of Santa Clara. However, it seems that the project is due to be

approved in a matter of weeks. Residents deserve to have a say in their communities. It is clear that a

site right on the edge of the city boundaries was selected so as to dilute any potential opposition.

~2)

For homeless advocates, the proposed site is problematic because the intersection this building would be

next to lacks a stop sign at a blind corner and people regularly make illegal fast turns to avoid Lawrence

traffic and the signal light there. As a result, this corner often has car accidents. This is not a safe area

to be located and seems cruel to put people who are struggling in such a dangerous location. For anyone

wondering where I would suggest putting transitional housing, I suggest converted commercial buildings

as Project HomeKey was designed for (more below).

(3)

For children's safety advocates, the proposed site is problematic because it is within 600 feet of a

planned new children's playground (in 2015, California struck down the law that prevented sex offenders

from living within 2000 ft of a park or school). It is also located right in the middle of a residential

neighborhood of small children in Santa Clara and Sunnyvale (it's right on the border of the two cities).

While advocates claim studies show there is no rise in crime for Project HomeKey projects and there is

24/7 high security and background vetting of residents, I did some research and found the opposite to

be true. A Project HomeKey location was built in Milpitas and despite officials' claims that it would not

increase crime, within a few months of its opening, a murder occurred of someone living there that

wasn't even supposed to be living there and no one noticed. At another pro ject, a mother said that her

children were forced to live next to a man that was last arrested for raping his own toddler. There are

other reports of daily crime, mental instability issues, active shootings, drugs, etc. (see news sources

below)

(4)

i



Sacramento's increase in homeless population led to an increase in crime, rape, and needles and trash on

the sidewalk (see news below). My house is only 3 mins walk from the Homekey pro ject site in White Oak

Lane. I already have issues with people dumping trash on my lawn from purchases made from the 7/11.

One person even walked up to my home and threw a lighted cigarette in my trash bin. I have also seen

people raiding the neighborhood's trash bins at night and the numerous reports of car break-ins around

the neighborhood. All these issues could be exacerbated if this new project were to be built.

Project HomeKey was designed to convert existing hotels in commercial areas and commercial buildings

into transitional housing, which keeps some safe distance between vulnerable children and people who

have mental and other issues. However, the White Oak Lane location is not an existing hotel, it is an area

that is right in the middle of a dense residential neighborhood of small children.

Additionally, it's estimated that an additional 14 million dollars will be required on top of the existing

state funding to transform this site into a homeless center.

The neighborhood does not accept the Whii'e Oak Lane project, with active opposition in the thousands.

On Oct 26, concerned neighbors made hours of public comments in opposition to this project at both

Sunnyvale and Santa Clara City Council Meetings which you can watch here (https://bit.ly/36hXb.ir) and

here (hops;//bit.ly/3BeRCCo ). There have been thousands of flyers distributed to neighbors and

outrage continues to grow as more and more neighbors learn about this proposal. Our door to door drive

shows that at least 95% of neighbors are vehemently and vocally opposed.

We ask Santa Clara County to cancel this project and to find a more suitable location.

Regards

Hui J'en 5 Wang

735 Toyon Ave

Sunnyvale, CA 9406

z



Melissa Meslo

From: Genie Lee <genie8778@outlook.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:18 PM

To; Public Comment

Subject: Say NO to Project HomeKey at 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara

Santa Clara Councilmembers,

As a longtime resident living less than 0.5 miles from 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara and parent of a young

child, I am writing to urge you to say and vote NO to the Project HomeKey interim housing units under study

at 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

am not opposed to providing shelter to vulnerable persons in our community but am opposed to the choice

of location to build the interim housing units. The location at 2035 White Oak Lane is totally unsuitable for

interim housing units or a homeless shelter. It is within 600 feet of a soon to be constructed children's

playground and neighborhood park. The area around 2035 White Oak Lane is a medium density family

oriented neighborhood with many young children. The transitory nature of the planned interim housing units

with no background screening of occupants guarantees that the soon to be constructed nearby playground by

Trumark Homes will become the de facto loitering ground for the transitory shelter occupants. In addition,

interim shelters such as this one accepts people with drug and/or alcohol addictions OR a criminal record.

Slide 4 City of Santa Clara Homeless Statistics from Santa Clara's August 24, 2021 Study Session on Homeless

Encampments and Vehicle Dwelling shows that homeless survey respondents reported having these health

conditions:

- a psychiatric or emotional condition (42%)

- drug or alcohol abuse (35%)

- PTSD (33%)

Placing such people right in the middle of a neighborhood with many young children is really asking for

trouble, not to mention increase in neighborhood crime, vandalism, traffic, and parking.

No other city has built or is proposing to build HomeKey shelters in exclusively residential neighborhoods.

Mountain View housed their recent Project HomeKey development in a commercial area, well away from

families with children. Palo Alto plans to build their shelter near the bay in an office and industrial area, also

well away from families with children. Santa Clara must strive to do as well as its neighboring cities or better in

considering the needs of both its homeless population AND existing residents in the city's neighborhoods.

I n light of the above, I urge you to say and vote NO to the interim housing units at 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa

Clara.

Genie Tang
Member Safe SCC (www.safescc.com)



Melissa Meslo

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

To whom it may concern,

Jessica Hu <jessicahuwhu@gmail.com>

Monday, November 8, 2021 12:39 AM

Public Comment
Please STOP the Homekey White Oak Lane Project

am a Santa Clara resident and I am strongly opposing the 2035 White Oak Lane location for the
Homekey project as it is against the idea.

Firstly, the 2035 White Oak Lane location is very close to another Homekey project -Bella Vista Inn
location, only 2 mins driving distance according to Google Map. Putting these two locations so close
is definitely a waste of resources. Also both of the only Homekey locations in the City of Santa Clara
will be located in the district 3. As a district 3 resident, I feel we are singled out and this is not fair at
all.

Secondly, this piece of land is simply too small (0.69 acres) to hold up anything above 10 units and
way too close to the Lawrence expressway which will be extremely noisy and dangerous. For the
residents nearby we all know there was a plaza just years ago and was burnt down in a car accident.
This location is not a solution for future residents who will live there and will put them into danger. If
you would like to take a look at the location in person, you would agree with me that a step (literally)
away from an expressway is not somewhere we should build a building to reside more than 200
people no matter permanently nor temporarily. This is just not humane at all.

Lastly, this project will cost millions of dollars and become a heavy burden for the City as the state will
not fund the entire project. If this is something that Santa Clara must be building, why not select
somewhere which might be more cost efficient?

know the County Supervisors ignored all our requests for transparency and detailed plans for the
other two Homekey projects and forced a 5:0 vote in the County Meeting on Nov 2nd. However, I do
believe there are still people we vote and trust that would help us get justice and hear our voices.
hope you can vote NO on this project or at least hear our concerns. Simply passing a project is not
helping those in troubles.

Thanks,
Jesscia



Melissa Meslo

From: Susan Yu <susansyu@yahoo.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:46 PM

To: Public Comment

Cc: Gary Wu

Subject: Please vote NO to Homekey project sites on White Oak Lane and 3550 EI Camino Real

Dear Council members,

am a long term resident living on Timberpine Ave in Sunnyvale with my husband and two sons. I along with my family

urge you to please vote No to the Homekey project sites on White Oak Lane and 3550 EI Camino Real. We understand

the homelessness is a very important issue that our community needs to solve. However, planning multiple Homekey

projects without transparency and public input is unfair, irresponsible and unsafe to local residents. We have received

very little information about the projects and was not given opportunities of public hearings to discuss alternative loca
tions

and answer public concerns.

We live three blocks away from the Homekey project on White Oak lane and we are extremely concerned about the futur
e

safety. The location of the White Oak Lane project already has high traffic. Adding a high density housing project to the

area will only add to the dangerous high traffic area causing an unsafe living environment to local residents and Homekey

residents.

I n addition, we are very concerned about the potential increase in crime and loitering in the area. My children walk to

Ponderosa elementary school every day. We enjoy our regular walks around our neighborhood. Sadly, the Homekey

project has created anxiety not only for me but also for my 9 and 6 year old boys. They have frequently asked what
 will

happen when the project is built and whether it is safe for them to simply walk to the park or to a friend's house. Just like

them, I don't know. Until we have better answers to my concerns, my children's concerns and all my neighbors' concerns

regarding the Homekey projects, these projects should not be approved. Please vote NO on both these Homekey

projects.

Sincerely,
Susan Yu
742 Timberpine Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Melissa Meslo

From: Pascal Clark <pascal.clark@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:57 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: No on White Oak Lane LifeMoves shelter

Dear representatives,

am opposed to the proposal to build interim housing at 2035 White Oak Lane. Such a site would not use background

checks, nor define clear admission criteria for applicants. This would pose a safety risk for the immediately adjacent

residential neighborhood and schools. As a father of a 3 year old son, I am particularly concerned with the proposal to

build dense interim housing less than 0.5 mile away from our home and elementary school.

Sincerely,

Charles Pascal Clark
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Melissa Meslo

From: Nora Pimentel

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:30 AM

To: Nora Pimentel

Cc: Melissa Meslo

Subject: November 9, 2021 Agenda Item #3 Public Comment

Attachments: Please STOP the Homekey White Oak Lane Project; Support for Homekey in Santa Clara

- Agenda Item 3 - 17/09/21; Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 -

11/09/21; Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21; Support for

Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21; NO Interim Housing at 2035 White

Oak Lane; No Interim Housing at 2035 White Oak Lane; Shelter at White Oak Lane -

Nope; to the Home key Santa Clara.; Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item

3 - 11/09/21; 2035 White Oak Lane (LifeMoves Project); strongly oppose homekey

project in Bella vista and white oaks; Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item

3 - 11/09/21; OPPOSITION to White Oak Lane Homeless Homing Project; No Home Key

in Santa Clara/Sunnvyale; White Oak Lane; 2035 White Oak Project Concerns; Support

Homekey in Santa Clara (Agenda Item 3 11/9/21); White Oaks Lane HomeKey; No Home

Key; White Oaks Lane homeless project

Dear Mayor and Council,

Our office received the following correspondence regarding item 3. Study Session on the City Activity to Address an

Unhoused Population: California Department of Housing and Community Development's (HCD) Project HomeKey and

Provision of Basic Services for the City's Unhoused which we are forwarding for your review and consideration.

Please note this correspondence will form part of the public record for the November 9, 2021, Council and Authorities

Concurrent and Special Santa Clara Stadium Authority meeting

Nara.~in~,v~~-eL, MMc ~ Assistant City Clerk I City Clerk's Office

City of Santa Clara, California

1500 Warburton Ave. I Santa Clara, CA 95050

(0) 1.408.615.2222 I (F) 1.408.241.6771

npimentel(~santaclaraca.~ov I ~v~v~v.santaclaraca.Qov

:' ~ ~~~~ ~~+• Clt~/ Of
~~~ %~ Santa Clara

[~p~ 8 ME[~`~89l~~i ~A14~~~i~~=



Melissa Meslo

From: Tim O'Rorke <tj@timororke.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:08 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Tim O'Rorke

Los Gatos, Ca



Melissa Meslo

From: karenr@phc.net

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 927 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Dear council members,

My group, Plant-Based Advocates, a small number ofhome-made, plant-based, healthful box lunches to unhoused folks

for a year through an outreach attorney with the county public defender's office. On visits I saw the dismal conditions

that people are living in. To continue to disregard these people would be to just kick the can down the road.

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara. I hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move

forward with the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The numbers of unhoused residents on our streets and in parks is a national disgrace. We must do better.

Best regards,

Karen Rubio

Plant-Based Advocates

Los Gatos

T'lant-Based Advocates
fA5 6A'I'09



Melissa Meslo

From: Maia Bookoff <mbookoff@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:39 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach

Cc: action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Dear City of Santa Clara City Council,

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic locations for transitional and permanent housing, and both will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Maia Bookoff

Resident, City of San lose



Melissa Meslo

From: Denise Chilow <dchilow22@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 1022 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 17/09/21

Dear Mayor, Council and Elected Officials,

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves. What a gift to the City of Santa Clara to be

able to house homeless families!

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Denise Chilow

1522 Montalto Dr

Mountain View, CA 94040



Melissa Meslo

From: Brandon Li <bran.lithium@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:00 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: NO Interim Housing at 2035 White Oak Lane

This is Brandon, a long time Santa Clara resident. I urge the city to TERMINATE the interim housing project proposed

at 2035 White Oal< Ln, Santa Clara as soon as possible, reasons being the following:

- The site is not safe. It's exposed to high speed, high volume expressway traffic and busy intersections. Just a few years

back, a car accident BURNT IT TO THE GROUND.

-The surrounding neighborhood is already too dense to build any new mid or high density residential units. Street

parking is already extremely crowded and inconvenient.

- This site is in the middle of a highly residential area. The only places within walking distance from here would be oth
er

people's homes and schools. It'd be NEITHER convenient for the potential tenants, NOR pleasant for the neighbo
rs.

- Interim Housing projects should always be planned in areas where homelessness is severe. That's how help can be

delivered most effectively to the both unhoused population and the neighborhoods. This site apparently is not a good

fit.
- During a City Council meeting on Oct 27, 2021, Mayor Gillmor pretended not knowing about the process of this proj

ect

and claimed the County to be the decision maker, which is sadly not true. The disingenuousness is disappointing.

As far as I know, thousands of local residents have signed the petition saying NO to this project. Please respect th
e voice

of the people. NO Interim Housing at 2035 White Oak Lane.



Melissa Meslo

From: Qiuhan Ding <dinggiuhan@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:07 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: No Interim Housing at 2035 White Oak Lane

Hi, This is April. I have been a resident in Santa Clara for 5 years. I urge the city to TERMINATE the interim housing

project proposed at 2035 White Oal< Ln, Santa Clara as soon as possible, reasons being the following:

- The site is not safe BOTH for homeless people and surrounding residents. It's exposed to high speed, high volume

expressway traffic and busy intersections.lust a few years back, a car accident BURNT IT TO THE GROUND.

- The surrounding neighborhood is already too dense to build any new mid or high density residential units. Street

parking is already extremely crowded and inconvenient.

- This site is in the middle of a highly residential area. The only places within walking distance from here would be other

people's homes and schools. It'd be NEITHER convenient for the potential tenants, NOR pleasant for the neighbors.

- Interim Housing projects should always be planned in areas where homelessness is severe. That's how help can be

delivered most effectively to the both unhoused population and the neighborhoods. This site apparently is not a good

fit. Please consider locations with high homeless density.

- During a City Council meeting on Oct 27, 2021, Mayor Gillmor pretended not knowing about the process of this project

and claimed the County to be the decision maker, which is sadly not true. The disingenuousness is disappointing. From

the county public hearing, I heard that Santa Clara city needs to investigate and evaluate the feasibility of this location.

But apparently, the Mayor pushed back this responsibility to the county.

As far as I know, thousands of local residents have signed the petition saying NO to this project. Please respect the voice

of the people. NO Interim Housing at 2035 White Oal< Lane.

Thanks,

April



Melissa Meslo

From: Henry L <hh11687@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:40 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Shelter at White Oak Lane - Nope

Hi Councilmembers:

Please consider this my public comment for the Nov-9 6pm meeting on a "study session" of building a homeless shelter

at White Oak Lane.

Please do not proceed with that project. That is simply not a good dwelling location for any human being, let alone

homeless people who maybe suffering.

You may say this is just a study session, nothing is decided -well, we are average voters with a daytime job and I cannot

monitor exactly when you are about to decide -but if/when that comes, please vote NO ... that is my view and my

request.

don't think you really need me to list all the reasons -you have probably gotten enough from various channels already.

LifeMoves -move their project away, please.

Thanks,

Henry



Melissa Meslo

From: Dawn Peralta <dawnperalta@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:43 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: to the Home key Santa Clara.

No home key Santa Clara!!--

Dawn Peralta



Melissa Meslo

From: Kathryn Hedges <biolartist@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:45 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Hedges



Melissa Meslo

From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Santa Clara City Council,

Mikie Rexroad <mike.rexroad@gmail.com>

Monday, November 8, 2021 72:16 PM

Public Comment

2035 White Oak Lane (LifeMoves Project)

live on White Oak Lane, about 300 feet of the site proposed as a LifeMoves interim homeless housing project. I've long

been a proponent for increasing housing and services for our homeless and have supported several of other recent

HomeKey projects nearby. However White Oak Lane, objectively speaking, is ill-suited for a LifeMoves project and I urge

the Council to vote NO. The site is too small, there has not been a successful LifeMoves project in a dense residential

area, and the project is far too expensive for being so ill-suited.

2035 White Oal< Lane doesn't meet LifeMoves guidelines

At 0.67 acres, this site would need to be almost 50% larger to meet LifeMoves recommended minimum 1.0 acre.

As a result, the project proposes stacking the modules 3 high. Further, LifeMoves recommends the site be in a

commercial or industrial area. There has not yet been a successful LifeMoves project in a residential area such as White

Oak.

I mpact to neighborhood

This 500' stretch of White Oak Lane, between Poinciana and Lily, has always been plagued with traffic and

collisions. Drivers exit Lawrence at a high rate of speed don't have a clear line of sight to pedestrians. Every 3-6 months

there are incidents of hit and runs involving severe property damage (cars totaled, houses/fences hit, etc). With the

recent removal of the stop sign at White Oak and Lily (400' away), both vehicle speed and the frequency of incidents has

increased.

The proposed project has only a small fraction of the parking spaces needed for the number of units. Parking is

already a significant problem as White Oak and Myrtle currently serve as overflow parking for the Riley Square

apartment complex. Further, many of the houses on White Oak Lane are multigenerational and, while small, many

houses have 4-5 driving age adults with cars (plus their children and elderly parents). The proposed site has too few

parking spaces and yet there's no public transportation within a 0.5 mile radius.

This project would mean three-story buildings next to single-story single family homes and an apartment

complex with only two floors. Further, with the usual planning and permitting reviews being waved under AB83, there

will be no opportunity to review and understand the impact prior to construction. Many of my immediate neighbors

work several jobs and have not been lifted by the Tech boom, and the only silver lining for them has been the value of

the home they purchased decades ago. While proponents accuse any concern about property value as being inhumane,

it does have a real impact to those of us that don't have Tech salaries and have had to rely on borrowing against the

equity during hard times. Building a 3 story project within close proximity disproportionately hurts those that are

already struggling to scrape by as it is.

Expense

Cheaper, larger, and more suitable commercial sites, within Santa Clara City, are available and have been

offered to the city for this project at a lower price. The city estimates that an additional $14M in funding will need to be

provided. It is fiscally irresponsible to squander funds on this site when they could be used more effectively to help a

greater number of families at a better suited site.

Thank you,

Mike Rexroad



Melissa Meslo

From: Steven Chen <bapefromsky@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 12:37 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: strongly oppose homekey project in bella vista and white oaks

H i,
As a long time Santa Clara resident. I strongly oppose building homekey projects in bella vista and white oaks. The same

project in Milpitas has been proven to be a safety concern for local communities. Within couple of months operation,

there have been RAPE/ASSAULT WITH KNIFE/MURDER happened in the facitility. How could we allow such an unsafe

project to be built within a highly populated residential area?

The city officials should reconsider the location choice for such a facility to make sure safety for local communities.

Thanks

Steven



Melissa Meslo

From: Ellen Cook <ellencookphd@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 12:42 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

I volunteer with 3 programs for homeless a drop in center, a

shelter, and transitional housing. I work with a

Lif eMoves shelter in San Jose and a Covenant House

transitional housing project in Santa Clara. All 3 programs are in

repurposed buildings. This is an excellent way to quickly provide

housing for the homeless, and supportive housing for those who

need i t.
write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

Santa Clara County is moving forward to meet a vast need. Even

if all 9 Homekey projects go ahead, 800 housing units is far

from the severe need we have experienced f or years.

Sincerely, Nancy Ellen Cook

0



Melissa Meslo

From: Yashas Keshav <mpykeshav@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 72:52 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: OPPOSITION to White Oak Lane Homeless Homing Project

Hello,

am extremely disappointed and surprised at what the city is planning to do in White Oak Lane project. I live right next

to the planned area and I OPPOSE this project with all my heart. Please consider the negative implications of drugs,

alcohol and disturbance you are introducing to afamily-based neighborhood.

Please consider voting NO. DO NOT make SANTA CLARA NEXT SF downtown or even worse, SEATTLE DOWNTOWN.

Thanks

Concerned Citizen



Melissa Meslo

From: Christopher J. Radford <cj_radford@yahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 1:10 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: No Home Key in Santa Clara/Sunnvyale

To Whom It May Concern:

z am a resident very near the white oaks pane proposed site for the Home Key
project. Please note No/against proceeding with this project due to (i) costs involved

(ii) there are better locations that have not been considered fully and (iii) City of

Santa Clara has already turned down this location for residential development.

Thank you for your consideration.

Christopher ~. Radford
1080 lily Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Mobile 971-285-1954



Melissa Meslo

From: Andrew <lucxcom@comcast.net>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 1:57 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: White Oak Lane

Dear Council members

have been living in the neighborhood for 8 years. I oppose this homeless project on White Oak Lane with the following

reasons:

1. This intersection is very dangerous. I am using the intersection of White Oak Ln and Poinciana Dr on a daily basis

to access Lawrence Expy. The intersection should have four way stop sign. I have seen people turn into this

intersection and right the way make a U-turn and get back to southbound of Lawrence Expy to avoid the long

traffic light.

2. Another reason fora 4-way stop is it is hard to make a left turn coming out from White Oak Ln. It is very hard to

predict cars coming from Lawrence who making a right turn. The distance between Lawrence and White Oak Ln

is too short to react for any on coming traffic. So this make this intersection dangerous.

3. It is dangerous for pedestrian in this intersection. For lower income residence live at this corner, they may likely

walk to their nearby distinctions (bus stop, shops, restaurants etc.)

4. A public park will be built only a block away in the near future. Nearby residence will take their walk there. Kids

will be playing there. However, this park will attract homeless. When they take over, no one will go there.

5. Crime rate, drug use, trash, traffic, illegal activities, just to name a few will go up.

6. Although this site is in Santa Clara, the residence will mostly like hang out in Sunnyvale instead because it is

easier walk to Sunnyvale. Santa Clara is separate by a very busy Lawrence Expy.

7. I understand that the selection of people can live there is by lottery. This will allow anyone including mental and

shady people to move in. That will cause all kind of crimes to go up. I suggest back ground check and give to

needy families only.

8. Santa Clara need to transparent about this project. Please do it right so it will work for everyone.

Best Regards

Andrew



Melissa Meslo

From: Yoshika Rexroad <yoshika.rex@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 220 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: 2035 White Oak Project Concerns

Dear Council members

Please vote "no" for the 2035 White Oal< Project. Our family lives nearby and it is not a safe or an ideal location. There

has been so many car accidents with the high traffic and drunk driving on this street. I am afraid that if there is such a

large influx in pedestrians in that already unsafe area, we will have unimaginable accidents. If you drive by, you will see

how unsafe it is to even make a left in a car at that intersection.

Thank you so much for your time and consideration.

Regards,

Yoshika Rexroad



Melissa Meslo

From: Kylie Clark <kyliec@wvcommunityservices.org>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 2:43 PM

Subject: Support Homekey in Santa Clara (Agenda Item 3 11/9/21)

Hello,

hope this email finds you well. I am writing to you today on behalf of West Valley Community Services (WVCS) in

support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in Santa

Clara.

WVCS serves hundreds of households, many of whom are unhoused, everyday. We work to help them obtain housing,

food, and other basic needs. We have seen firsthand the importance of Project Homel<ey in allowing our clients to

change their lives for the better. Sadly, we're not able to provide this funding or make decisions about which housing

proposals to move forward.

That's why we are urging you to move forward with these two proposals. Both of these sites are a great fit for

transitional and permanent housing. Additionally, both will be developed by nonprofit partners with experience and a

proven history of success.

We ask that you support the proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane. You have the opportunity here to

male a big difference.

Thank you so much.

In community,

Kylie

(Pronouns: she, her, hers)

Yes We Live on Ohlone Land. But What Does That Mean?

Kylie Clark

Public Policy Coordinator

West Valley Community Services, 10104 Vista Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014

Email.• kyliec@wvcommunityservices.orq, Direct: 408.471.6122, Fax: 408,366.6090

Donate now to bring hope to our community during this holiday season!

Like and follow us: Facebool< I Instalram I Twitter I YouTube I Website ~ Chefs of Compassion

0 
---___----~--



Melissa Meslo

From: Karthikeyan Avudaiyappan <karthik.avudaiyappan@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 3:17 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: White Oaks Lane HomeKey

Dear City of Sunnyvale and Santa Clara,

write to you to oppose the proposed HomeKey location at White Oaks lane in Santa Clara.

As local residents, we understand that the homeless problem is a big issue that our community needs to solve.

However, we are concerned about the decision to add Homekey site in such proximity to high-density

residential areas and to schools, parks and child playgrounds without a clear scope of possible tenants and

management plans.

We urge you to consider alternative locations and address public concern in more public hearings and

meetings.

Please vote NO to the New Emergency Interim Housing Site project (2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara,

CA).

Karthikeyan Avudaiyappan

Resident of Sunnyvale



Melissa Meslo

From: Zhining Chin <chin.zhining@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 3:29 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: No Home Key

Please listen to what the residents said regarding the Home Key. The Residents' life and safety are the key for our home!

Not others! If you serve the people in this area, why not listen to them! Our signatures reflect our voices, please follow

what the people said, they are the one electing you to be the government officer! You work for the people, not for the

political profits !

Best regards

Zhining Chin

2731 Darien CT, Campbell 95008



Melissa Meslo

From: vipul pate) <vpate1007@yahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 3:30 PM
To: Public Comment
Subject: White Oaks Lane homeless project

I am writing this email to let you know I oppose this project. As a resident living near this proposed project, I

find it hard to believe the city would propose such a project so close to a high density resident area as well as

near so many schools. Now with the recently approved Bella Vista homeless project, the home/apartments in

this area will be surrounded by homeless housing and I fear will see increased crime and am concerned about

safety for children living nearby. Several of my neighbors are also opposed when I was informally discussing

this with them.

Thank you
Vipul Patel
3504 Cabrillo ave santa Clara 95051



Melissa Meslo

I~~M~3

From: Nora Pimentel

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:34 AM

To: Nora Pimentel

Cc: Melissa Meslo

Subject: November 9, 2021 Agenda Item #3 Public Comment

Attachments: No on HOMEKEY PROJECT; Untitled; Support for item 3; Opposing the LifeMoves

proposal for White Oak Lane; Opposition to Home Key; Enthusiastic Support for Item 3;

Fwd: Support for Item 3 at the Nov 9 meeting; Nohomekey; Support for item 3; Public

Comment Email for 11/9/2021 White Oak fiasco; Support for Item 3: Study Session for

the City Activity to address unhoused; Public Comment: Reach Codes; Support for Item

3; LifeMoves proposal for White Oak Lane - No!

Dear Mayor and Council,

Our office received the following correspondence regarding item 3. Study Session on the City Activity to Address an

Unhoused Population: California Department of Housing and Community Development's (HCD) Project HomeKey and

Provision of Basic Services for the City's Unhoused which we are forwarding for your review and consideration.

Please note this correspondence will form part of the public record for the November 9, 2021, Council and Authorities

Concurrent and Special Santa Clara Stadium Authority meeting

No~rcv~~,,~-eL, MMC ~ Assistant City Clerk I City Clerk's Office

City of Santa Clara, California

1500 Warburton Ave. I Santa Clara, CA 95050

(0) 1.408.615.2222 I (F) 1.408.241.6771

~n imentel n,santaclaraca.~ ~ ~-vww.santaclaraca.~ov

.r~ ̀ '` ; City of
'~, f-' Santa Clarati.~.f, rr:.,~.,., ~:.,:r r.~ r~. r.. .

~~~~ Itll~~ E ~A~Ad~ 
~MAEi°a~~~AP~~



Melissa Meslo

From: Daiyun Chen <daiyun76@yahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 3:34 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: No on HOMEKEY PROJECT

We strongly against HOMEKEY PROJECT in Santa Clara and Sunnyvale. We want to know why there was no any

information about this project and didn't tell the public the truth? For our children, seniors and all residents we need to

keep our homes, streets, parks and public facilities safe and health.

Daiyun Chen and Jiazhen Li



Melissa M eslo

From: Henry L <hh11687@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 3:47 PM

To: Public Comment

Cc: ggreschler@bayareanewgroup.com

Dear Council Members and Mayor:

This morning, our volunteers dropped ahard-copy of a petition against the two Homekey

projects in the city of Santa Clara: 2350 White Oak Lane and 3550 El Camino Real. The

petition has over 2,100 written signatures from residents that live close to the 2locations:
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Our volunteers went into the communities, knocked on the doors, chatted with the residents and

got their written signatures on the petition. People in your districts are angry. They do not

understand why and how the locations were selected. They have grave concerns about what the

projects would bring to their family, their businesses and their neighborhoods. The government

has a broken track record of running homeless facilities. The fact that these projects were

z



rushed without disclosing any meaningful details does nothing but erode the public trust in the

city.

We hope the council will do a better job than the County, who completely ignored our voice

during the Nov. 2 meeting (same signatures were sent to them, too, along with another over

1,000 signatures from Mountain View residents against the Crestview project). We'd like the

city to reconsider these projects' locations, reach out to the residents and be open, caring and

sincere in the process.

Thank you.



Melissa Meslo

From: Amy Brown <pinkpicnic@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:31 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Cc: Public Comment

Subject: Support for item 3

am in full support of new interim housing at White Oak Lane. I will be proud of this city when everyone has a safe place

to sleep. Everyone who lives in San Jose is my neighbor.

Amy Brown

Artwork: ArtwormsBrown.com @artwormsbrown Museum project: Bit.ly/RylandMuseum @rylandmuseum

Store: JumboJibbles.etsy.com @jumbojibbles



Melissa Meslo

From: Lei <yechengyu@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2027 10:07 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Opposing the LifeMoves proposal for White Oak Lane

Dear councils members,

am opposing the LifeMoves proposal and would like to urge you to vote NO. I live close to the developmental area and

are very concerned about the potential negative effect the proposal may have on the neighborhood. The immediate

bad consequences may include but not limit to increase in crime rate, traffic, loitering as well as affecting already very

limited parking spots. Long term wise, it would even compromise site suitability and result in outflux of local residents

and significant extra maintenance cost to city and local governments.

In short, please vote No on this proposal.

Lei



Melissa Meslo

From: Audrey <roo514@hotmaii.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:11 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Opposition to Home Key

I'm a resident of the Ponderosa neighborhood and I oppose the installation of Home Key. I'm shocked that the city

would even consider such a project without informing the residents in the neighborhood. I didn't even know about this

until volunteers came to my door. The city has done a poorjob of informing the neighborhood. I oppose any

compromise to the safety of my family and my neighbors.

Sincerely,

Audrey Lo

Get Outlook for iOS



Melissa Meslo

From: Kellan <kellanmartz@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:17 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Cc: Public Comment

Subject: Enthusiastic Support for Item 3

Good evening mayor and council members,

strongly support item 3. Project Homekey sites are successful, humane, and the right thing to do. This site will house

those most in need of housing as we struggle to build housing of all types.

For too long, we have ignored homelessness and pretended it's not a big issue. It has been a growing social issue for

decades and we are finally acknowledging that something must be done. It's immoral to ignore the issue. Building this

site for the unhoused community will people from the streets into a place for people to recover, grow, and build back

their lives.

Letting people sleep and die on the streets is immoral and wrong. It's not fair to the unhoused communist and it's not

fair to houses residents either.

Please support this item and others like it.

Thank you,

Kellan Martz



Melissa Meslo

From: Alfred Twu <firstcultural@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:46 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Fwd: Support for Item 3 at the Nov 9 meeting

---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Alfred Twu <firstcultural@~mail.com>

Date: Mon, Nov 8, 2021 at 11:44 PM

Subject: Support for Item 3 at the Nov 9 meeting

To: <mayorandcouncil@santaclaraca.~ov>, <publiccomment@santaclara.~ov>

Dear Mayor and City Council

Please vote Yes on Item #3. Having an indoor place to stay reduces problems such as litter or mental illness. Some of

my friends in the area need housing.

Thanks

Alfred



Melissa Meslo

From: kiraumeki <kiraumeki@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 6:00 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Nohomekey

We just moved to the area and love how safe we feel the area is for our family. It's disheartening and upsetting to

learn that transitional housing would be set forth in the center of so many schools and family establishments especially

without any kind of background check.

It males us uneasy to think about something as simple as taking a walk in our neighborhood. If this project moves

forward , it is with sadness that we would need to consider a new place to call home.

I'm writing this in hopes the project will be addressed and relocated, for the safety and comfort of everyone involved in

the neighborhood.

Thank you for your reconsideration

Kira umeki

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S8 Active, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone



Melissa Mesio

From: Bradley Gardner <bradleymgardner@me.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 6:40 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Support for item 3

Dear Mayor and Council,

am writing to express my strong support for housing for the homeless in Santa Clara. Homelessness is out of control in

California and we need more housing of all types to ensure that people can get off the street and start rebuilding their

lives. I'm excited to see this project become a reality!

Best regards,

Bradley Gardner

District 6 resident.

Sent from my iPhone



Melissa Meslo

From: Brian K <goodcompanyruinsbadmorals@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 7:01 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Public Comment Email for 11/9/2021 White Oak fiasco

This is a mockery of democracy. You allow 49er fans more civil liberties. You are afraid to face people or voice.

Mere quisling gauleiters cowering before Party overlords.

My full-time occupation for years has given me a ring side seat at the epic battle between life

and those with emotional illness, ex-cons and cons, alcoholics and drug addicts, registered and unregistered sex

offenders,

and perhaps most of all those who are seething cauldrons of blaming bitterness.

So, I've seen the spirit of those on the way down to homelessness and those on the way up.

Sparing your own home and children, you create a neighborhood holocaust for those you deem politically inferior.

And to the professional and naive' provocateurs, if you cared an iota you would have stormed the empty old courthouse

years ago

rather than leave your so-called harmless loved ones to freeze in the streets and rain for years. Hypocrisy of Stalinist

proportion.

Cruel. Crass.



Melissa Meslo

From: Kristal C <caidoykristal@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 7:46 AM

To: Mayor and Council; Public Comment

Subject: Support for Item 3: Study Session for the City Activity to address unhoused

Hi mayor and city council,

support item 3. Housing is a human right. I am excited to see the city provide housing for unhoused community

members. Project HomeKey is the first step in providing housing for everyone.

Sincerely,

Kristal Caidoy



Melissa Meslo

From: Dylan O'Connell <dylan.potter.oconnell@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 8:58 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Support for Item 3

1 am writing to express my strongest support for Item 3 on today's meeting agenda. I am glad to hear that there are

plans to use Project Homekey funding to support our local unhoused population, and I think that the current plan is

extremely promising. There is so much more that we can do, but this is an urgent first step in the right direction. I know

that there is other local opposition, but as I have not seen any viable alternative sites suggested, I am hopeful that there

is no barrier to this plan. Thanks.

Sincerely,

Dylan O'Connell



Melissa Meslo

From: chen <chenzhao8@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 9:41 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: LifeMoves proposal for White Oak Lane - No!

am a resident and live near the White Oak Lane Development Zone. I strongly oppose this project, it is not a suitable

location. Not only to our residents, but also for the homeless people who will live in. Please vote for no and help to

choose a proper location. Thank you!

Chen Zhao
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From: Nora Pimentel

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:37 AM

To: Nora Pimentel

Cc: Melissa Meslo

Subject: November 9, 2021 Agenda Item #3 Public Comment

Attachments: LifeMoves proposal for White Oak Lane - No!; Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -

Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21; Stop the Shipping Container Housing Project at White Oak

Lane

Dear Mayor and Council,

Our office received the following correspondence regarding item 3. Study Session on the City Activity to Address an

Unhoused Population: California Department of Housing and Community Development's (HCD) Project HomeKey and

Provision of Basic Services for the City's Unhoused which we are forwarding for your review and consideration.

Please note this correspondence will form part of the public record for the November 9, 2021, Council and Authorit
ies

Concurrent and Special Santa Clara Stadium Authority meeting

Nara~~rmevLteL, MMC ~ Assistant City Clerk I City Clerk's Office

City of Santa Clara, California

1500 Warburton Ave. I Santa Clara, CA 95050

(0) 1.408.615.2222 I (F) 1.408.241.6771

npimentel n.santaclai•aca.~ov I ~a~w~-vsantaclaraca.Qov

lr~ ~' ̀`~4 City oft,
.,,_~~,~~' Santa Clara

~~~~-~ ~E~~BR~~ ~A~►i~f~l~~



Melissa Meslo

From: then <chenzhao8@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 9:41 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: LifeMoves proposal for White Oak Lane - No!

am a resident and live near the White Oak Lane Development Zone. I strongly oppose this project, it is not a suitable

location. Not only to our residents, but also for the homeless people who will live in. Please vote for no and help to

choose a proper location. Thank you!

Chen Zhao



Melissa Mesio

From: Avery Rissling <arissling@scu.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 10:32 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Avery Rissling

Staff at Santa Clara University

Resident of San Jose

Avery Rissling
Program Coordinator
arissling~a~scu.edu ~ 949-257-6319
www.linkedin.com/in/avery-rissling/

Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship
Santa Clara University ~ www.millersocent.orq
@MillerSocent ~ Facebook.com/MillerSocent

x

Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship accelerates entrepreneurship to end global
poverty and protect the planet.



Melissa Meslo

From: Nishant Rao <nishantrao11 @gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1129 AM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Stop the Shipping Container Housing Project at White Oak Lane

am a home owner in zipcode 94086 in Sunnyvale, close to the proposed location for the homeless project on White

Oak Lane

vote No on this project as it is not going to require any background checks on those living in the proposed facility.

Nishant
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Melissa Meslo

From: Nora Pimentel

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 4:56 PM

To: Nora Pimentel

Cc: Melissa Meslo

Subject: November 9, 2021 Agenda Item #3

Attachments: NoHomeKey in my neighborhood; Public Comment For: 2035 White Oak Lane; Public

Comment For: 2035 White Oak Lane; White Oak Lane Homeless Housing; White Oak

Lane Project

Good afternoon Mayor and Councilmembers,

Our office received the following correspondence regarding item 3. Study Session on the City Activity to Address an

Unhoused Population: California Department of Housing and Community Development's (HCD) Project HomeKey and

Provision of Basic Services for the City's Unhoused which we are forwarding for your review and consideration.

Please note this correspondence will form part of the public record for the November 9, 2021, Council and Authorities

Concurrent and Special Santa Clara Stadium Authority meeting.

tvo-►ra~~~vv~.P.v~~el, MMc ~ Assistant City Clerk I City Clerk's Office
City of Santa Clara, California
1500 Warburton Ave. I Santa Clara, CA 95050
(0) 1.408.615.2222 I (F) 1.408.241.6771
nnimentel~santaclac•aca.~ov I ~v~v~-v.santaclaraca.~ov

-=J::ri,~:~~ City of
~.~ 4;' ' Santa Clara~ 1 ~- : /:

~~+~~`~" ~~~~8~9~ ~V1~1`~~F89A~



Melissa Meslo

From: Satish Zanjurne <satishda@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 12:34 PM

To: Public Comment

Cc: NoHomekey SantaClaraSunnyvale

Subject: NoHomeKey in my neighborhood

To the Representative of Santa Clara and Sunnyvale,

As a local resident, I understand that people experiencing homelessness is a big issue that our community needs to

solve.

However, I am very concerned about the lack of transparency on the Homekey project sites proposed for 2035

White Oak Lane and 3550 EI Camino Real.

Local residents have little information about the project and many concerns and questions are not answered.

Due to the aforementioned lack of transparency and outreach; I oppose having the proposal of Homekey sites within

proximity to high-density residential areas and to parks, schools and child playgrounds.

urge you to engage with us and have more public hearings to discuss alternative location choices and answer

public concerns.

It is with that said that I request you vote No on these projects.

2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara
3550 EI Camino Real, Santa Clara

~~~s~ m ~~j~a~~~

1720 Halford Ave #327
Santa Clara , CA 95051



Melissa Meslo

From: Robert Kane <shragon@pacbell.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 2:78 PM

To: Public Comment
Subject: Public Comment For: 2035 White Oak Lane

Hello Santa Clara City Council Members,

am writing in today (11/9/2021), as there is a possibility I may not be able to make this important meeting. And, I want to
make sure my voice is heard.

My name is Rob Kane and I live in the Ponderosa Park neighborhood, that border lines the 2035 White Oak site.

asking that you VOTE NO at the proposed Project Homekey site at 2035 White Oak.

First of all, what the City of Santa Clara and the County of Santa Clara (which do we need to remind you, Sunnyvale is
part ofl has done is unethical. The City and County of Santa Clara has provided zero outreach and notification to
residents in neighboring Sunnyvale. Most Sunnyvale residents did not know of this proposed project until seeing it on
Nextdoor social media and by word of mouth.

requested more info from the City of Santa Clara. To this date, the City still has not responded to me

have requested more info from the County of Santa Clara. I have gotten responses from Otto Lee's office and the Office
of Supportive Housing.

have asked what is the County's policy on notifying nearby residents (I would ask this to the City too, however, look at
two sentences above). Nobody has answered.

have received more information from our Sunnyvale council member than anybody else.

Let me reiterate again: Unethical

Just because us Sunnyvale residents may not be part of the City of Santa Clara does not mean that we should be
excluded from the planning process. There will be real impacts to all adjacent neighborhoods to the proposed project at
2035 White Oak.

From my readings of searching for available information, appears City and County of Santa Clara are trying to model the
proposed project after Lifemove's site in Mountain View (2566 Leghorn St). Unlike the proposed site in Santa Clara, the
Mountain site is located in a light industrial area.

Let's go through LifeMove's "Key Criteria for Land" from their "Playbook" and apply it to 2035 White Oak:
• Ideally 1 acre +/- (to be able to site 100 doors +support rooms/offices): not met; only meets about 75% of criteria
• Industrial/Commercial zoning preferable, although all zones considered: wedge into residential neighborhood with high
density housing across the way and busy, narrow, and partially blind street (White Oak)
• Close to transit, jobs: not met; closest transit options are on EI Camino and Reed
• Close to other amenities and resources —healthcare and groceries, shopping: Not met, unless you count 7-11
• At least 500 ft away from any schools: St Lawrence Academy is located just right across the way. From Google maps,
may just barely meet 500 feet. Countless other parks and schools nearby in both Santa Clara and
Sunnyvale. Ethical? Not ethical, in my opinion.
• Raw Land or vacant buildings preferred: former strip mall burnt down, unsure if land is clean
• Environmentally Clean pre-ferred: former strip mall burnt down, unsure if land is clean
• Easy access to utilities —power/sewer: unsure
• Two entrances preferable to facilitate construction: You may be able to squeeze two entrances. Lawrence Expressway
borders the property, accidents and traffic issues very plausible.

have lived in the South Bay all my life. The homeless situation is dire, I've never seen it this bad. However, this
proposed project does not fit the bill. It appears rushed without thinking about any other long term consequences for



existing residents in the area. It appears to be a "feel good" project for Santa Clara council members and supervisors,

and a rush to get funding from the State.

please ask the City and County of Santa Clara to please reconsider this project. I am sure there are lots of other

possible locations that would be a better fit.

PLEASE VOTE NO.

Best regards,

Rob Kane
(resident of Ponderosa Park in Sunnyvale, CA)



Melissa Meslo

From: Robert Kane <shragon@pacbell.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 2:18 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: Public Comment For: 2035 White Oak Lane

Hello Santa Clara City Council Members,

am writing in today (11/9/2021), as there is a possibility I may not be able to make this important meeting. And, I want to

make sure my voice is heard.

My name is Rob Kane and I live in the Ponderosa Park neighborhood, that border lines the 2035 White Oak site.

asking that you VOTE NO at the proposed Project Homekey site at 2035 White Oak.

First of all, what the City of Santa Clara and the County of Santa Clara (which do we need to remind you, Sunnyvale is
part ofl has done is unethical. The City and County of Santa Clara has provided zero outreach and notification to
residents in neighboring Sunnyvale. Most Sunnyvale residents did not know of this proposed project until seeing it on

Nextdoor social media and by word of mouth.

requested more info from the City of Santa Clara. To this date, the City still has not responded to me

have requested more info from the County of Santa Clara. I have gotten responses from Otto Lee's office and the Office
of Supportive Housing.

have asked what is the County's policy on notifying nearby residents (I would ask this to the City too, however, look at
two sentences above). Nobody has answered.

have received more information from our Sunnyvale council member than anybody else.

Let me reiterate again: Unethical

Just because us Sunnyvale residents may not be part of the City of Santa Clara does not mean that we should be
excluded from the planning process. There will be real impacts to all adjacent neighborhoods to the proposed project at

2035 White Oak.

From my readings of searching for available information, appears City and County of Santa Clara are trying to model the

proposed project after Lifemove's site in Mountain View (2566 Leghorn St). Unlike the proposed site in Santa Clara, the

Mountain site is located in a light industrial area.

Let's go through LifeMove's "Key Criteria for Land" from their "Playbook" and apply it to 2035 White Oak:
• Ideally 1 acre +/- (to be able to site 100 doors +support rooms/offices): not met; only meets about 75% of criteria
• Industrial/Commercial zoning preferable, although ail zones considered: wedge into residential neighborhood with high

density housing across the way and busy, narrow, and partially blind street (White Oak)
• Close to transit, jobs: not met; closest transit options are on EI Camino and Reed
• Close to other amenities and resources —healthcare and groceries, shopping: Not met, unless you count 7-11
• At least 500 ft away from any schools: St Lawrence Academy is located just right across the way. From Google maps,
may just barely meet 500 feet. Countless other parks and schools nearby in both Santa Clara and
Sunnyvale. Ethical? Not ethical, in my opinion.
• Raw Land or vacant buildings preferred: former strip mall burnt down, unsure if land is clean
• Environmentally Clean pre-ferred: former strip mall burnt down, unsure if land is clean
• Easy access to utilities —power/sewer: unsure
• Two entrances preferable to facilitate construction: You may be able to squeeze two entrances. Lawrence Expressway

borders the property, accidents and traffic issues very plausible.

have lived in the South Bay all my life. The homeless situation is dire, I've never seen it this bad. However, this

proposed project does not fit the bill. It appears rushed without thinking about any other long term consequences for



existing residents in the area. It appears to be a "feel good" project for Santa Clara council members and supervisors,

and a rush to get funding from the State.

please ask the City and County of Santa Clara to please reconsider this project. I am sure there are lots of other

possible locations that would be a better fit.

PLEASE VOTE NO.

Best regards,

Rob Kane
(resident of Ponderosa Park in Sunnyvale, CA)



Melissa Meslo

From: Cath Stout <cath_stout@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 4:34 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: White Oak Lane Homeless Housing

would like to voice my opposition to the proposed project. I am 72 years old &have never written a letter to our local

officials, but I feel this issue is critical. Following are some of my concerns:

1-Why would you put not one but "two" homeless locations within a mile from my house? The project at 3550 EI

Camino and now a second location at White Oaks . Are you saying there are no other locations that could be utilized?

2-Why was this issue not addressed with the community prior to already making up your minds?

3-The resident approval from Los Gatos, Saratoga, etc is because the more elite wants the homeless somewhere other

near them. Why does the middle class have to get two locations that will impact our home values as well as increased

risk of crime?

4-Do you know how many schools are in the immediate area of "both" locations?

5-Were the people purchasing the new homes on the Corn Palace location informed on this second homeless proposal

before purchasing?

am very concerned about the project, the lack of transparency with this project, &having the homeless issue being

dumped on one neighborhood. As a side note, what is the Sunnyvale Mayor's position? In my mind, all of these issues

should be addressed though at this late date I doubt anything will change.

Thank you

Catherine Stout

Sent from my iPad



Melissa Meslo

From: Bruce Waller <b.waller@sbcglobal.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 4:39 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: White Oak Lane Project

believe this is a poor choice of location for the intended use, high density transitional housing, given it's high land and

site development cost, lack of public transportation and being totally out of character with adjacent development.
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Date: November 9, 2021

To: Mayor and Council

From: Executive Assistant to the Mayor &City Council

Subject: Correspondence received regarding item 3 on the November 9, 2021, Council and
Authorities Concurrent and Special Santa Clara Stadium Authority meeting.

As of November 9, 2021, at 4:30 p.m. the Mayor and City Council Offices received the attached
correspondence regarding agenda item 3. Study Session on the City Activity to Address an
Unhoused Population: California Department of Housing and Community Development's (HCD)
Project HomeKey and Provision of Basic Services for the City's Unhoused.

Melissa Lee
Executive Assistant the
Mayor &City Council

Documents Related to this Report:
1) Communications received

POST MEETING MATERI~►1.



Melissa Lee

From: Luyao Shen <luyaolys@hotmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 4, 2021 4:28 PM

To: Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; rchahal a santacalraca.gov; Karen

Hardy; Kevin Park; Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker

Subject: VOTE NO on White Oak Lane Project

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Santa Clara City Council,

My name is Luyao Shen. I'm a homeowner in the 2035 white oal< lane neighborhood.

I'm a frontline health care worker, and i used to work very closely with low-income people, homeless patients,

and social workers. I'm all in support of finding programs to help them with housing and getting them back

into society successfully.

However, I'm writing to oppose the white oak lane interim housing project. Below are some of my concerns:

1. Location: This lot is at a very busy dense residential area, and specifically at a busy crossroad that many

accidents happen. The entire reason why the lot is vacant for so long, I'm sure you are very aware, is

due to a car accident that set the entire building on fire. This is NOT a location to house many people

that will be wali<ing around. It is dangerous for anyone to walk around or drive around there.

purposely avoid that intersection anywhere I go.

2. Money: It makes sense for many vacant hotels to be turned into a housing complexes. But this is an

empty lot. What LifeMoves propose is going to tale at least $14M to build such a housing program,

and how many more millions to maintain is all unknown. Does the city have millions and millions just

to maintain this program after LifeMoves leave the management? I believe for a Palo Alto project,

LifeMoves already underestimated the cost to build a similar program, and that project has been

delayed.

3. Plan for management. What is the concrete plan for managing this place? How much money? How

many staff? What is the pay of the staff working there? Where do the meals come from? We don't see

a concrete plan to manage this project long term. Recently due to poor management, the Milpitas site

has become a disaster with a murder case and increased crime rate for the residential area.

4. Without proper management, this is a perfect setup for an increased crime rate. We are NOT only NOT

helping the homeless population, we are also setting up a location for potential drug dealing and other

crimes.

agree, we need more housing and shelters for those in need, but choosing a location has to be wise. Proper

management and location are the Keys to having a successful housing program. Too many programs across

America have issues with management, which will put the homeless people back on the street again. Too

many programs are glorious when they are first built, then people realize it tales a lot more money and

resources to maintain these programs. Then they are poorly managed, shut down, or become a great setup for

the more homeless problems.



Bella Vista Inn program has recently passed, which I can see why it is passed. The building already exists, it is

on a major road with public transportations, out of the residential area, and tales a lot less money to get it

running. But the white oal< lane location is very different than Bella Vista. I sincerely asl< you to reconsider and

vote NO on the white oal< lane project.

Thank you for your time,

Luyao Shen, MD.

cell: (513)307-6071

Sent from Outlook



Melissa Lee
.. . . ...
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From: vipul pate) <vpate1007@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 4, 2021 8:15 PM
To: Mayor and Council
Subject: Whit Oaks Lane homeless project

Categories: Blue Category

Hello,

As a registered voter in Santa Clara, I am writing to you to voice my objection to the upcoming vote on Nov 9th

to approve the homeless project on White Oalcs Line. There are too many kids/schools in this area and no~v

with the already approved homeless project on Bella Vista, this neighborhood will soon be surrounded by a

population of several hundred homeless. I fear this will cause increase in crime as well as safety to all the kids

living nearby. I have discussed this with many on n1y neighbors alid they all overwhelming oppose this.

Thank you for your consideration,

Vipul Patel
3504 Cabrillo ave. Santa Clara



Melissa Lee

From: li yan <yan.li322@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, November 5, 2021 12:14 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Please VOTE NO to White Oak homekey project

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Sir/Madam,

My name is Yan Li and I am a US citizen and a long time Santa Clara resident. I am writing to strongly oppose building a

homekey project at 2035 ~Nhite Oal~ Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95051. The reason is listed blow:

1. That site is very small and the planned project is too dense. So it will not be able to provide a good facility for

its residents.

2. That site is not safe. li is near Lawrence Expressway and there is a lot of traffic. Many cars coming off

LawrencE ire at very 'Fast speed which Uvill expose a big safety issue for its residents. That site had a big fire

in 2015 caused by a car accident (https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2015/08/27/santa-Clara-police-searching-for-

female-driver-who-crashed-into-has-line-sparked-strip-mall-fire/). Building a homel<ey project at this address is

potentially very dangerous.

3. The site is too close to the other residential neighborhood. Milpitas homekey project has data showing that

the crime rate surged after the homekey project was built. Building a no-drug test homekey project near a

neighborhoocl with a lot of kids is a big safety concern.

Basecl on all those above reasons, I strongly urge you to vote NO on the White Oal< homel<ey site.

Thanks,
Yan



Melissa Lee

From: deyong Jiang <deyongliang@hotmail.com>

Sent: Friday, November 5, 2021 10:38 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Stop the shpping container Homeless project at White OAK Lane

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Mayor and Council,

Please stop the shipping container homeless project at white Oal< Lane since it makes big problems in the

Sunnyvale area.

And I vote this project No.

Best,

Deyong



Melissa Lee

From: Aspasia Bartell <aspasia.bartell@icloud.com>

Sent: Saturday, November 6, 2021 10:15 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Ponderosa Residents (Families and Elderly) are Terrified of White Oak Lane

Development W/O Background Checks or Security

Importance: High

Categories: Blue Category

Residents of Ponderosa Parl< are terrified—by the lack of background checks of residents in this proposed transitional

housing. We are a community of families with young children (my son is 3 years old) and elderly people. The majority of

our neighbors are 75+and have lived here 50+years. This community is vulnerable due to many small children and

elderly people. Without background checks or security, and constant resident turnover, we are afraid that very scary

people will be roaming our streets and interacting with our children and vulnerable residents of our community. It

appears that the charter of such transitional housing states that it should be placed in industrial areas/office parks. Being

next to the expressway does not cut it, this is a residential area with deep roots and a vulnerable population, i worry

that our area will soon become just like Seattle. My parents who live in Seattle experienced drug addicts screaming

outside their townhome at all hours of the day and night, and saw needles and feces in their driveway on a regular basis.

Years before, it was a wonderful community similar to Ponderosa Parl<.

Did you see the petition of over 2,000+ residents?

Do you understand the repercussions of young families fleeing and how that will impact the incredible culture of

Ponderosa Elementary, one that took decades to build. Not to mention school district funding.

This is a community who is terrified and also getting very angry. We will not hesitate to campaign for and fund your

opponents in the next election, if you compromise the safety of our community.

Best,
Sia B

Ponderosa



Melissa Lee

From: Susan Calhoun <s.calhoun4@yahoo.com>

Sent: Saturday, November 6, 2021 2:51 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Cc: Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park; Sudhanshu Jain;

Anthony Becker

Subject: Please vote no and STOP the HOMELESS PROJECT AT WHITE OAK LANE

Categories: Blue Category

H i my name is Susan Calhoun and I am a concerned homeowner near the proposed homeless interim housing project at

white oal< lane in Sunnyvale. I am here to ask you to please stop this project now! The area that is proposed for this

project is not suitable for this type of interim housing. Please consider all of the families, schools and children in this area

who would be insignificant danger if this type of project is allowed to continue.

Thanl<you,

Susan



Melissa Lee

From: Sophia Su <sophiasu103@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 5:41 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Cc: Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park; Sudhanshu Jain;

Anthony Becker

Subject: Vote NO on White Oak Lane homeless project

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

Categories: Blue Category

Hi,

I have lived in the Ponderosa neighborhood for l~ years. My kids go to Ponderosa Elementary School and

Wi1coY High School. My 10th grader in high school often walks with her friends to the 7-Eleven convenience

store on White Oalc Lane. My 5th graders in elementary school enjoy playdates with her friends who live in

Halford Garden Apaz•tment, which is right next to White Oak Lane. There are many children living around the

area both in houses and aparhnents. The lot next to 7-Eleven is just minutes away from Ponderosa Eleillentaly

School. Every morning, you can see kids and parents walking and biking to school passing by White Oak Lane.

I tu~derstand it is important to find solutions for the homeless, but White Oalc Lane is NOT a right location.

Please Vote NO on White Oalc Lane homeless project! ! The parents and school children have enough to worry

aboLit during the Covid-19 pandemic. This is not the time to add more burden on them!

Sophia
~Torreya Ave.

i



Melissa Lee

From: Gopal Narayanan <gopal.narayan@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, November 7, 2021 6:08 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Vote NO on 2035 White Oak Lane HomeKey Project

Categories: Blue Category

To the Santa Clara City Council:

My name is Gopal Narayanan, and I have been a resident of Poinciana Drive, Santa Clara, for the last six years.

would like to voice my emphatic objection to the proposed homeless development project on 2035 White Oal< Lane,

which lies immediately across the street from the apartment where I reside. The community I live in has been relatively

free of petty crime and the children of this community have thus far been able to run around and play freely without

having to worry about being accosted by mentally unwell strangers. This proposed project will, going by similar

precedent, permanently hurt this sense of security.

Please reconsider your decision regarding this project.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

-copal Narayanan

3707 Poinciana Dr

Santa Clara, CA 95051



Melissa Lee

From: Sandra Wulf <sandy@crackerjackcreations.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2027 8:57 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Shelter proposed at Poinciana &White Oaks

Categories: Blue Category

Asa 35 year homeowner of the City of Santa Clara, I am deeply concerned and am against the approval of the homeless

shelter (to be discussed on Nov. gtn)

This is a corner with much activity for commute traffic to Lawrence Expressway, has a shopping neighborhood foliwing

to 7-11, and all while supporting sidewalk traffic of parents walling their children and dogs.

The actual space is not spacious and it is difficult to imagine the type of temporary housing to be proposed. Please

reconsider a more remote location with larger space for this project.

Thank you for listening.

Sandra Wulf

3750 Miraverde Ct. #1347

Santa Clara, CA 95051



IVlelissa Lee

From: Tim O'Rorke <tj@timororke.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:08 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/27

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Tim O'Rorl<e

Los Gatos, Ca



Melissa Lee

From: karenr@phc.net

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:27 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Dear council members,

My group, Plant-Based Advocates, a small number ofhome-made, plant-based, healthful box lunches to unhoused folks

for a year through an outreach attorney with the county public defender's office. On visits I saw the dismal conditions

that people are living in. To continue to disregard these people would be to just kick the can down the road.

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara. I hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move

forward with the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The numbers of unhoused residents on our streets and in parks is a national disgrace. We must do better.

Best regards,

Karen Rubio

Plant-Based Advocates

Los Gatos

~' ~
1 ~
/ J //~~ 1

Plant-Based Advocates
I.09 QA'COS



Melissa Lee

From: Maia Bookoff <mbookoff@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:39 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach

Cc: action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Dear City of Santa Clara City Council,

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic locations for transitional and permanent housing, and both will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Maia Bool<off

Resident, City of San Jose



Melissa Lee

From: Denise Chilow <dchilow22@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2027 10:22 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gilimor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Mayor, Council and Elected Officials,

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves. What a gift to the City of Santa Clara to be

able to house homeless families!

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Denise Chilow

1522 Montalto Dr

Mountain View, CA 94040



Melissa Lee

From: Sukhmeen Kaur <sukhmeenk@hotmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 10:54 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Vote "NO" on homekey project at White Oak lane

Categories: Blue Category

Sent from my iPhone



Melissa Lee

From: Kathryn Hedges <biolartist@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:45 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/27

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Hedges



Melissa Lee

From: Mikie Rexroad <mike.rexroad@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 12:18 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: 2035 White Oak Lane (LifeMoves Project)

Categories: Blue Category

Mayor and City Council,

live on White Oal< Lane, about 300 feet of the site proposed as a LifeMoves interim homeless housing project. I've long

been a proponent for increasing housing and services for our homeless and have supported several of other recent

HomeKey projects nearby. However White Oal< Lane, objectively speaking, is ill-suited for a LifeMoves project and I urge

the Council to vote N0. The site is too small, there has not been a successful LifeMoves project in a dense residential

area, and the project is far too expensive for being so ill-suited.

2035 White Oal< Lane doesn't meet LifeMoves guidelines

At 0.67 acres, this site would need to be almost 50% larger to meet LifeMoves recommended minimum 1.0 acre.

As a result, the project proposes stacking the modules 3 high. Further, Life Moves recommends the site be in a

commercial or industrial area. There has not yet been a successful LifeMoves project in a residential area such as White

Oak.

I mpact to neighborhood

This 500' stretch of White Oal< Lane, between Poinciana and Lily, has always been plagued with traffic and

collisions. Drivers exit Lawrence at a high rate of speed don't have a clear line of sight to pedestrians. Every 3-6 months

there are incidents of hit and runs involving severe property damage (cars totaled, houses/fences hit, etc). With the

recent removal of the stop sign at White Oal< and Lily (400' away), both vehicle speed and the frequency of incidents has

increased.
The proposed project has only a small fraction of the parking spaces needed for the number of units. Parking is

already a significant problem as White Oak and Myrtle currently serve as overflow parking for the Riley Square

apartment complex. Further, many of the houses on White Oal< Lane are multigenerational and, while small, many

houses have 4-5 driving age adults with cars (plus their children and elderly parents). The proposed site has too few

parking spaces and yet there's no public transportation within a 0.5 mile radius.

This project would mean three-story buildings next to single-story single family homes and an apartment

complex with only two floors. Further, with the usual planning and permitting reviews being waved under AB83, there

will be no opportunity to review and understand the impact prior to construction. Many of my immediate neighbors

work several jobs and have not been lifted by the Tech boom, and the only silver lining for them has been the value of

the home they purchased decades ago. While proponents accuse any concern about property value as being inhumane,

it does have a real impact to those of us that don't have Tech salaries and have had to rely on borrowing against the

equity during hard times. Building a 3 story project within close proximity disproportionately hurts those that are

already struggling to scrape by as it is.

Expense
Cheaper, larger, and more suitable commercial sites, within Santa Clara City, are available and have been

offered to the city for this project at a lower price. The city estimates that an additional $14M in funding will need to be

provided. It is fiscally irresponsible to squander funds on this site when they could be used more effectively to help a

greater number of families at a better suited site.

Thank you,



Mile Rexroad



Melissa Lee

From: Ellen Cook <ellencookphd@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 12:42 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 71/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

I volunteer with 3 programs f or homeless: a drop in center, a

shelter, and transitional housing. I work with a

Lif eMoves shelter in San Jose and a Covenant House

transitional housing project in Santa Clara. All 3 programs are in

repurposed buildings. This is an excellent way to quickly provide

housing for the homeless, and supportive housing for 1-hose who

need i t.
write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oalc Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

Santa Clara County is moving forward to meet a vast need. Even

if all 9 Homekey projects go ahead, X00 housing units is far

from the severe need we have experienced f or years.

~ ~ / ~ ••

1



Melissa Lee

From: NoHomekey SantaClaraSunnyvale <nohomekeysantaclarasunnyvale@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 12:44 PM

To: NoHomekey SantaClaraSunnyvale

Subject: Wet signatures delivered to Santa Clara city photos

Attachments: submit-signautres-to-city-03 jpeg; submit-signautres-to-city-02.jpeg; submit-

signautres-to-city-04 jpeg; submit-signautres-to-city-01 jpeg

Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Categories:

Follow up

Flagged

Blue Category

Photos attached
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Melissa Lee

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Foilow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Categories:

Hello Supporter,

NoHomekey SantaClaraSunnyvale <nohomekeysantaclarasunnyvale@gmail.com>

Monday, November 8, 2021 12:38 PM

NoHomekey SantaClaraSunnyvale

Wet signatures delivered to Santa Clara city

Follow up

Flagged

Blue Category

Thank you for your support to make our community safe.

Today, Nov 8th, our volunteers handed your wet signature to the Santa Clara city hall (see photos attached)!

White oaks Lane discussion will be on Nov 9th 6:OOPM. Before the meeting, you can send an email to

PublicComment(a~santaclaraca.gov to express your opposition, which will be the public comments of the

meeting.

To Join the meeting:
Date: Nov 9th -Tuesday
Time: 6:00 pm
Join by Zoom https://santaclaraca.zoom.us/i/99706759306
Join by phone: dial 1(669) 900-6833, then provide meeting ID: 997-0675-9306#

Thank you very much for your support!

No Home Key in Santa Clara/Sunnyvale



Melissa Lee

From: Anna Sciaruto <asciaruto@bayareacouncil.org>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 1:49 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor

Cc: Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy; Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker;

Jonathan Veach; action@housingready.org; Adrian Covert

Subject: Support for Homekey Projects in Santa Clara (Agenda Item 3 — 11/9/21)

Attachments: 11.9 Bella Vista &White Oak Support.pdf

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Mayor Gillmor and City Councilmembers,

On behalf of the Bay Area Council, please see the attached letter of support for proposed Project Homekey sites in Santa

Clara. Thank you for your leadership and for considering our views.

Best,
Anna

Anna Sciaruto ~ she/her ~ Senior Policy Associate ~ BAYAREA COUNCIL
Mailing Address: PO Box 5135 ~ Berkeley, CA 94705
o: 415-946-8704 ~ c: 413-835-1406 ~ www.bavareacouncil.orq/join



BAYAR EA
COUNCIL

November 8, 2021

Honorable Mayor Lisa Gillmor &City Councilmembers

City of Santa Clara

1500 Warburton Avenue

Santa Clara, CA 95050

Re: Support for Homekey Projects in Santa Clara (Agenda Item 3 — 11/9/21)

Dear Mayor Lisa Gillmor and City Councilmembers,

Thank you for your continued leadership in supporting investments to address the housing and

homelessness crises in Santa Clara. In a continued effort to curb homelessness in the Bay Area,

respectfully urge you to support moving forward with the Homekey housing proposals at the

Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in Santa Clara.

As you know, Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage state funding to

purchase and rehabilitate buildings and convert them to into permanent, long-term housing for

people experiencing or at risk of homelessness. Since the program's inception, Homekey has

been the fastest, largest, and most cost-effective addition of housing in California's history,

creating 6,000 affordable housing units across the state. We cannot afford to slow progress

now.

Moving forward with State Homekey proposals for new housing at the Bella Vista Inn and for

families on White Oak Lane, Santa Clara can leverage millions of dollars in unprecedented

grant funding to rapidly bring more than 120 new homes to the community's efforts to end

homelessness. Located near public transit lines and other neighborhood assets, these sites are

ideal for transitional and permanent housing developments. Both projects are also being

pursued in partnership with experienced non-profits who have successful track records

operating these types of housing and will help ensure the developments serve as assets for

both the residents and the surrounding community. In addition, the White Oak Lane site will

serve families, addressing a priority need in the community's campaign to house homeless

children.

hope you will support the Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White

Oak Lane, as well as future Homekey proposals. In a nation and state with our wealth, we

cannot tolerate the daily degradation that exists on our streets. Thank you again for your

leadership, and for considering our views.

Sincerely,

P 415.946.8777 353 Sacramento Street, I Otfi Floor 1215 K Street, Suite 2220

F 415.981.6408 San Francisco, CaliFomia 94 i I I Sacramento, California 95814



Adrian Covert

Senior Vice President, Public Policy

Bay Area Council



Melissa Lee

From: Andrew <lucxcom@comcast.net>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 1:57 PM

To: Public Comment

Subject: White Oak Lane

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Council members

have been living in the neighborhood for 8 years. I oppose this homeless project on White Oal< Lane with the following

reasons:

1. This intersection is very dangerous. I am using the intersection of White Oal< Ln and Poinciana Dr on a daily basis

to access Lawrence Expy. The intersection should have four way stop sign. i have seen people turn into this

i ntersection and right the way male a U-turn and get back to southbound of Lawrence Expy to avoid the long

traffic light.

2. Another reason fora 4-way stop is it is hard to male a left turn coming out from White Oal< Ln. It is very hard to

predict cars coming from Lawrence who making a right turn. The distance between Lawrence and White Oal< Ln

is too short to react for any on coming traffic. Sothis male this intersection dangerous.

3. It is dangerous for pedestrian in this intersection. For lower income residence live at this corner, they may likely

walk to their nearby distinctions (bus stop, shops, restaurants etc.)

4. A public park will be built only a block away in the near future. Nearby residence will take their walk there. Kids

will be playing there. However, this park will attract homeless. When they take over, no one will go there.

5. Crime rate, drug use, trash, traffic, illegal activities, just to name a few will go up.

6. Although this site is in Santa Clara, the residence will mostly like hang out in Sunnyvale instead because it is

easier walk to Sunnyvale. Santa Clara is separate by a very busy Lawrence Expy.

7. I understand that the selection of people can live there is by lottery. This will allow anyone including mental and

shady people to move in. That will cause all Kind of crimes to go up. I suggest back ground check and give to

needy families only.

8. Santa Claea need to transparent about this project. Please do it right so it will work for everyone.

Best Regards

Andrew



Melissa Lee

From: Kylie Clark <kyliec@wvcommunityservices.org>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 2:43 PM

Subject: Support Homekey in Santa Clara (Agenda Item 3 11/9/21)

Categories: Blue Category

Hello,

hope this email finds you well. I am writing to you today on behalf of West Valley Community Services (WVCS) in

support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in Santa

Clara.

WVCS serves hundreds of households, many of whom are unhoused, everyday. We work to help them obtain housing,

food, and other basic needs. We have seen firsthand the importance of Project Homel<ey in allowing our clients to

change their lives for the better. Sadly, we're not able to provide this funding or male decisions about which housing

proposals to move forward.

That's why we are urging you to move forward with these two proposals. Both of these sites are a great fit for

transitional and permanent housing. Additionally, both will be developed by nonprofit partners with experience and a

proven history of success.

We asl< that you support the proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane. You have the opportunity here to

male a big difference.

Thank you so much.

In community,

I<ylie

(Pronouns: she, her, hers)

We Live on Ohlone Land. But What Does That Mean?

Kylie Clark

Public Policy Coordinator

West Valley Community Services, 10104 Vista Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014

Email: kyliec@wvcommunityservices.orp, Direct: 408.471.6122, Fax: 408.366.6090

Donate now to bring hope to our community during this holiday season!

Lil<e and follow us: Facebook I Instalram I Twitter I YouTube I Website ~ Chefs of Compassion

YE ~■ 1

«~fl~r[IN~

H E A L T H • H O h E • HEAR T

West Valley Community Services



Melissa Lee

From: Marilynn Smith <mimasmith7150@icloud.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 3:28 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay. This is something our community needs.

Sincerely,

Marilynn Smith



Melissa Lee __ __ __-_

From: Stan Adam <standaadam@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 8:41 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Panderosa Homeless Housing

Attachments: petition-11-6-2021.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: Blue Category



Dear f~~presentatives cif City ~f San#a Clara and Ci#y of 5unnyval~:

As a lacal resident, I understand ~hafi pe~pie experiencing homelessness is an issue ~I~afi our c~mmunit}r

needs to address.

However, i am very concerned about the lack o~ transparency on the Homekey project sits praposed for

2Q35 WY~ite aak Lane. Local residents have little information abaut the project end many concerns and

questions are not answered,

Due to the lack o~ transparency and outreach, l oppose having the proposal of Nomek~y.site~ within.

proximity to high-density residenfiai areas and to parks, schools and child playgrounds.

I urge you to engage with us and have m~r~ public hearings to discuss alternative location choices and

answer public concerns.

It is with that said that 1 request you vote No tin this prc~jec#.

2035 V~lhite C~ak Lane, vita Clara, CA 95051

Print Name: .~ ~ ~ ~ ~_~ ~. ~ (~

Address: ~ ~ 7 ~ ~— U ~7 j t J ~ / ~

Signature and Date:

7~" IJ ~~

~2 , ~ s~n~~,~ ~ J

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~



Melissa Lee

From: Susan Yu <susansyu@yahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:18 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Please vote NO to Homekey project sites on White Oak Lane and 3550 EI Camino Real

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Representatives of City of Santa Clara and City of Sunnyvale,

am a long term resident living on Timberpine Ave in Sunnyvale with my husband and two sons. I along with my family

urge you to please vote No to the Homekey project sites on White Oak Lane and 3550 EI Camino Real. We understand

the homelessness is a very important issue that our community needs to solve. However, planning multiple Nomekey

projects without transparency and public input is unfair, irresponsible and unsafe to local residents. We have received

very little information about the projects and was not given opportunities of public hearings to discuss alternative locations

and answer public concerns.

We live three blocks away from the Homekey project on White Oak lane and we are extremely concerned about the future

safety. The location of the White Oak Lane project already has high traffic. Adding a high density housing project to the

area will only add to the dangerous high traffic area causing an unsafe living environment to local residents and Homekey

residents.

I n addition, we are very concerned about the potential increase in crime and loitering in the area. My children walk to

Ponderosa elementary school every day. We enjoy our regular walks around our neighborhood. Sadly, the Homekey

project has created anxiety not only for me but also for my 9 and 6 year old boys. They have been frequently asking what

will happen when the project is built and whether it is safe for them to simply walk to the park or to a friend's house. Just

like them, I don't know. Until we have better answers to my concerns, my children's concerns and all my neighbors'

concerns regarding the Homekey projects, these projects should not be approved. Please vote NO on both these

Homekey projects.

Sincerely,
Susan Yu
742 Timberpine Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Melissa Lee

From: Amy Brown <pinkpicnic@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:31 PM

To: Mayor and Council

C~: Public Comment

Subject: Support for item 3

Categories: Blue Category

am in full support of new interim housing at White Oal< Lane. I will be proud of this city when everyone has a safe place

to sleep. Everyone who lives in San Jose is my neighbor.

Amy Brown

Artwork: ArtwormsBrown.com @artwormsbrown Museum project: Bit.ly/RylandMuseum @rylandmuseum

Store: JumboJibbles.etsy.com @jumbojibbles



Melissa Lee _~_ - _ -

From: Maneesh Dewan <maneeshdewan@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 939 PM

To: senator.wieckowski@senate.ca.gov

Cc: District1 @bos.sccgov.org; Cindy.Chavez@bos.sccgov.org;

supervisor.lee@bos.sccgov.org; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org;

supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org; katherine.alexander@bos.sccgov.org;

kristina.loquist@bos.sccgov.org; wendy.ho@bos.sccgov.org; council@sunnyvale.ca.gov;

Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park;

Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker

Subject: Strong opposition to White Oak Lane HomeKey Project

Categories: Blue Category

My name is Maneesh Dewan and I live at 726 Torreya Ave, Sunnyvale -- less than half a mile from the

proposed site of White Oak Lane Homekey Project. I have an 8 year oid daughter who I go on walks or bike

rides in the neighborhood -many times near the proposed site. I strongly oppose the proposed site owing to

the following reasons:

Child and Neighborhood Safety -The proposed site is almost in the middle of the residential

neighborhood (of both Santa Clara and Sunnyvale) where kids play/ride bikes/walk with their parents. It

is also problematic because it is within 600 feet of a planned new children's playground and

neighborhood park. In 2015, California struck down the law that prevented sex offenders from living

within 2000 ft of a park or school. While advocates claim studies show there is no rise in crime for Project

HomeKey projects and there is 24/7 high security and background vetting of residents, I did some

research and found the opposite to be true. A Project HomeKey location was built in Milpitas and despite

officials' claims that it would not increase crime, within a few months of its opening, a murder occurred of

someone living there that wasn't even supposed to be living there and no one noticed. At another

project, a mother said that her children were forced to live next to a man that was last arrested for

raping his own toddler, There are other reports of daily crime, mental instability issues, active shootings,

drugs, etc.

Location Safety -the proposed site would also be dangerous for homeless people who live there

because the intersection at this location is at a blind corner, beside a major expressway, lacks a stop

sign, and where people regularly make illegal fast turns to avoid Lawrence traffic and the signal light

there. As a result, this corner often has car accidents. This is not a safe area for a major residential

development.

Site Suitability -the proposed site is in the middle of a long established residential neighborhood.

Project HomeKey was designed to convert existing hotels in commercial areas and commercial buildings

into transitional housing, which keeps some safe distance between vulnerable children and people who

have mental, addiction, and other issues.The White Oak Lane location was previously a restaurant and

has no current buildings. This location goes directly against the original intent of Project HomeKey. Again,

it is an area that is right in the middle of a dense residential neighborhood with many small children.

Given the above reasons, I would strongly oppose this project and Vote "NO" t0 the White Oal< Lane Homel<ey

Project, and sincerely hope that our voice will be heard and our neighborhood and its children's safety will be given it's

due importance.

Thanks &Regards,

Maneesh



Melissa Lee

From: Kellan <kellanmartz@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:17 PM

To: Mayor and Council

~~: Public Comment

Subject: Enthusiastic Support for Item 3

Categories: Blue Category

Good evening mayor and council members,

strongly support item 3. Project Homel<ey sites are successful, humane, and the right thing to do. This site will house

those most in need of housing as we struggle to build housing of all types.

For too long, we have ignored homelessness and pretended it's not a big issue. It has been a growing social issue for

decades and we are finally acknowledging that something must be done. It's immoral to ignore the issue. Building this

site for the unhoused community will people from the streets into a place for people to recover, grow, and build back

their lives.

Letting people sleep and die on the streets is immoral and wrong. It's not fair to the unhoused communist and it's not

fair to houses residents either.

Please support this item and others like it.

Thank you,

Kellan Martz



Melissa Lee

From: Alfred Twu <firstcultural@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:45 PM

To: Mayor and Council; publiccomment@santaclara.gov

Subject: Support for Item 3 at the Nov 9 meeting

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Mayor and City Council

Please vote Yes on Item #3. Having an indoor place to stay reduces problems such as litter or mental illness. Some of

my friends in the area need housing.

Thanks

Alfred



Melissa Lee

From: Cynthia Harris <szeharris@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 11:50 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Support for item 3

Categories: Blue Category

wholeheartedly support the LifeMoves project. LifeMoves is a wonderful organization that has figured out the "secret

sauce" for moving unhoused individuals and families from the street, through supportive shelter, to independent living.

People cannot both complain about homelessness but then in the next breadth complain that some of "them" might live

i n their county. LifeMoves is already achieving successes in its new Mountain View facility, and can replicate this

program successfully elsewhere in Santa Clara County and throughout the Bay Area. Please do the right thing and allow

this project to move forward.

Thanks you for your consideration.

Cynthia Harris



Melissa Lee

From: Bradley Gardner <bradleymgardner@me.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 6:39 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Support for Item 3

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Mayor and Council,

am writing to express my strong support for housing for the homeless in Santa Clara. Homelessness is out of control in

California and we need more housing of all types to ensure that people can get off the street and start rebuilding their

lives. I'm excited to see this project become a reality!

Best regards,

Bradley Gardner

District 6 resident.

Sent from my iPhone



Melissa Lee

From: Bill Bedrossian <bbedrossian@covca.org>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 7:05 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Good morning esteemed Mayor and Council,

write this morning in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White

Oal< Lane in Santa Clara. As an agency who has been in scenarios like this before, I believe it is imperative that we look at

the collective good a project like this can have on our community. Without projects like this, we will never be able to

address the housing inequities that so many of our neighbors are experiencing.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months. Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for

transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by experienced nonprofit partners with successful

track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new neighbors and the surrounding community. I hope

you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with the

White Oalc Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

Sincerely,

Bill Bedrossian, MSW

CEO, Covenant House CA

Anaheim/Los Angeles/Oakland/Santa Clara
(0): 323-461-3131 x248

(C): 562-972-5731

www.covenanthousecalifornia.or~



IVlelissa Lee

From: Kristal C <caidoykristal@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 7:46 AM

To: Mayor and Council; Public Comment

Subject: Support for Item 3: Study Session for the City Activity to address unhoused

Categories: Blue Category

H i mayor and city council,

support item 3. Housing is a human right. I am excited to see the city provide housing for unhoused community

members. Project HomeKey is the first step in providing housing for everyone.

Sincerely,

I<ristal Caidoy



Melissa Lee

From: Dylan O'Connell <dylan.potter.oconnell@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 8:58 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Support for Item 3

Categories: Blue Category

Mayor and council,

am writing to express my strongest support for Item 3 on today's meeting agenda. I am glad to hear that there are

plans to use Project Homel<ey funding to support our local unhoused population, and I think that the current plan is

extremely promising. There is so much more that we can do, but this is an urgent first step in the right direction. I Know

that there is other local opposition, but as I have not seen any viable alternative sites suggested, I am hopeful that there

is no barrier to this plan. Thanks.

Sincerely,

Dylan O'Connell



i~elissa Lee

From: Su and Jim Davey <sujimdavey@sbcglobal.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 9:12 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Vote NO on Homeless Project at White Oak Lane

Categories: Blue Category

Vote NO on this Homeless Project.

This is not a NIMBY issue for my husband and myself, but we do live just 2 streets away on Sweetbay Drive, and 240

people housed in the tiny area opposite 7-Eleven is a valid concern.

PLEASE vote N0.

Su Murdoch and Jim Davey (Sunnyvale residents since 1997)

Sent from my iPad



Melissa Lee

From: Leyla Unerdem <lunerdem@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 9:27 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Please Stop the Shipping Container Homeless Project at White Oak Lane

Oeflr R~prQsenlsuv,~q ~f ~ of Some Cl~~i bnd Glty at Sunryyv~le:

As s IdC~i fesld(1j~L ~ understand that people expertcrrpng kKnrie{¢igness Ig an ts~c►e ~hrtneeds to address, °w ~°~""~~Y

However, l am very c~incerr~ed abGut the lack of ~ranspa~oncy on iho tiomekey proJoc{ ~~$ ~p~~ (~
2435 White pak Lana. Local resid$nts have Ilttle i~famw+lion etw~,t the project and m~,~„~,~,~
questlans ara not ensw~rrd. ~'

oue to the 18Ck of tr~r~sparenc}~ end outreacfi, i oppose having tha proposal of Mamekey siGtis vlryh~
proximityto hl~h~density residcntlst areas and to parks, sdwotsandchitd play~ounda.

~ urge you to engage with us and have mwe p~ilc hearsn~s to discass alternativr taxlion ~nces.ia
answer Ewb(ic concerns.

It is wlth tt►at seW that I request you wale Na on lhiypr~e~ct (;~,~ VQ`~{.A ,~l~}M (~+d~ ~-r

2035 White O81(1,~~. Santa Clara. GA 95051 µ ~

Print Name: ~—~IC~~ ~ ~E~p~M ~ 'TItR1 K UtJF ~~

.~uj~~ ~,
Addr~sa: ~b~v ~A ~~l1g~a

Signature aid Date. ~ ~ l9 ~~a` ~
~ n,

~.~j.
~ .

Please accept our "No" votes on this project.
Sincerely,

Leyla and Taril< Unerdem



Melissa Lee

From: Avery Rissling <arissling@scu.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 10:33 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oalc Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Avery Rissling

Staff at Santa Clara University

Resident of San Jose

Avery Rissling
Program Coordinator
arisslinp (a~.scu.edu ~ 949-257-6319
www.linkedin.com/in/averv-rissiing

Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship
Santa Clara University ~ www.millersocent.orq
@MillerSocent ~ Facebook.com/MillerSocent

~y

Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship accelerates entrepreneurship to end global

poverty and protect the planet.



Melissa Lee

From: Thao Nguyen <contact.tnguyen@gmai~.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 10:45 AM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

H i all,

My fiance and I are in our mid 30s and wori< in education. Without affordable housing, we would not be able to afford

doing the good work we do and live in San Jose. My partner has a masters and I have a bachelors, we have paid off our

loans and are finally in a place where we can start saving. I share my story because I am a beneficiary of affordable

housing and it continually opens my eyes to the growing need for housing for the homeless and those at risk of

homelessness.

also used to work as an intern in affordable housing in Napa, a place that also lacks adequate affordable housing. I have

seen projects not go through because of things like "not in my backyard (NIMBY)". My hope is that each of you see the

stories, faces, and livelihoods behind your ongoing support. Without adequate resources, homelessness will not see an

end in sight and the Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in Santa Clara are one

step forward for our community.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will join me in supporting both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move

forward with the White Oal< Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Thao Nguyen

San Jose, CA



Melissa Lee

From: Council AnswerPoint <council@sunnyvale.ca.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:27 AM

To: Maneesh Dewan; senator.wieckowski@senate.ca.gov

Cc: District1 @bos.sccgov.org; Cindy.Chavez@bos.sccgov.org;

supervisor.lee@bos.sccgov.org; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org;

supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org; katherine.alexander@bos.sccgov.org;

kristina.loquist@bos.sccgov.org; wendy.ho@bos.sccgov.org; Council AnswerPoint;

Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park;

Sudhanshu Jain; Anthony Becker

Subject: RE: Strong opposition to White Oak Lane HomeKey Project

Categories: Blue Category

Hello Maneesh,

Thank you for your email. I am forwarding your message to Council, copying Icey City staff for their review.

Regards,
Claire

CLAIRE GARCIA

Acting Executive Assistant— Mayor &City Council

Office of the City Manager

Phone (Direct): 408-730-7913

Mayor &Council :408-730-7473

From: Maneesh Dewan <maneeshdewan@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:39 PM

To: senator.wiecl<owsl<i@senate.ca.gov

Cc: Districtl@bos.sccgov.org; Cindy.Chavez@bos.sccgov.org; supervisor.lee@bos.sccgov.org;

supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org; I<atherine.alexander@bos.sccgov.org; 

<ristina.loquist@bos.sccgov.org; wendy.ho@bos.sccgov.org; Council AnswerPoint <council@sunnyvale.ca.gov>;

mayorandcouncil@santaclaraca.gov; Igillmor@santaclaraca.gov; I<watanabe@santaclaraca.gov;

rchahal@santaclaraca.gov; khardy@santaclaraca.gov; I<parl<@santaclaraca.gov; sjain@santaclaraca.gov;

abecl<er@santaclaraca.gov

Subject: Strong opposition to White Oal< Lane HomeKey Project

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links.

My name is Maneesh Dewan and I live at 726 Torreya Ave, Sunnyvale -- less than half a mile from the

proposed site of White Oak Lane Homekey Project. I have an 8 year old daughter who I go on walks or bike

rides in the neighborhood -many times near the proposed site. I strongly oppose the proposed site owing to

the following reasons:

Child and Neighborhood Safety -The proposed site is almost in the middle of the residential

neighborhood (of both Santa Clara and Sunnyvale) where kids play/ride bikes/walk with their parents. It

is also problematic because it is within 600 feet of a planned new children's playground and



neighborhood park. In 2015, California struck down the law that prevented sex offenders from living
within 2000 ft of a park or school. While advocates claim studies show there is no rise in crime for Project
HomeKey projects and there is 24/7 high security and background vetting of residents, I did some
research and found the opposite to be true. A Project HomeKey location was built in Milpitas and despite
officials' claims that it would not increase crime, within a few months of its opening, a murder occurred of
someone living there that wasn't even supposed to be living there and no one noticed. At another
project, a mother said that her children were forced to live next to a man that was last arrested for
raping his own toddler. There are other reports of daily crime, mental instability issues, active shootings,
drugs, etc.

Location Safety -the proposed site would also be dangerous for homeless people who live there
because the intersection at this location is at a blind corner, beside a major expressway, lacks a stop
sign, and where people regularly make illegal fast turns to avoid Lawrence traffic and the signal light
there. As a result, this corner often has car accidents. This is not a safe area for a major residential
development.

Site Suitability -the proposed site is in the middle of a long established residential neighborhood.
Project HomeKey was designed to convert existing hotels in commercial areas and commercial buildings
into transitional housing, which keeps some safe distance between vulnerable children and people who
have mental, addiction, and other issues,The White Oak Lane location was previously a restaurant and
has no current buildings. This location goes directly against the original intent of Project HomeKey. Again,
it is an area that is right in the middle of a dense residential neighborhood with many small children.

Given the above reasons, I would strongly oppose this project and Vote "NO" to the White Oal< Lane Homel<ey

Project, and sincerely hope that our voice will be heard and our neighborhood and its children's safety will be given it's

due importance.

Thanks &Regards,
Maneesh



Melissa Lee
-~,—=_

From: ianas sanai <ianas97@outlook.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:30 AM

To: publiccomment@santaclaracc.gov

Subject: Project Homekey at 2025 White Oak Lane

Categories: Blue Category

strongly oppose the plan to build interim housing units at 2025 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara. This location is

i n the middle of ahigh-density residential area, next to multiple schools. It'll be less than 500 ft away from the

planned children's park, which will attract the homeless population that is not staying at the temporary

shelter.

-N I<



Melissa Lee

From: ianas sanai <ianas97@outlook.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 11:42 AM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Project Homekey at 2025 White Oak Ln

Categories: Blue Category

strongly oppose the plan to build interim housing units at 2025 White Oal< Lane, Santa Clara. This location is

in the middle of ahigh-density residential area, next to multiple schools. It'll be less than 500 ft away from the

planned children's park, which will attract the homeless population that is not staying at the temporary

shelter.

- N I<



Melissa Lee

From: Olya Sorokina <olya.u.sorokina@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 12:36 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

'̂Olya



Melissa Lee

From: Terry Montelibano <terrymontelibano@me.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 12:43 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

i hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oalc Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Terry Montelibano

San Jose.



Melissa Lee

From: Daniel Meng <danielmeng@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 12:44 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: We urge you to vote "NO" at the White Oak Lane Project

Categories: Blue Category

Sirs,

We urge you to vote "NO" at the White Oal< Lane Homeless Project.

Ponderosa Residents

Daniel Meng

Teresa Meng

1033 Iris Ave, Sunnyvale CA 94086

Sent from my iPad



Melissa Lee

From: Philip Riley <priley@scu.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:02 PM

To: ubliccommentCc~santaclaraca.gov; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe;

Karen Hardy; Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Good afternoon,
This fall I teach a course in which each week my students and i visit unhoused individuals

(mostly at encampments) in Santa Clara County. We also were able to visit with residents

at Second Street Studios, the first permanent supportive housing project in San Jose.

also spend time at encampments as part of my research into how communities are

established and maintained among homeless individuals (I am particularly interested in

what role, if any, spirituality plays in the lives of those of our neighbors who live outside--

but (digress!)

While not to the degree of expertise like that of the staff at Destination Homes, I have a

good idea of the downsides of living outdoors--in encampments, in cars, alone in tents,

etc. I've also been able to observe the effects of a variety interventions into the lives of

individuals living outdoors--nonprofits doing case management, church groups serving

food, police issuing citations for possession, advocates trying to push change, city officials

doing what they can to respond, Iwo income housing developers, shelters, the HUD

census, etc. The importance of a simple principle is evident in all this: Housing First.

It is from that experience and perspective that I write in support of the Homel<ey housing

proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in Santa Clara.

My friends at Destination Home--Bob Stromberg, Cassandra Staff-- have explained to me

hoW Project Homel<ey is a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring

unhoused individuals indoors. Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine

Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800 transitional and permanent homes online

in a matter of months. That is pretty amazing!

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic On2S for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites

will be developed by experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new

housing and serving as an asset to new neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff

to move forward with the White Oal< Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

i



Thank you for your time and consideration.

Philip Boo Riley
Santa Clara resident (since 1978)

Philip Boo Riley

I nterim Chair, 2021-22

Religious Studies

Santa Clara University
Santa Clara, CA 95053
Kenna Hall 3006

of interest to me lately: https://www.calnewport.com/blog/2021/03/01/email-is-making-us-miserable/



Melissa Lee

From: Brainard/Manies Family <brainardfamily@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:03 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for White Oak Lane interim family housing -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara. These are great locations for transitional and permanent housing. In addition, they will be developed by

Homel<ey, an organization with experience and a successful track record operating such projects. As someone who lives

in the vicinity of both of these projects, I strongly support providing those who need these housing opportunities.

am unable to attend tonight's meeting. So I am using this email to asl< you to not only support both Homel<ey proposals

but to also provide direction to City staff to move forward with the White Oal< Lane family housing proposal in

partnership with Life Moves.

Sincerely,

Kristen Manies

Sunnyvale, CA

(but living right on the Santa Clara -Sunnyvale divide)



Melissa Lee
-_ -

From: Marc Schaub <mschaub0@gmail.com>

Senfi: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:09 PM

To: Anthony Becker; action@housingready.org; Jonathan Veach; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park;

Kathy Watanabe; Lisa Gillmor; Mayor and Council; Public Comment; Raj Chahal;

Sudhanshu Jain

Subject: Help reduce homelessness with Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara. Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors

indoors. Homelessness hurts the homeless and home owners, while housing those less fortunate helps the whole

community.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months. Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for

transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by experienced nonprofit partners with successful

traci< records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new neighbors and the surrounding community. I hope

you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with the

White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves. The time is now. We must not delay. Sincerely,

-Marc



Melissa Lee

From: sharon then <hwscc2012@hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:20 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Fwd: We urge you to vote "NO" at the White Oak Lane Project

Categories: Blue Category

Date: November 9, 2021 at 12:44:16 PM PST

To: MayorAndCouncil@santaclaraca.~ov

Subject: We urge you to vote "N O" at the White Oak Lane Project

Sirs,

We urge you to vote "NO" at the White Oal< Lane Homeless Project. Thanks.

Santa Clara resident

Shuchien Chen

1766 Briarwood Drive Santa Clara CA 95051

Sent from my iPad



Melissa Lee

From: Agnes Veith <acmduff@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:25 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Hello Mayor and Council Members,

am a home owner in Sunnyvale and live within one mile of White Oai< Lane. I strongly endorse the housing Project

Homel<ey is proposing. The individuals who have voiced their displeasure with assisting our unhoused community have

based their argument on erroneous information. All individuals who need assistance are not criminals, drug addicts or

pose a safety threat to others. What the unhoused need is a welcoming community, not one who condemns them for

the situation they have found themselves in. I only hope the individuals who have spoken with such condemnation are

not my neighbors but people who have merely joined a movement of other hate-minded people.

Please show the compassion our community needs now more than ever and support both Homel<ey proposals.

Thank you for considering my opinion.

Kind regards,

Agnes Veith

Sunnyvale Resident



Melissa Lee ._ _

From: Rita Welsh <ritamwelsh@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 126 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council

Subject: Tonight you can make a difference to those who are suffering in your city.

Categories: Blue Category

Good afternoon,

i am writing to encourage you to move forward the state Homel<ey proposal for the Bella Vista Inn and 2035 White Oal<

Lane projects. By doing this you can male a difference to hundreds of homeless people now living in your community

who cannot afford to house themselves in our area. This can be done by using funds that are already allocated for

housing support.

live next door to Santa Clara in Sunnyvale. Prior to Sunnyvale I lived in San Jose where I worked for Santa Clara

County. I grew up in Palo Alto and I am a 5th generation Californian. The first homeless person I remember seeing is a

man sleeping on a park bench along Embarcadero Road in Palo Alto.

Then I met a classmate in grammar school whose family lived on the edge in a rundown house and whose family was

collecting welfare. Her mother worked full time as a nurse. Her income could not fully support her entire family. When

moved from San Jose to Sunnyvale in 2006 I noticed a woman obviously living in her car parked in a drugstore parking

lot. Then I noticed a man sleeping in his truck near my new home. Before that the homeless to me were the men

pushing shopping carts in downtown San Jose or sleeping on the street in downtown San Francisco.

The problem has exploded and there is not much I can do to help with my

fixed income and elder status. BUT, I can reach out to those who have the power to help. Please think about the people

who you can help and who may be able to become useful citizens in your community. Most people cannot operate as

useful citizens when their main focus is trying to scrape up some food and find a safe place to sleep.

Beside housing many of the projects will have social service located right where they live. They will have access to

education, employment services and mental health assistance.

Many of the homeless are children who would cherish a place where they can prepare their homework. Think about

doing your homework in a tent or cardboard box.

Thank you for what you do for your community now and think about ail those you can help by passing on these projects.

Sincerely

Rita Welsh

Resident of Sunnyvale, Ca.



Melissa Lee

From: Angela Schertle <aschertle a yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:28 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

i write in support of moving forward with Homei<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful traci< records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Angie Schertle



Melissa Lee

From: Claire Collins <claire.collins10@yahoo.com>

Senfi: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:30 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 17/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

i write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara. Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors

indoors. Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring

800 transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months. Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for

transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by experienced nonprofit partners with successful track

records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new neighbors and the surrounding community. I hope you will

support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with the White Oak Lane

proposal in partnership with LifeMoves. The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Claire Collins
San Jose, Ca.



Melissa Lee

From: Pacciorini, John <John.Pacciorini@cbnorcal.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 1:45 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Cc: Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Raj Chahal; Karen Hardy; Kevin Park; Sudhanshu Jain;

Anthony Becker

Subject: LifeMoves project at 2035 White Oak Lane

Categories: Blue Category

Dear Mayor Gillmor and Honorable Council Members Becker, Chahal, Hardy, Jain, Parlc, and

Watanabe:

Greetings.

I aln writing to you today regarding the proposal for the LifeMoves project at 2035 White Oak

Lane, Santa Clara.

I have lived in the neighborhood for over 30 yeas°s and as a RealtorOO I also work extensively in

the area. As such, I take snore than just a casual interest in the issues facing our communities.

We residents have had little to no information about this project from the County of Santa

Clara, the City of Santa Clara, or LifeMoves, even though it has apparently been in the planning

stages for months. Why is there no transparency on this project?

As a RealtorOO I am very experienced in the area of disclosures. Being transparent and

disclosing up front that which is known creates an atmosphei°e of trust; a lack of disclosure and

transparency cl•eates suspicion and rightly so.

Certainly, there are other issues pertinent to this proposal; however, the lack of transparency

alone makes it incumbent upon all to vote against proceeding with this project.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
John Pacciorini



John Pacciorini
oRE~ a~7sza4a

~ RQaftor~,A~so~iat~8roker~CaLpWEL~ BANKER REALTY

CC~LDWELL 1~33~ Stevens creek Blvd. ~ Cuperrin~, CA 95014
BANKER p: 408,3b1.~514 ( E: lahn.Paceiarini~~cbnorcal.~am
REAL`fY ~r~r; ,:1~,ti~v,,,Rohnpacciorini,cam

*Wire Fraud is Real*. Before wiring any money, call the intended recipient at a number you know is valid to

confirm the instructions. Additionally, please note that the sender does not have authority to bind a party to a

real estate contract via written or verbal communication.



Melissa Lee

From: hector guerra <hectorguerra17 @hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 2:53 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Belia Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homekey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Hector Guerra, Manager
Veterans Homeless Facility
10 Kirk Ave., San Jose, CA 95127

#1-408-533-0234 (Office)



Melissa Lee

From: Donna Beres <Donnaberes@comcast.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 3:33 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Please Support the Homekey Housing Project in Santa Clara

Dear Honorable Council Members,

am writing in support of the Homekey Housing project under consideration at White Oal< Lane in Santa Clara.

am a volunteer at St. Vincent de Paul and Our Daily Bread and we provide meals and assistance to many un-

housed individuals and families on an ongoing basis. We need more transitional and supportive housing as a

first step in the long journey to end poverty in our community. Project Homel<ey presents an opportunity to

leverage State funding to bring our un-housed neighbors indoors. This site in Santa Clara is an ideal location

for transitional, supportive and/or permanent housing. Please do not delay in taking action!

hope you will support this much needed housing proposal.

Sincerely,
~onria ~~e~ce~

Donna L Beres

Resident of Sunnyvale for over 65 Years



Melissa Lee

From: Wellington Mar <willmar@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 3:56 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: NO to Homekey sites at 2035 White Oak Lane

• ~~

• ~•

~ ~~

~ ~~~

~~



Melissa Lee

From: Milo Trauss <milotrauss@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 4:01 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Tale a look at this video from the New Yorl< Times explaining how democratic states have been failing to live up to our

values. The fact that the approval of these sites is even a question is problematic:

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/09/opinion/democrats-blue-states-le~islation.html

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful traci< records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Milo Trauss



Melissa Lee

From: Jag Sahni <gardens_rental@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 4:24 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Homekey project sites proposed for 2035 White Oak Lane

As a local resident, I understand that people experiencing homelessness is a big issue that our community

needs to solve. However, I am very concerned about the lack of transparency on the Homekey project sites

proposed for 2035 White Oak Lane and 3550 EI Camino Real. Local residents have little information about the

project and many concerns and questions are not answered. Due to the aforementioned lack of transparency

and outreach, I oppose having the proposal of Homekey sites within proximity to high-density residential areas

and to parks, schools and child playgrounds. I urge you to engage with us and have more public hearings to

discuss alternative location choices and answer public concerns. It is with that said that I request you vote No

on these projects. 2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95051 3550 EI Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA

95051

J Sahni

Address: 663 Toyon Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Date: Nov 8, 2021



Melissa Lee

From: Rowan Fairgrove <rowanf@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 4:43 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

have been working with members of the unhoused community for some

years. The Silicon Valley Interreligious Council, of which I am a Board

Member, commemorates our neighbors who have died on the streets

each year on December 21. Last year that was almost 200 people! A

friend of mine just passed her fifth anniversary of living unhoused in San

Jose and I see how little help there is for her. We need more.

SO, I a I~YI writlllg in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on

White Oal< Lane in Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Rev. Rowa n

---------------------------------- ----------------------------------
Rev. Rowan Fairgrove, EPs
751 East Saint James
San Jose, CA 95112
rowanf(c~gmail.com
(408) 472-5121 (mobile)

~C~~~' iVIEETING MATERI~~



Melissa Lee

From: Steve Schramm <steveschramm@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 5:10 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Comment on Homekey -Agenda Item 3

Categories: Blue Category

Just writing in support of this project. You know all the pros and cons; I'm disappointed with all the objections and fear

from my neighbors. I'm in support of this even though it is near my house, and so is my wife. Thank you.

Steve Schramm

Diane Schweitzer

543 Sulivan Drive, Mountain View

~~5~' NIE~`TI(VG nAATER~~+►t



Melissa Lee

From: Donna Davies <dnndavies@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 5:11 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker;lonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for White Oak

Categories: Blue Category

Hello Santa Clara Council Members,

I am writing to urge you to move forward with the interim housing development by LifeMoves on White Oak Lane. Thi
s

housing opportunity must be taken and it is exciting to see progress and leadership toward solving homelessness in 
Santa

Clara.

I have toured the excellent transitional housing facility on Leghorn Avenue in Mountain View which is twice as large an
d

it makes me proud to see our towns seize these opportunities to leverage Project Homekey to help otu fellow resid
ents

find stable housing. I consider all of them real assets to our community.

Sincerely,
Donna Davies
Mountain View

~'OST MEE`~I(V(a ~Ai4T~Rdx~~-



Melissa Lee

From: Emma Hartung <emmahartung@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 5:25 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

Hello,

I'm writing in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oalc
 Lane

i n Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoor
s.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 8
00

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to 
new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward 
with

the White Oal< Lane family housing proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Emma Hartung

Formerly of Santa Clara, CA

Now San Jose, CA



Melissa Lee

From: Mariam Hovsepian <mariamhovs@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2027 5:32 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Ponderosa Housing site!

Categories: Blue Category

Topic: City Council Meeting Sfudy Session: Item 3 -Project #2 - LifeMoves, White

Oak Lane

Dear Mayor and City Council,

am writing in sfrong opposition to the LifeMoves/White Oak Lane transitional housing

project. I live one block from the proposed site.

1. There has been zero outreach to me or my neighbors on this proposal. To know that

the prospect of any development, let alone a transitional housing development, will be

b uilt next to my home that will last 50+ years with no outreach from you is completely

unacceptable and antithetical to the City serving its community.

2. I support the notion of building transitional housing, however, location matters. This

site cannot and should not support a massive transitional project for several reasons:

a. The site was once a commercial mall that served vital needs (e.g. only

laundromat for miles) to me and the surrounding community members. Building a

residential building will forever take away those commercial ai~nenities that we

rely on.

b. The site is very small and will in noway support traditional parking allotments,

further exacerbating the available parking in the area. This will undoubtedly lead

to unsafe roads, walking pathways, and overall blight.

c. My neighbors and I are concerned for our safety, not based on theoretical

ideas about transitional families but real-life experiences. Over the years, my

home and my in-law's homes have been broken into by transient residents. My

son-in-law's car has been broken into by transient residents. My daughter and

grandson have been physically threatened by transient residents.

While I sympathize with the goals of this project, the process is tremendously flawed.

Tl~e community voice has not been heard. Alternate sites have not been identified. And

the public safety of the surrounding community has been minimized or not discussed at

all. I implore the City to take a much more active leadership role in engaging community

members and identifying sites that work for everyone.
i~c~~4~" ~~~~`~~9~9~ fI~A~~6~9~~

i



Sincerely,

Mariam and Karekin Hovsepian
1129 Myrtle Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Melissa Lee

From: tjcooperforted@gmail.com

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 5:43 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Vote on Tues night for White Oak Lane

Categories: Blue Category

Mayor,

We have had a 40%increase in burglaries in the Lawrence Expressway near St Lawrence church in the last two years.

If you put 240 homeless people there, it will be a repeat of what happened in Milpitas for the homeless encampments.

You need to ABSOLUTELY require background checks on very person who is allowed to be part of the White Oal<s Lane

encampment if it happens. We want to help the homeless. But we want to ensure that our children and senior citizens

are protected. Just look at the homeless site neighborhoods and see the statistics of crime that followed not having

strict

requirements of the people that are allowed in.

Dr. Ted J. Cooper

Amazon and SCORE



Melissa Lee

From: Eric Francis <jedinight37@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 6:14 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: homeless shelter

Categories: Blue Category

Im so happy that you guys are moving forward with this project. Not only (as a Santa Clara resident) like to say a very

loud YES to this project at the end of lawrence, but please let me know if i can help in any way.

Eric

~~~ ~ ~uV~~~"~k~9~ nAP~~f~~l~►~-.



Melissa Lee

From: Alexa Kaskowitz <pfeffowitz@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 6:39 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

To Whom It May Concern,

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oak Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homekey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oal< Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Alexa Kasl<owitz, MD, MPH

~~ ;,ti;-~; M~d~~ ~~kk~JK~ h~l~~'~~~~~



Melissa Lee

From: Katie Fantin <ktfantin@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 8:12 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Ciara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homekey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homel<ey proposals in four cities that would bring 800

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane proposal in partnership with LifeMoves.

The time is now. We must not delay.

Sincerely,

Katie Fantin

~- ~~~~ a av~~~~'INCa IVIATERI/j►~.



Melissa Lee

From: Barbara Gasdick <bgmoxie@hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 821 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Vote No on Homeless Housing at Lawrence and White Oak Lane

Categories: Blue Category

Dear City Council,

This is a bad idea to squeeze that many people in that small, busy space. Traffic comes quickly off of

Lawrence and with the addition of so many more people, accidents are sure to happen. The site is also not far

from schools, parks, and childcare businesses. This site also lacks public transportation and restaurants and

small businesses (except for 7-Eleven) that a homeless population frequents. There are far better choices

along EI Camino Real and vacant buildings or even hotels that could be used for this purpose.

live about a half a block away from this site and know such a building would negatively affect home values in

this area and endanger homeowners, pedestrians, and children that currently walk in this area. I think the City

of Santa Clara chose the site because it is on the very outskirts of the city and on the Sunnyvale border and

thus would not get much negative response from Santa Clara residents. And the lack of transparency and lack

of notification of this project shows the city is trying to pull a fast one. But this Sunnyvale resident rejects this

plan for all the above stated reasons and feels that it should not be approved.

Barbara Gasdick
1132 Myrtle Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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Melissa Lee

From: Martin, Andi <Andi.Martin@cbnorcal.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 9:18 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: YES to White Oak Lane Shelter

Categories: Blue Category

Hello,

This is my own personal opinion, not that of my employer. I live just on the other side of the street from Santa

Clara, but PLEASE build the White Oak shelter. EI Camino is over run with homeless people who need a place

to go. This idea may scare some residents, but I am a homeowner and I want that shelter to go up so we can

help not just the most vulnerable in the community but help ourselves. I can't walk down EI Camino at night

because I have been accosted by severally mentally ill homeless people in the past. If they have a shelter and

warm place to sleep, they won't be sleeping along the public road creating problems.

Thank you for hearing my opinion.

Best,

Andrea Martin

-Ponderosa Parl< Resident

*Wire Fraud is Real*. Before wiring any money, call the intended recipient at a number you know is valid to

confirm the instructions. Additionally, please note that the sender does not have authority to bind a party to a

real estate contract via written or verbal communication.
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Melissa Lee

From: Melissa Janssen <wee1072@me.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2027 9:27 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Please don't homeless shelter!

Categories: Blue Category

am against a homeless shelter at 2035 white oal< lane in Santa Clara. This will reverse all the beautification efforts for

the el Camino. It will quickly become slid row again!!!
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Melissa Lee

From: Julie Murphy <juliebethmurphy@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 9:30 PM

To: Public Comment; Mayor and Council; Lisa Gillmor; Kathy Watanabe; Karen Hardy;

Sudhanshu Jain; Raj Chahal; Kevin Park; Anthony Becker; Jonathan Veach;

action@housingready.org

Subject: Support for Homekey in Santa Clara -Agenda Item 3 - 11/09/21

Categories: Blue Category

write in support of moving forward with Homel<ey housing proposals at the Bella Vista Inn and on White Oal< Lane in

Santa Clara.

Project Homel<ey provides a unique opportunity to leverage State funding to bring our unhoused neighbors indoors.

Collaborations across the county are pursuing funding for nine Homekey proposals in four cities that would bring S00

transitional and permanent homes online in a matter of months.

Both sites in Santa Clara are fantastic sites for transitional and permanent housing. Both sites will be developed by

experienced nonprofit partners with successful track records operating new housing and serving as an asset to new

neighbors and the surrounding community.

hope you will support both Homel<ey proposals, and that you will provide direction to City staff to move forward with

the White Oak Lane proposal in partnership with Life Moves.

The time is now. We must not delay. I am counting on you.

Sincerely,

J ulie Murphy

Resident Santa Clara County
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Melissa Lee

From: George Kwan <gkwan2001 @yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 9:31 PM

To: Mayor and Council

Subject: Homekey Homeless Projects in Santa Clara

Categories: Blue Category

Hi Mayor and Council of Santa Clara County,

am writing in regards to the Homekey project sites on

2035 White Oak Lane, Santa Clara

3550 EI Camino Real, Santa Clara

have only recently heard about this. I would request that you vote No on these projects until there are more public

discussions and more data/info regarding impact to the neighborhood.

It would give me more time to research the topic and make a more informed decision.

Thanks,
George Kwan
Rosa Ave, Sunnyvale
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Melissa Lee

From: Kaiyu Liu <kearney.liu@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2027 10:59 PM

To: nohomekeysantaclarasunnyvale@gmail.com

Cc: Mayor and Council; Public Comment

Subject: No Homeless Shelter at the west side of Lawrence Expressway at 2035 White Oak Lane

Categories: Blue Category

H i,

will vote NO to the homeless shelter. It will bring danger to the neighborhood!

Kaiyu
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